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ABSTRACf 
. . 
'\ . 
This study ·was an 'investigation into the process of reading comprehension. Its 
purpos_e was to identify the comprehension monitoring strategies used ~y a _. t~ - · 
~elect group of proficie~~. grade thre~ readers ari'(J to dcterf!Jine;:'' si~Uariti~s or~. 
I - •, ~ 
, . __ ~:. 
;,· - --- : . ' :;.. . ;/ . ~ ~: .. , diffe~erl~~~ in strategy u_~-among such readers. The s~~PY employed a method0logy ~i!' 
~hich _:~~mbin~d the 'a~tive l{~proces·sin~ meas~re . of . oral reading, the thiqk-alou~j-­
meas~e of v~rbal reporting an,d the_ product ~-~s~re ~of free recalls. . \ J 
.... ' . ( ~ . ' .. ,. . 
The ~ample consj~te'd ~f{- a ~~o~R> of .W~nt}'~1 proficient grade .,}_hree tt~adcrs --
• • • • ; 1-:;, . ~~. - • ~ - • ::1 
from three schools. within.-~~the _.Roman Catholic School_ ·Board f<;>r Conception. _~ay 
-----.:_,_ ' ' - . - --· :--~------------------- . ' 
Center ... The readers ~;..re assigried t~e task of .r;eadingit a selected passage aloud ~ 
and ' stopping at designated points ' to vocalize their' ·:thou~hts. After c~mpletion 
. ·'l " 3 ~ 
the readers were required to retell ·the passage in their own words. Each sessio'n 
l ~ 
with individual r..ea$1ers was audiotaped. Transcriptiohs of these s~ssions pr~vidcd 
h
. d & .- h 1,-;d - ) --~~ ,. I.< ~~r - . ;'./ - . 
_t e ata 10r t e stu. y. f"'llc.,':·,· • :·. . _;;_::I - ... ·. 
Three compreneiislon mo~Itori-~g stiategies ~~rel - identified in the oral re~cii'ng 
- - ., . . 
protocols, and five were identified in the think-al~)'ud protocols. Although no ~:· 
• :.v- . ...-:- :·r .. 
new strategies were identified in ·the free recall protocols, support-fffor some o( -~· .. . · 
1 \·ft- ."}.;:' ~-~ ·r · · ·~! ... ; ~~~-~ ;' 
the previously· . id~htified strategies was found. The free ~.ecalls alsq, ~:j)rovi&ed @ · i·: ~·( • · 
"· ' . ... ,: l-:: .••.. ~ !.'&t 
J ,'=... t.·!'• , .. ~ . ' ... . ; ' 
a'Oeqaate assessment of reading comprehension for the;/ readers:··f;Jt . was · found · · .;f · 
_,. ":" (1. ~;, ' '··!·": 
.,.., 
that readers in' general utilized all eight strategies but did so to varying ~xtents 
:." -.;·· . ... :.~· .~'"!· .. ·-:·.; •' '· 
/·.) and in .vary.i~g! ·circumstances. Re~ders' free reca.nl in · genc~el proved to biJ$k-y · 
~ similar i~ ti~ th type and extent-of info~mation and indicated ad'~uate co_~prehcnsfon. 
It was concluded -. that despite the 'individual differences in the utilization of 
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strategies, readen had similar end resultS of. adequate corpprehen~ion. 
.. 
. . " 
Condusions2·::t:egarding the r~le~ance of ;diis research 
. . ~ ~· . •" · -~· .· 
and recommendations tdr further research were . made 
" • • , . ,(f" 1 .· ' 
~ ~ ~ 
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Chapter I I 
I~ODUCTION 
-:.- Reading comprehension ·has b,een .ex~01ined and studied in tl1e past from 
. . ' y 
. _many i1ifferent , angles and perspect~es. In recent ~~ars th~ rela~ively new 
. . , \ . ,.,. . . .. ~ 
• I o • t _. '• 
field of. e;ognj,~ive . psychology has had ·great input into th~ advanceme?r· of . 
.1\ • • • \ 
reading comprehension , thepries .. Various. the,orie~~- of reading compretiension. f 
• .. • ~. • • lot-! • ' 
·. have been· developed, includiQg infom1ation-processing t~(S~rrt~els,. 1977), 
.. ... •. ' ?.' ,. . ~· ·~... . 0 - ' 
'psycholinguistic._ -ttrfc)ry (Goodman, 1973), schema theory (Rystrom, · 1977) ~nd 
,. 
' . '
.... 
· .. ) 
,. 
• t, .., ~1·~ ~ 00 ~ 0 0 ° \ , L , ' ~o 
metacognitive· theocy (Brown, 1980), the latt7r being·'·a: newer an~ stiil .evolving ' 
cognitive perspective. Cognitive , psychologists. have adopted r~a2in.g as on{: of 
•• J:-' 
) ~ I . 
' . 
their main objects of study because oi its strong links with metacognition, 
cognitiv~· monitorjng a~d co~ prehension nnfnitoring. The p~·esent study · exalllfned . · 
• r • , • • .. _,. 
th~ process of reading coptprehension from the perspective of inetacognitive 
theory. It specific_ally examined the process of compre~ension ~itoring in 
~, 
. 
. . 
•·. 
.,· 
an -·attenJpt . to identify the monitoring strategies . ~hat proficient . readers use .. :~_ . ~··.. ·..:: 
~ :· . 
'I 
I· 
. 
· .. .. ·, 
} : -~ 
·-' 
'~ .. ' 
·' i 
** . .--· · :-~· --
:· .. ··.- · .· 
... . ! - . 
., ' -~ .. , · ' 
to ensure that comprehensi~n . occurs. The investigator . believed ·that _such ·a · 
~ ' 
.: study . would ·,. contribute to a mote thorough und~rstanding of the reading 
.. ·: 
· · ~ ·comprehensid~1'~process. ~ . . ~~ r ) · ~ 
Children's performance in readin~ comprehension is a ~idespread concern 
. .. 
_;· 
of educators ac all le~els_ t~d~~· According. Jo Pearson (19~5), ·"more than 
· _ ever · btr~, we . are devoting· much inte~lect~al · and _emotional . energy · to 
helping students lietter understand the texts we require them to read in our 
. --. . . . . 
' ,. 
schools" (p. 724). In order to help students develoP. their reading comprehensiciA. • 
/ ' . . abitity, teach~rs need ~ sound theor~ical base from whicil to teach. ·. ~. . 
., ' . . ·. 
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Background of the Study 
I 
. AfCOrd_irig _ to Bakel. and Brown (1984a) comprehensibn monitor1ng '·'eqtails 
keegjng. track o( one's ongoing comprehension success, en~uring the process 
• ; ' ' ( ' > • 
.. , .... , , .. 
( 
continues __ eff~ctively, . ~~d - ta~ing · rem~di.~I ·· steps w~:_ __ .~eces~ar.y" ._<P: . 22) .. 
Altflougb rese~rchers in the pa~t like ·Huey (1908) and Thorndike (1917), 
• · , ... ; " ,. • , . • r, • .J,;···: .. ; 
. , ,· ·' ~ -
·. 
' . :. ~ 
,. . 
~., \ 
suggested the imporfal\ce of ,:hecking. ~n~/ .. regulating-· in reading · it is on~y · 
• y " ' • • 
. ·r~cently~ -~ ~iU1: the developmen~ ~f:'l:esear~h., in ··~etacognltio~, .. that compre~erisi~n 
.. 
~ 
.. 
,•. 
.. 
.., ," ;.r , 
. . 
... 
·-' ., . ~ 
· .. ' 
. · ~ ,. 
·(, . 
. , ~. 
J 
. {. 
. " 
·' .. ... ' 
··.~~ . ' I . • - • . . . : . " , ' • 
· . monitorl.~g . has been recbgQiZed as a Vitaj_- ---~~ponent-'· of re·adi~g comprehery;ion . . 
• ,f ''~ , .•.t:· . .. ~ ' , r ··K . . .. . .,,.,. . ._ . 
The Uteralucc str<?~gly suggests thir in --or.der to adequately. und~r~tan~ . text, . 
,._,, • ' .._: I, 611> " " ;:: -_'f '· , / , ' .·, ' 
read~rs · ~~ust; among oiheJ;,:·: !hingsr -.~e ~'~bJe ;~o monitor _their comprehension •• 
I· 
·.: ~ 
e~fectivel'y: _Effective re~d~-~:: _Jceep 
·' . 
track' of their comprehe~sjon processes, 11 
.. ,~-·· . -
as they ~rogres~ . . Although there is not ,_ 
~. .. , - - ' .. ~~ ·"' .. . . 
· enough .. evi~ence ·up to tl)e .. P.!~sent time' t~ - ~~-!)elude that . poor comprehension· 
mo-nitoring .. is a <;ausal . factor .. :·!-i>t inade~l,lat~ compreh~~sion, the , evideBCe is · · 
t '-t J ' '· ~ . ! . ~· • 
• 
checking -·;and regulating constantly 
clear tl)at ~the n,vp varhibl~s; . ~re 'certainly !elated. (Baker and Brwn, 1984~)'.: ·- · · • 
. . -. ,~,- ,: ,. ··.- " . ( . . ; 
Proflcie~t . r~ader.s .tend tq_. J!lOnitor. tli~ir co_in~:~nsiC?.n _ ~uch more. than: do 
less ·profictedt readerS. _ , . :,.. · .. · . · • 
' "" ' I ' ' • , .,- ( f' ' " .. .. : . • 0 
. ~ .... . 
.. · Occasiqnally. ,,in· f?oth classroo~ ··aru(~ilnic, . .-we find disabled readers who 
· · are , ~pe~( ;;w'brd "C:.uei~' bu; ' a~e 'poo."_; compreh~n'd~t~~c~ readers . 'are 
~- . ~ labelled - le~.s: ·proficient readers · because the:f' score relatively low on_~ :comprehension 
.. • ~ . -,·!· •' .. .::... .. 
~-- . assessmenr.: ~soining that . dte texf -to be · read : is ~-· ·well .structured and wc'li 
. , 
. .... 
·· • 
.. 
~- • • • ..> J • . : · · · . • - t ....... 
4 - ·- • . \ • .: " . ./ t!' ( 4 ' ~ • ' 
._ ". ~~ganized~: -- ~~ . t~~~ .... it _is s~~~what fa~iHar and inter~stmg · ~o re~der~,. then·~/ 
•- - 1t .can b-e:·-· supposed that the probl~~ 1s not the text. Assu"'!~ng that readers - .• . 
, .. ' • ;: • ' •. ' .. "D . c 
" ·- po-ssess. adequate t:wortd' knowledge, lirtgufsti~ ·know_ledge and knowledge ·of word 
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meanings, then readers do not lack the backgroun~d "knowledge necessary for 
' ., 
· . facilitat.ing comprehension. · 11Je' compo~e~.ts for comprehe,J.lsion, ~ suitable text 
·-<~ ;and ~dequate ~eader b~ckgr~~~d ~wl.~dge, "are thus pf~~-~t in the reading 
~(lt'~ituatltln; .it is the. 0 ~tegrating ·:.-of th~ ·components, t~~ _o ac~ual ·\pr~cess ':,C~f 
: ';~compre~e.;ion ~~ich . app~ars -~~ b~ ·Jl~irf"g . :') ;:~ble111- ·. Re~ders a~~ im~~Ie' . ~~ 
" · take the te~ relate· th.e1r. backg(g.und ~o~edge..,.,,to - ~~;.~ and denv~ meaning. · 
. Althpug~ there _are.,~t.h~; poosibi~ ~explanations. -~f_,!~i~·/Jitohi~~Y~,6~7::. :plau_sible . 
'· · . 
' . ~.. 
' .. • · 
:· --, . 
' , ' 
, .: 
Gi<planittion .. maj-.. b~ ~~at ~6!}e* \ ;;;.~ -;-"~! J_tjoniti>~~~; f{r-~9in~t~]!iiSi?!l• If 
• r~&ders · ~r~ 'no~ ~OllitoilQ~ ~Oifld--0 .. be ·~s€fu.' f_'lf~- ~~;~c~:;~. \4 ~;~~ -l~em · , . 
-. h~W td in_ofitol'l ~~~- .type o~ _ inSt\.ct~~n dti:,.~:Jture.idets?!~~ff~;~?·'~e --\·o ·.
... · ~ .. ·p~es~nt~study ~s mo~~vated ._by .a~ ·mtt:~~st 1\~uc~ qu~:~?PJ:: ,. :'~· .. :·: -~:·:·'.:~ /-.::;0~.>~.,::· . 
. . . . . . . ; .... · . . . ., . . ' ·r . . .F ·{ / . . ·~ \~; ~~.>~~~!~~::(,/~:·~~·~/;._:~·:~·--~~: _:~~~~>/ . 
. . , ___ ·· ·· · Purpose of tb'e Study ·· ' ' .!' · '~ · ~.. · : '·' o· .. : · ·'. l·' · 
' . ~--~ .. .· ' ,;, _,y , •• ,_;~ . ~ . ' .\ • ~~;~· ... ~~·: / :, :.'~ <~ :>>·~·~ -~:-~' . ;-'' .. 
' . . ~·e · pu.r~~se·: ~~ the .. ~tudy . was : t_? ~m!c:1f;:.~~i- .pf~~ss_; ~[: com~ehensio~ 
monitorjng ~nd ·;to ide.ntify ollie spe~ifiif 'corittif.ebensiO'il mdnitoring strategies 
\~ .·• -'J • .J;' ' ~ · 
. . , , . ,.; . . ~.. - . 
· US~'d by proficient grade three readers as they . fead narrative text for- immediate 
- • ~ .. · . ·, ~ . ~ .. ~ _,r~..,,,i!· __ · · • 
unde.r,standing. The: stu~y spe~ifically address~d ·the.:following. questions. 
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1. .What . sJfcCific · compte~ension mQnitqring .strategies do 
•• '.. · ., '1 .. ~ 
·-.~pro~!cient ·. r~ad~rs ···ut,e w~~n ;th,ef r~ad for im~~(lia~e 
~ ·.. . ' > ·~ und~rstanding1~·. · 1.. ./ .:· . 
. ' 
Axe ~ere similarities · apd/o~ .. differ~nces 
. . {.. ... 
·! -'1 
in·· strategy 'use ' ·. 
among profi~ient read:ers? 
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Definition of Terms 
The following terms are defined with respect . to hoJV they are used in 
the present study: 
.. ·
Comprehtnsi<>,n monitorin~ stratej:ies . refer to specific plans or 
techniques 'employed by " readers in an effort to evaluate or regulate 
I 
comp~ehension. ' .' ,. · 
Proficient 2rade thiee read~r5 refer to readers who performed at a--.. 
J . . 
high grade free level [ti '~o~ ~orll }d'~~tification oind comprehension. 
The,. readers in' this stu4y wc;re selected on the basis of their 
' • ·~ • . • I .i , ,I ~ I , 1 • ...._ J 
. .,. ~'<\. , ... . · .,· i \ '· ., ' J • _,) . ... 
,;: overall :,sc;~o~\· '.p~rformah~~ :'as a~sess.~d by.:.thcir respective·· classroom 
. .•- .\ . _,· \ ... :, .. .I 
· · -1:~achers : . I ·' 
.. _;~/; ,.J.;/• • .'·w ;~ ··,;"/ ;. ;.~ :=~ • 
)'~-. Nariativ~. } ··text \ refers.· to .a. na~aiiver -selection in \_Vhich a simple 
• . .J -. . , '\/ ·" . ~ < ' , . / 1 ; ) . 
·ptpi;; -is·: develop~d. It consistS of apP,roximately 130 words and-- is 
~ 
.... 
--'•· ,_· , ... writt~.!l at the high second . ghide readability 
.,··' :·· by the Fry Readability Formula (Fry, l917).• 
level as detcrmine9 
Immediate under~tandin2 refers to readers' · unders~andi-ng of a 
selection as it is being read ·as well as 'immediately afterwards. ~ 
!tbe .present -~tudy immediate .understanding. was refle_cted in' readers' 
. . . . , 
.,._ . .... .· .,.. 
. · .,, -~~ oral reading performances, think-aloud reports, free recalls, and 
., . s aid~d recalls, (where . questio_ns. 'fere posed); Immediate. undcrstandiqg 
-
does not · involve understanding for· the . pu.rpose of ·remembering 
infor~ation . frir any extended period pf /:time · since co!llprchcnsion 
. j\ 
ge~erally occurs at the point of readi,ng. 
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' Significance of the Study 
Although research in the area -of· monitot-~ng is rel.atively new and 
, ,·undeveloped (Baker, 'J979a), a strong positive relationship between· comprehension 
moniforing and the actual comprehension process has been established. Details 
. 
, on the nature of the relationship, however, 41re still scanty and . :inconclusive . .. 
. ...... -
~ --·- . 
Researchers generally suggest that ·· much research is needed ip order to 
further our understanding of the concept of ~omprehension monitoring and to 
more sou~dly theorize on i~ implications for · reading instruction. 
~-
• 
Based upon the research in ~.omprehension ~onitqring up to this point, 
J • 
some researchers (Mangano, Palmer an~ Goetz, 1982; Pitts; 1983) are advocating 
• Q • • 
i- • : , • 
that comprehet:~siqn mon_itoring strategies be ·. taught to .students experiencing 
~· .. 
' . . 
difficulty in comprehension. What specific strategies must be taught.. however, 
is. a concern that has not thoroughly been addressed .in the literature, and 
. . 
· one which certainly de111ands attention. ·As Collins and Smith (1980) contend, · 
researchers must specify in enough detail the tacit· processes which underlie 
.. 
reading comprehension. before methods can be found to teach students' to 
~· r 
master these processes. Although some researchers, such as Mangano et al. 
anq Pitts, have~ hypothesized about which comprehension monitoring strategies 
. . 
should be taught, many generally suggest that tnore empirical research is 
;. . 
needed iri er~er to determine what strategies proficient readers use, and, 
similarly, what . _strategie·f less proficient .readers should· be tau$h~~ The pres~nt 
, study hoped to contribute to the growing body · of research in this area by 
' . ... . ~ 
~ 
identifying some of the comprehension monitoring strategies utiliZed by a 
group of proficient · readers • . 
(, ' 
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Chapter II 
I 
r ~ 
REVIEW OF RElATED LITERATURE 
.. 
Overview 
... 
j 
The notion of comprehension monitoring as an important aspect of 
. -
reading comprehension is widely accepted among today's reading theorists 
and rese·archers. ~omprehension monitoring has numerous applications · within 
the are~ of. reading comprehension .. The\ term may refer to readers' processes 
of being aware of their own .. comprehension or miscomprc~~n&ion · (Wagn-er, 
1983). In contrast, it may · refer to particular strategies that' ·readers use ro 
<) • • • .. 
"--.._~~ssist ' them in reme~bering text information. ,as they study (Andre and Anderson, 
"". ,.- . . :_ - - ·. 
1978-1979). In the past deeade a considerable amoun~ . of research using a 
variety of subjects, settings and . methodologies has -been cohductcd in .the 
area of comprehension monitoring as' it applies to reading. The purpose of 
' 
this ·Chapter is to review the research which is relevant- to the present 
• 
The aim of this study was to examiir'e and . iden~fy the comprehension 
monitoring str~tegies that proficient grade three readers · used as they read 
for Immediate understanding. First, the current theories on comprehension 
ptonitoring were studied '*and a clear working definition · of monitoring:· was 
. ' developed. Comprehension monitoring was then examined in terms of its role 
~ 
in the process of reading compcehension. Comprehensiqn monitoring was 
defi(\ed as a component of metacognition and ~-. co~poncnt o r-- -reading · 
comprehension. With this definition as ·a base, an extensive review of empirical 
researeh studies was ~~ndertakcn. 
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Defining Comprehension Monitoring 
.. 
A CompOnent of Metacopition 
. , 
Comprehension monitoring is presently a very prorpinent area of investigation 
' J 
Although · the terms ·comprehension in the -:field of -metacognitive research. 
- . . 
monitoring, cognitive monitoring and metacognition ·are often used interchangeably 
' I -- • ' 
in 'the litei;1tur~, for the purposes of tt#~ study they are examined . as 
. . 
~~rarch~cally re~}ated co~ceptS~'=;lt is ther~o~e es&ential .to .defi~e the con~ept~ 
6f metacogfiition and cognitive monitoring · in order to develop a clear picture;~·, \ 
. . . . .. :,f .. 
·-of what comprehen!ion monitoring means with r~specrt~;.r the presen¥study. · ·' ... ' 
· The· term. "~etacognltion•• was jiltioduced by developmental· psychologists 
• I • . 
·- . 
in their study of the .de-velopment or' chil~ren's thinking and learning. Vygotski 
( 1962) was one of th~ first ' t~ ·,distinguish the ~~ncept . of metacognition from 
. . - . . ~ 
'. '!- • 
cognition. Cognition was .. d~fibed as "t)te automatic unconscious acquisition ,. 
. . 
i ! ... 'l ' . 
of knowledge". )Vhereas meta~gnitip~ w~ described as "the active conscious _ ~· 
• ' . .... ·.! .I 
control of that. kno.w.ledge." Cognition . rCfers to the process of unconsciously 
. ._. '\... . 
.. .( . 
acquiring knowledge. . As .~ cognition develops, , -for ~xample, a · young child 
_.· .r 
learns ·to say certain sounds, .like "wa-;ta" and "ma·ina", as a result of natural ;' ..... 
- . ' y 
learning in th~ ~·nvironinent. An.·· individual's cogtlitidn can develop wtthout 
any conscious effort by the• individual' to . control or motivate it. Meta~og~ition, 
• , I .~-:::-·r-,, ' 
on the other hand', refers to the more advanced ,process ~f controlling one's 
\ . . 
own cognition., For inSlan~,· a young child learning to ~ead may learn to pay 
att~ntion to the beginning letters of words ·in · ad~ition to guessing words 
that make sense. In this example, the child is consciously d~ecting: attention 
' 
to particular letters in words; such ionscious .control. · of .o~e's cognition ·faits 
.... 
into the realm of metacogoition. 
~ .· .
.. . •' ., 
J . .. ... 
. ,I i ! 
t 
.' . 
· I · 
• 
,'' .,; 
; . 
... 
,· ,• 
.,. 
' · 
:; ·' 
.. - . Flavell (1976), a prominent developmental · psychologisk elaborates on 
·~ ~ • l :, 
the definition given by VygotSky without changing the overall gist of it: 
.:;;·  .) 
( . 
Metacognition refers to one's knowledge concerning 
.. one's own cognitive processes and products or anything 
related to them, e.g. the learning relevant properties of ,. 
information• or data. For example, I am engaging in 
metacognition (metamemory, metal~ming, metaattention, 
metalanguage or whatever) if I- notice tliat I am having 
more trouole learning A than B; if it strikes me. that' I 
should double-check C before accepting it as a fact; if 
it occurs . to me tttat I had better . scrutiq.ize each and 
every ~tternative in· any multiple-"c:poice type ·'·task 
situation before deciding · which is 'Ule best ',o.ne; if I 
sense that I had better make a note of D beca&se I may 
forget it; if. I th~nk. to ask 'omeone . about E to see if 1 
have it right... MetaCOBfiition refers,"' a111ong . other things, 
t9 the active monitonn_g' a~d consequent regulation and 
orchestrqtjon [italics ... :added] of. these processes in 
r~Jation to . t~«: cognitive ?~jects . or d~ta ~m which they 
bear, usually· m tfie serv1ce of· some concrete goal or 
i' objective. )(Flavell, 1976~ p. 232) · .· . . ..... 
• V r 
' . 
According· to Flavell metac'?gnition refer~ to,· among other things, . one's 
' . <. 
knowl~dge and one's a,~tive "regulation and orchestration" of one's own 
. r . 
. ,. cogn~tive .processes~. Baker aAd Bro~ (1984b) interpret Flavell's statcm~nt of J 
.. . 
I' ' 
.; r--
._ .. . 
.· 
·. 
•.. - r . 
•metacognition .t9 include two· not necessarily independent. clusters of activities, 
· -~ . .. knowledge abo~( co~ition .alld regulation .iir cognitiqn. .Brown and DeLoachc 
1~~ . . 
_... '(197~) · similarly refer +'~o metacognition as "th~ thinker's · knowl dge, control, 
~. ',, I , , ' ,·;. ' ~.:.: ,#' ' 
,. .' ·' -· and' c9of(iination of his own cognitions" (p. 30)'. Browit. and D.e ache, as wel,l 
•l .; . ./t ,:. t .. · ·:,. · ~~ ~ ' !• 
\'. _ :'· ,. :..!; .. . ,. .. ·: . .-~s B~ker -~niF 1Jrown, ~i~e atr'empt~d t? re~ne the , original defi~jt ons pr?posC'd 
·"" .: :. by Vr,gotsky arid Aavell w(tbout ·interfering with the Je~er~l. gis( ~f.· t -~m: 
' • that 
8 
}~ ,: ,. ' There appears to be .a consen~us ·~·among 'theorists ' and 
. >'"" I 
metacognition involves at le~st two component~,.' "knowledge" 
I 
~ ··  ' ·-
d ~·regulation". · 
;_,., . . ( 
. . ' . 
Baker and Brown (1984a) describe these two components respecti ~ly as: 
. . . 
(1) an· awareness .; of what skills, strategies, 
are needed to perfonn a task effectively. 
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(2) · 
' 
·) . '· 
. I. 
~· 
' the. ability\· to use sel.f-regulatQrY 'mechanisms to ensure 
the' succe5sful completion of the task, ,such as checking 
the. ~utco~e of ~ any attempt to solve the problem; 
planning ,. one's next move, evaluating the effectiveness 
of an~ :~ attempted actiod, testing and
1
. revising one's 
strategtes for learning, and remediating , any difficulties 
encountered ~y using __ compensatory strategies. (Baker an~ 
Bro~~ .. 1984;l;· p. t2) .. 
. · 
' \.. ... ~ .. 
Bake·t ari'd. Brown ~~ve vecy clea.rly:. delineated the two major components o( .. 
• ... . ' /1 \1. I \ 0 
-meJ<icognition .. /For . the purpose. of this study, their definition of metacognitio.n 
:.'~ · wa'j.- ad~pt~d. ~e tWo components of meta.cognition, knowled~~ and regulatfon, .... 
. ,: 
' ' 
.. ' 
will .fio~ , be examined;.: respectively .~- terms of how each applies_._:;· to :,jthe .. · 
·7·' • / 
,,, 
' _, 
/ . 
:{. process of reading- comprehension. t' _; •· , ,.. 
.':' , ! • , :> r 
... . - . , .. 
b • • • 1;'he f"rrst \cOmponent . of metacognition which has been identified is "an: _. " 
1 
· awareness of what skills, • strategies, 31!d resources ,~e. needed to perf~rQl ;~ c;t 
tl • • t' 
task effectively;, ·.(Baker and Brbwn>t984a). This compo~en~ is wh~t ,Fia~eu -' 
,~ - ~ -(1981) refers .~o ~ .meta~~itive - ~owled~e. Accordi~g ~t~·. Ftavell, ~tta~~~nitive l 
, _, .. ..· . ,. ) 
knowledge : i~cfudes . kno~ledg~' about · the self, the task ~, and the ~trat~gi~s ·· 
• _ _ , , • .t f . . ,•' . / ~ . ~ . 
that are . known to infliiel)ce pedorinanee, and · tliaf· can. bei .called up frpm . 
-~ ::-. ,.... . .,' .. : . . -... .; ( ' . ·' 
long-term memor:Y on~ repeatetl oc~fons in• a ratheJ( purposefql way. ~ :,;·. •/ , I 
. . . . , ~ ') . . 
p .' . 
.:~ 
·,. 
- ( . ." 
.r 
.:- Metacognitive knowledpe . of th~ s~lf inCludes_ knowh1g;. . one's ,,, relati~_c;: _ • .-! .... 
.;· abiiity to perform certain ·{ 1}1>es of :tasks and knowing on~'~ feeli.ng~ :a~'~ :~i ,· 
i - ' ;. . ' . • . ,: ' 
ideas about' particular tasks. In reading, this would include one's conc~pt oLf 
'I o • , ( I ' • • ,~ " ..J;I 
self as a, reader. Does one think one is a good reader? Do_es .'orie kDow ''pat 
..,...._ , -
one can 'and cannot read? .1 · / 
·, i • . "' 
M~tacognitiv~ _knowledge of the task includes knowing thg .. demands, of 
t t I • ' 
particular tasks and _/knoWing, for-~. exam piC, . that certain tasks , will be more 
~ . .._ : 
• :r . • • 
difficult than others. With ~esp~Ct to reading, this' would involv~ .- the reader's ,. 
'concept of the. reading ·p~oce~, and ot particular re~djng tasks. Does the.- reader · . , 
:t' ~ . ·~.. • • ~ ' . ./ ( 
. 
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w · 
.perceive oral reading as being more difficult than si,lent reading? Is reading 
considered an exa\t word :;cognition process or a meaning-getting process? · 
. Metacognitiv~ knowledge of strategies . refers to what the child knows 
-· . 
about means or strategies which are likely to achieve' particular cognitive 
- . . 
goals. It includes, for example, knowing that there are .strategi~s of differential 
...... __ \1 ,., ... 
utility for sotving different tasks. In reading, knowledge· o( strategies would 
include ·.among other things the reader's ~owledge · ~at sl~wing "own one's 
rate of rea~ing might improve one's ability to understand diffic';Jlt text. 
- . ~ 
Many· studies in metacognition. and redding have, focused on the ~owledgc 
- . . 
, .component of metacC!~nition, especially the ~owledge of task component. 
Winograd ·and· Joh~ston (1982) label such reading r~search as inquiry ~bout 
- " ... ./ . 
what readers know abdut the task of reading. Most studies in this area have 
. ~ 
in~olve~cond cting int~rVi~s ,and questioning readers a.bout . feal or hypothetical 
' ' 
- • • - t •• 
reading sit~~,tiens (Myers and -~ Paris, 197~; s~nney and ··Wi9ograd, ; 1979). In 
!. I' , , 1' - •• ,f. .;: • '• • 
many instances : the meta~ognitive .)mowledge:;~ of good and poor readers ~---
.>}~ I # 1 .: ,;·- '! '• •) . (:"" 
b,een compared~_ The' geperal finding .Pf sucn research has,, been th.at' J)oor .. 
.• :, . ~· :: ~: . · .. : ~ .. , . .. 
readers differ from good readers in their knowledge of th~ reading' proe~s 
· ' - r. .; yo t' {' • L ' -
(Garner and K.rau$, 1981-82). Poor. readers. tend to ez:nphasize : the · i~po·rtance ,. 
• , , • •• >t 
of exact word..r~cO~itiO'n.rather ~han of und~rstanding .. what has been read. 
. \ ' 
> 
'. 
t' • The: seoond co~ponent of metacogriition which has been identiff~d by 
Baker a;d Brown is. "the ability to use self-regulatory, mechanisms to ensure 
~ l 
• r -
the succeS$ful completion ·of the task." This co1tlponent. is w~at Flavell ( 1981) _, 
' refers to as coanitive monitorina. The skills of cognitive monitoring (checking, 
.. 
pla~ning, ·.evaluating, ... testing, revising, a~d remediating) are, according to 
Brown andDe~acbe (197~), th5 basic cht~ristics of efficie_nt ~~~ught. ·~uch :: 
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skills are necessary for all "deliberate leamin~ and p~obiem-solving situations" - · 
(Brown, 1978). It is thus· s~ested that monitorin_g one's cognition or one's 
' ~ I ~ , 
thinking is essential\ in· order to successful!y solve pr9blems, to remellj,.ber 
. . . 
and to learn. Since· ~e~ding is ·associated with problem-solving, remembering, 
.. ... . ...... -
and learning, then it follows that· cognitiye ~onitoring occur~ . in the process 
.. 
Prior to being gni · ed as an important· aspect of reading,, .. monitoring 
• • \1 : .. 
was studied for years b ,. -- c gni~ive and~ developmental psychofogists. C.ogniti~~ .. - . ' . . . ~ 
monitoring. was perceiv~ s a, fundam~ntal pro~ess --:in the . study of th'Htkl~g 
and learning; and later, in the study of memory, l~riguage ,development, anct·:· 
' ' ., · " 
0 
' :r ."'.~ ·,;J"' "'o • ,• • " ·.~. \ 
problem-solving. ReceQtly;r·. with the empha~is on : ·readi~g ·as. an interactive 
• .. • t • 
. 
comprehension process,- reading · theoi:lsts an~ researchers have 6~gun to 
._:.-~ ..  
, ' 
investigate the rele that oognitive monitoring plays in the reading process. 
· · They ~arit to find/_~_out if, and .~ow, r~aders reg~~te -~d monit~r ongoing 
processes in reading. Monitoring plays a very significant role in all cognitive 
' . . 
processes, and the cognitive process.es · involve~ in reading appear to be ·no 
exception .. Most . of the cognitive activities involved in reaUing have as their 
goal ~equate comprehension; a large part of cognitive monitoring in reading 
• • I ' 
can thus more specifically be ckued. "~mprehensiori monitoring." 
. ~--
~ .. 
The~·· hierarchial relationship among .the concepts of metacognition, 
. . 
cognitive monitoring, anti comprehension tnonitori;.g- is illustrated in Figure 
• J,,. As. indicated, met~eognition can be' defined in terms· of its ~0 compo~ents 
which have· be~n identified in the literature as metaco~itive ~owledgc{ and 
cognitive monitoring.· Metacogoitive kpowledge incl~des _)nowledge about the 
self, lhe task and strategies,. each of .which may influence one's performance 
I 
on a particular' task. Cognitive ·' monitoring involves the ability to regulate 
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one's cognitive process in tas'S5 involving memory, language~ thinking, and 
comprehension. Cogn'itive ltlQ_nitoring as it applies to comprehension- has been 
---- ' . l.. • o.J 
differentiated from monitoring as it applies to memory, language and thinking 
for the puryose of ~larifyin('" the concept of comprehension ~onitorirni~ lt is 
'•, 
not mea~t to imply .that the process of comprehension is to ~~ treated as a 
separate entity. from memory, language and -thinking. The four processes arc 
- ()I' 
indeed very closely interrelajed. 
. :' 
I 
\ 
METACOGNITIQN 
.. 
, . 
METACOGNITIVE KNOWLEDGE COGNITIVE MONITORING 
Self 
Cl'fask 
Strategies 
I ' 
Figure I 
'· 
-., 
' 1 
Memory 
Language 
Thinking 
' ~ 
Comprehension 
12 
Hierarchy of metacognitive concepts 
~ . '"'- ~ a~ . . a metacognitive pro~ Comprehension mpnitodng has been described 
' 
and as a 'particular ,type of cognitive monitoring. Baker , (1979a) · defines 
- -· 4 
comprehension monitoring in this maf\ller: I 
Comprehension monitoring involves tbe evaiuation and 
· regtil~tion of one's own ongoing comprehension processes. To 
'" evaluate is to keep track of the success with which 
comprehension is proceeding; and to . regulate is . to 
ensure that the process continues smoothly, including 
taking remedial action· when comprehension. fails. (Baker, 
197~, p:· 365) 
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The cgmprehension monitoring ·that Bakef (1979a) refers to could occur in 
,· 
I u 
-
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) 
' 
many situations. In conversing casually. with another person, for example, one 
ensures und~rsta~~ing of thejti.er's · mess~ge · b; interrupting when the 
message is unclear, questioning, repeating, and paraphrasing until saJisfied 
with one's comprehension of the message. The procedures . of interrupting, 
questiolii~g, i~peating, ~nd ' 'l?araphrasing are exarrlples of the comprehension 
-- I 
•I 
I 
. . ,= :.;nonitoring strategiee:J'' ~~din an informal conversation: .... / 
. ,.... ) · ~ -.. - .,.4. 
. ~?.~prehension monitqring a so 0~~ when one participates .i.Jl a 'debate, 
I I , . 
''• 
listens- to a· - ~~tture, listens to 'a p m, or reads. -a ·- :book. The eXtent of the 
.· :~· , \ 
comprehension monitori.ng . and the.,.str egies used Jllldoubtedly -v~ry frosi' one 
' ,~ . . . . . . 
situation to ~·anothe~,- depending q!l ~e ader's or listener's piirp'ose as well 
.. (. • f 1:. 
. . ~ 
as the material ·to be comprehended. List~ning to a very siily)'le · poe~ for, 
,.~ 
sheer . :~ojoymenl wo~~d certainly not requ.\fe the same type or am~>Unt of· II) 
monitoring as would reading . a resea_~ch ~rticle in preparation to discuss it 
. . .,. 
f with a colleague. Undoubtedly tJ.lere would be some overlap . 
,, 
. _ ... Alt.tugh the term "co~ prehension moni·t~;ing" h_a; been narrowed down. 
from the defi~itio~s of metacognition and cognitive monitori~g, it is evident 
( .. 
that comprehen.sion :monitoring is still a very broad term. It cov~rs comprehension · · . ·'. ~ 
~· 
. as it occu~. in various modes of ~o~unication, including - list.ening,. ~ea .. king, 
. . -.. ' . 
reading, and writing. For the pul'l?.ose /of this study, however, comprehen~ion 
monitoring 'was examined solely. wl~h respect to reading comp,r::ehensic;>n . 
Comprehension monitoring in this study •,. refers ·,to the 'Process of monitoring 
• I 
. . . 
one's o~, _compr~bension as one reads connected discourse in print. It. refers 
?' --- • T-
specificall~ to rc;aders' processes of "evaluating" and "regu1ating" their ovvn •'· 
readi~g com·prehension!' To investigate readers' processes of evaluating their. 
' 
own comprehension is to quesUo11 whether readers are aware of wheq they 
"--
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do or- do not ·understand. To investigate readers' processes of regula!!ng 
th.~r own com'prehension is to question whether readers know .how to facilitate 
- ' 
understanding and whether they can remediate .problems which occur. 
)>. C)o • • , _r.-__,Jo 4 
-~ 
The processes o~J,~~Iuating . and regul~ting comprehension require the 
use of ~omprehension ·~toring strategi~s ~y ·the reader. For· the purpo~e of 
' 
this. study, the term "comprehension monitoring strates,y" refers to any plan 
or ~echnique_ employ~d by the reader in . an ef~ort ~ evaluate or rc)ulate 
comprehension. Sp~cifically; the t'erm refers to' a~y .pian or technique employed 
·' -
by the· reader in an effort .to d!J or~e or ~11 of the ·following: 
~ 
(1)" recognize a la<:\tof understanding, . 
. . 
(2) facilitate·--~nderstanding, _ 
' (3) · remediate probl~ms in und~rstanding. 
.,. 
. . : -- ~_ , .. 
The purpose of utilizing any comprehension monitoring -~strategy is to Lead. to 
,_ 
more adequate comprehen~ion. Utilization of a strategy, however.; does · not 
necessarily imply that this goal has been achieved; Tile use ' of s'trategies 'can 
be either effective or ineffective in leading · to more adequate comprehension; · 
,. . 
It has been suggested that comprehension monitoring is a vital component · 
•• 
of reading comprehension (~aker, - 19793; Baker and . Brown, I984a; Baker and 
•' 
Brown, 1984b). It is thus necessary to examine why and how it. is so vital, 
which is the objectivc:f of the following ~ect~on. 
. ; 
A Component of Readini Comprettension. 
. \ 
... 
The ultimate goal ~f readjng is to achieve _understandin~ of text. As 
f:ry (1977) suggests, "Get~iqg the meaning, or cornprehending, ~ is. t~e .proc~ss 
of ~eading. Withou~ g~tting meaning you can't really ~11 it . readi_ng"_ (p. 9o). In 
order \to get meaning from text, readers must interact - ~itir'1t_, p~o~<?ss ·an_~ 
\.e . ' ·' 
reconstruct it until it makes sense to them. In ~he process of reconstructing, 
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readers m~t make inferences, and be,come involved in ''"transforming, extending, 
and_ (elating information" (Markman, 1981, p. 65). In so . doing, it is ·necessary 
for readers to keep track of o~ to monitor the~ comprehension. <?therwise, ~ . 
they may not be abie to make .the , ~propriate inferences and connections 
.. 
necessary fol' "making sense.1: 
. ~ : .. 
· · Often readers are · comprehendi.ng _but · are unaware of do~g so; On such 
. ' ~ . -~ ,\ . - . . . ....  ' . . ~ 
.• v •· occasions, rea~e~s . :are . unconsciQusly · ·~onitoring their · comprehension. Skilled · 
-i· -~ .- re~~e~s ! whose :.~ '?~s·$i:~g· 'sk~~s - ' ~e .... ;~rj; ' ' fluent "Ca~ pr~ce~y ' on 
· .. ~utom~_tic~· ;_pil~t, :_. ~~t~l · ·. _a . ·· tr~~ing _ ·-~~en~,· ~.te·iis · :~hem .to. a comprehension 
• • .... . .,•· > • • • • . ' • • .' ' • ~ ' ' : • ' ' ' 
· . ; f~ilur~" (Bio~~ l280, p. '455). As :soQn as 'compreJtenston : failure_s Qr pro6fems· __ _ 
(-;-_.-·\.·are' de~ect~~: t~~d~rs .be~me more ~w~e--·-~t 'thek :~tn-prehe~sion, :-·and mon-itoring 
• ' ~ ' ~ . • ~ • • I 
becomes ' more -'or ~ 'c'omc_io~ p~o~~-- 'The . coristiuction ' o( . meaning which 
:.... was so ·rapid and automatic slows: .down comiqer~bly. . Reade·rs must become 
, • , ,. • I 
0 
: r • • 1 : 
0 
·A-ctive _in applying appropriat~ .rrionit~ring :strategies, which Brown ( 1980) 
· refe~s· to as 'ldebugging devices artd str~tegies/' More p~oc~s~ng time and 
I' • • \ •· . 
effort. are·· required for'_,. the. ~~ptoyz,nent ·of ~.uch strategies. Re .. aders thus · 
· b~come m:ore. conscio~~qf ~ha~ tbey .a_re doing. . .: 
l : . .. ' ' . . . ' 
· . "Triggering · ·eve·~~~~ · whfch · S.ert readers to comprehension · failures may 
; · . . . ' ~ . . ·. . -· '\ . 
.··. -vary. '-A' ·· r~a«!~r :~ay~ .reaiiU .that an expectation that has .been ·_entertained 
.·. '. . ... - ·. . •. . ' .. · 
about ·. the .text is not to be confrrmed, or that ··it has been' changed. A reade.r 
-· · · .-ma; . ~ealize that a previous .. interpretation of ; .~ · phrase was incorrect . and 
must be 'reinter:preted . . Whatever the event, the reader reac_ts to it by slowing 
.• ' ' ' • ,_·L • • 
down' the rate~. of re~di~g- and by engaging .: in ·more process,igg. An effo.rt is 
.. "' ' - ~ ' 
made . to . . ~~arify ··the compre~cnsion problem, · and if necessary, to ren{ediate 
.·the· f~ilur~ · ,which ' had occurre.d, . . · .. when a · reader enters. ·~his strate~ic . st~te, the;e 
. ·-is an , a~tive · inv9lve.rient . . irt · ~· cpmprehe.,sion p~o~~~s and an ef~ort is .be!ng 
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made to make ,$ense of the text. Beta use readers become more conscious or 
'• 
their processing, the process seems to become inore observable. 
A ' 
• ' 'Ill 
The liter.atur~ suggests that the process o.f comprehension monitoring in 
reading bec'?mes more apparent. wll~n readers .'eXperience sorpe difficulty, or 
problem in compr~hendi~g. Comprehensoion 'monitoring d strategies .. are then 
~"' ~" Y, ' I I • - ' < ~ 
required foi g~t,ting 'the comprehension process back on track. The study of 
comprehension m~nitqring has thus J~rgely focused upQn '"the detection and 
<. ' . • •• 
' '~ . . ~ - ..: ,. . . . 
r((mediation of problems in reading, without attending to the presence of 
. c~~prehen~ion ·. ~onitoring ·. in . ;mooth ~on .. ~roblemati~ reaayin~.~ ~T-tt~· deflniti~n 
. . ' ... ,, 'l. . . ' 
· · of cqmprehe~sion mopitoring -suggested by Wagner ~(1983) illustrates ·· this 
~. ~ - . 
, 
t 
. . ' 
--- . 
"Knowing about comprehending" by definition must be a 
conS&ious process, and appears to . i~volve some kind of 
trigg~.ring mechanism or recognition by •. the reader · . of 
fall ure to understapd the text message ... A second 
aspect of comprehension monitoring, "knowing how to 
comprehend", involves fiX-up sttategtes which the reader 
m~y employ ·once the failure to cornpreheoo has been 
recognized and which may vary according . to the· level 
at · hich the failure .. to compre~end has 9ccurred . .. (Wagon~, 
19 , p. 330) . . .. . 
. . ' ' ~ .Mucn::· r(Jarch -ha~ .. bee~ devoted to· problem·.- dete"ai~~ _an~'·, ··;emediat!on, 
and much has beert' written ·on ''fiX-up~' and corrective strategies·. ·This line or. 
'-..,.- ~ 
resear-ch relies heavily on·! the error detection pa!aciigm ·(Win5?grad -:·and Johnston, 
19~~) which will be discussed , in .more detail ,ip :. ·:a. tat~ section. In such 
... .. • • » • 
... . ~ resea;ch, information about compreh~psi~n;. '~'onitoring strategies is based 
.. · .. ·:·; ~-. . ~- '-. · .. -~ .. upon . stfa~etles· . th~~ readers use to detect erriifs or inconsistencies wnich ,• 
;f.~:·:_:·~.: ~ ·,. ~;~ .. ·.~";:.,~ ~ . . . ha~~· h~~ri' J~posed upon the text. ·Such strategies, ·however,. 01ay not necessarily 
• • • ' / -. .' tl ... ~ ~ • • .. 
~ i• •• ·- : ' " ~ - . • , :~........__ t .. - ' 1~ • 
··:· · · ·- ~ · . ·be tepr~~ntat.ive:-or fh~ ~onitoring strategies use,d in comprehending u~altered _.=;:~~.:~ ·> . ·~. ~ .. . ! ' ' ' · • . - --· - . ... . ' 
. y·:·:·;,.< .. '· .. teXJ,_ as in ... a _natural reading situation. The · ~prese~t study will investigate . t_hc · 
; '!··: .... ~-·· .. 1 • • • • • ·~ ' • • l • ' • ~ • • -·· ~ ' 
.:,:\:..- ·:~ _ : · . , .: · coi_Jlp~ehe~sio.n , '·nlOnitorin~ .. strategies involved in' f~cilitating comprehc?si.on,~ 
•• • • ·: :'• . .. • • , J. • • • • .4 • • 
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~it proceeds smoothly, · withou~· problems,_ as well as the stratc;g,ie.s-- ·utjlized 
when problems o~ difficulties ~re recognized b~ the readers. 
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. Fitq.etald _(l98B) suggests that <;~mpr_ehension monitoi:~ng inv~;>lves· 
. . ... . ~ .. 
"readers' awaren~~s and self-control of thei~derstanding ~d of strategies 
'I 
9 that facilita~e~ compreheQ.s~on" (P·,i' 249). The two aspects of comprehe.nsion 
monitoring wl)ich were delinea,ted in the pt~vious ~ . section, eyaluation · ~nd 
regulation thus become apparent. First, we· ·must consider the reader's · ., ,, 
. ' ; 
I ' 
. . 
ability ., ~valuate, or. to recognize Whf?D one does . Or does not comprehend; 
and se~_ond~ . we m,~'consider 'th~ reader's ~bility to. r~~u1ate, or u~e· :-appropriate 
.strategies t~ facilitat_e· compreh.·ensiori and/or . re.mediate P.~obl~s· ~ich . ·may· t . . 
. ...:) . . . ~ . 
occur.· Th~ presont·: study ~: ~ncemed with. both . aspects'. -~f comprehen~i~n ' '' 
.- , I • • ' .' 1 , ' 
0 
' , ' • : 
0 
, • ,."'~ ~ ' : ' , 0 • • • • • ' , , ' 
monitori_ng apd it. foeuses . dire~tly· ori -.the comprehension .. monitori~g· .. strateg~es 
'" ~ ' . . . ' '•. ' . . ' t;;'.r' . 
·\Jsed in· both evalua.tion and:r~gulatl~n-prO~S$eS. ·. . . ~ 
. ' 
" • • j ... • 
~e. following §ection ~i~l _  review actual . . research studtes -~hicli are . 
· releva,nt· to the preseilt~tudy. The &tudies have been catet9rized 1,1nder two. 
. . . ~ . . .. . ~ , 
headings, oral communication and . listening ~tudies-:.. an!J_,:· reading - studies. 
. .;.--- -.. -:· ~· ' .. . ' . ' . ...... . . ,.. 
- Although comprehension ' monitorfuJ(·4ti :::6(al . communicatimf and ~eni~g is 
' '" •"" •• W~ • I 
~ot the. actual . focu-s . of the ~pr~scmt, s.~u~y, ~~~:~rch: in .til~ . area has m,~Y r:.~ _-;:-
implicatlon~ for .coinpr~h~nsion -~onitoring·. in read~~-~~~ ·..i:"t !..;,- ·· 
' .. '9 l -j ' • ;-""' ; > 
f :; 
'1.-
. ~( ; 
R~~~rch in. Compre.hens1o~ Monitori.~_g . 
. . ' . i.~' # 
Oral Communication and Lisie'nioi.Studic(s 
' . . , 
' ' . -
. ' 
Readers · \yho · monitor their comprehension . of te~ -are IU<:ely .to know 
• • • ' ' ' - • 4 • 
• . : • . ·, • ...; .Q • • • j 
.. when- they· un_derstand, ~hen .they do~'t -~nd~rs•d ~- and when they _ _p.ar,tsally 
. ~n~~..S.tamJ . (Baker, ... ~97~a). R~~ear~h- iri _comp~ehension rn~r~Jrirjng ~r~iilate~ 
. with this ,aspect._· of comprehension · m~_ni~~r.~n~, the ;··~va~p~ti~h~i: ~spe~t, ~h~it 
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' A 
really began with studies in oral · communication. Such studies 
communication -task _to ass:ss m~ni~Ori~g. ~ey typica;l; 'have 
planne~ connected discoUr;Se,.. in the same sense· as in written. ·discourse or 
... - ,., . ' ,. 
.. 
have · l,JS'cd a 
not involved 
' ' 
•.. 
t 
even as in li'stening-to-~ritten-discourse studies (WagQne(,l983). 
. ' . 
Robinson and Robinson conducted' four studies in which 'they' in~cstigatc;:d . 
. . . . . . ~ . 
. ,:-· 
young chitdren's ,under$tanding or · ·co~plunicatiqn and communication failur~. In 
<o ~ th~s~ ~o-called ''refe~~~ c~~municat\on·~ 11tudies, the s~bj~ct of i~vcstig~on 
~ . . . . -. 
. was -~hi}dren's '\WareneSS that ·an inadequate message COUld cause a communic~tion ', 
. .. ~! . .. 1 ' , . . ' . .., . . .. • • • ' ," 
fait,6r~.- t'Jn two· 1976 . .-stu~ies,. c~ildren were asked to identify pic~ures . after . 
' . . ' . ~ ' 
. . listening . ·t~ .·oral . i~truction~;_ 'Each\ child played tHe role of ~both speaker. ·and 
i- . ~· ' - . • . . ' • ... . • \ ' • 
. lis(en~.r, ·in · ~ .,c'omrrtu.nic~tion game with ~he expe.rimen~er. FaiJqres in 
- ' • .- . :~~ 1.:' • J • ' : ' . • J • • • \ • • .' • • • • • 
• ,. 
. 
·- . 
. . _ .. ~intnuf.ljcatipn ·-<:were made to .~ccur, -\and, the · cllild was asked- fO~Cigc· whose 
. . ' . .. . ' ,. 
~. 
f~)llt- 'the~e _ WC?re _a~.d why. Almost all _ of the _five · and · s~ ,Ye~·olds blamed 
the · s~lf as .a . me.ssage-recelve-r ;ather than. the messag~ i~elf fo.r the 
· · comrn~nication·• failure .. ·The oldet childteri . (seven · and eight Y.ear-olds), however, 
•• • , Q> ~ • 
·generally recognized t~e message as inadequate rather than blam_ing themselves 
' , .. . ~ · 
fo'r ·the failure in: compreheriding:· In l:J thitd ~ experiment, f1977a) the same & , . , 11 I ' 
- . ,/'who~e_ fault" · technique· :-was · used witY six year-olds, t?iS time using an · 
~ 1eXtre~ely .in~de<fu~t~1 message: Again, children did not recognize the. in·adequ~ey ~f th~ .. message, ·le.ndiQg support t~ the pre~ious, fi~din_gs. . • J. . -: .. 
.. .. l , 
: 'lbeSC(r s~udies ·b.y 'Robinson and Robinsop.· indicate(l t~at in re_fcrcritial .: 
• • • ~J . ' • ·1 
comriiuqic_at~on tas~ yinvolvin~ ·.picture· · ideptificationt . young· child~cn gc~eralJy 
.do not -~eoognize . . whe~.: they·{· do not adequately- 'understand; tHeir . ~bility .to 
• • . ' I f • '\ ' ' 
.. ·rec.~g~i;~ .. ~·ina.dequacies, ho~ever; ·. ~eems ·t~ imprqve ~itli- ~ge.- In- a s~bscqucnt . 
. . ' . . ' . 
study, ~_gbin~on a.pd _.R?binson (197jb) used th~ same "whos~ . fault". task usin'g 
.oral ®course without- picture. ide~tifi~tion. A~in, the. s~me developmental trends 
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. . 
were obse~ed. Children seemed . to gradually develop the ability to recognize 
inadequacies __ ,in messages, and in effect, to· recognize 'when they did not 
adequately comprehend. 
. . 
' ' 
. Markman (1977), m t\vo •studies similar to those ef the Robinsons, 
'• 
e;xamined children's ~bility to evaluate their understanding of oral messages. In 
Markman's first study, ·.children in first and third grades "listened tQ simple 
~ . 
instruc~ions on how to. play · a game or pe~erm. · a magic trick.\ Instructlons· · 
... 
were made obviously incomprehensible by deleting information needed to 
.• 
, r 
unders.tan~ ~ow to perform the task. I~ · a second study, Mar~an used the 
' same pr,ocedure ·but u·sed visual d~monstrations to accompany the instructions. 
. . 
In' b~th studies, , M~rkn1a·n) _found that first-gr~de.- stude~ts ~ere u~able .. t?· 
perceive '"' the . inadequacy of· the dirediotis until they . actually attempted to 
. . 
perform. the. -task tht!ms~lves. Sine~· ·enactments reduce the ~nec;essity for 
... /"" men~ll · processing, Ma~kman suggested th~t young children's ini~i~l insensitivity 
to their own comprehension f~ilure is due ·to a- relative· ladr'of constructive 
... 
·processing. The second and third grade children were better able to recognize 
' . . 
the need for more information before attempting the task1 ~Results ag~nJ 
·indicated a developmental trend 
• fl 
·) 
· understanding of oral discourse a'nd 
. ' \ 
understand. .. 
in childr~n's ability to evaluate their 
.~ 
to recogmze w}len they do not adequately · 
The referential communication studies by the Robinsoris 'and by Markman 
' . 
strongly suggest th~t ·children's abilitY to identify problems and/or failure in 
'• 
comprehension ·of. oral communication ·tasks is developmental. Is t~e ability to 
. . . 
identify problems andfor failures in listening to text likewise develop~ental? .. What 
. --- . . ; 
. ' . 
factors, other than age~ may affect this ability? Most studies addressing 
• 
comprehension monJtoring in listening to text as well as in reading text, as 
--' ~-.... 
' } 
' 
' :: ... : ., 
. 
' . 
·. 
-- . ~: 
-o ' I ' 
will be discussed later, .are based on the "error detection paradigm" (Winograd 
and Johnston, 1982). Inconsistencies or problems are introduced into written 
d.iscourse in anticipation that older, experienced readers will readily detect 
the inconsistencies whereas younger, inexperienced readers will not 
., . 
'Markman (1979), as an extension of her earlier wor-k in oral communication, 
:!0 
conducted a series of thr~e studies investigating elementary school chiidrcn's 
aware~ess of their own comprehension fail~r~ while listening to text conlaining 
inconsistencies. In the first study~ ~ark~an . read ~hort essays containing 
either explicit c>r implicit informat~onal .inconsistencies to .' third, fifth, and 
sixth gr'!~~ st~dents. The students were asked . to question . and lQ cvalua~c 
.. 
. the essays indicating · their awareneSs . of the· inconsiste~cies. &esults . showed 
.•. 
no grade differences but that all children were more likely to , notice cxpl_icit 
rather than implicit inconsistencies: , Explicit inconsistencies, however,· were 
. . 
. . 
not detected as ea~ily as , might be expected. Eve~}- the sixth graders (twelve ._ -
year~...s.) judged as comp~ehensible a sizabl.e proportion of essay; with 
seemingly very explicit inconsistencies. It was concluded that the childFcn 
.J. 
had1 good . probe~ recall of the information, had ~he logical capacity to draw 
.. 
the inferences, and were generally not reluctant to question the expcrii:n~ntcr, 
. . . 
yet they failed to notice implicit as well as som~ explicit inconsistcnc_ies. In 
essen~e, the child'ren were ge~ui~ely unaware that they bad fail~d to comprchcn.d. 
Markrna~'s subsequent studies attempted to explore some possible exp'J~nalions 
for ~his inability to detect ·comprehension problems. 
In her second listening study, Markaian hypothesizc;d · that despite .their 
good ~probed recall of the essays, children may have ov~rlookcd the explicit 
. . . :.., . . ... 
inconsistencies mainly becai.lse they failed to connect '1he critical sentences. 
I 
This time she presented third and sixth graders with either whole passages 
;· 
' . 
. ~ .. ' . 
.· 
' 
, .. 
/ 
'· 
·. 
-.. 
. ~) 
'y 21 l 
or pairs of sentences at a tame and asked students to repeat what they had 
. . 
he~ rd. The idea of having · c~ildren ·repeat sentences rather than whole essays · 
was to ensure ·that the two jnconsistent propositions were concurrently_ 
activated in working rnemory. Although Markman (1979) expected that the 
I 
two-sentence repetition condition w~ld help children detect · ·inconsistencies, 
• 
she found that this was not the case.' Developmental- differences, however, 
were· evidenced for the explicit conditions. Sixth graders out-performed tbird 
grflde~n their abil~ty to detect explicit inconsistencies i'n listening to text . 
_--.~. regardless of whet~r the two-sentence repetition condition was· used or 
not ... Markman suggested that althougf) the sentences inay- have been activated 
. ~ . . . . 
in memory, ypung children ·(third graders) may still have failed to compare 
. "\ . 
them whereas sixth graders spontane'o~sl'y Initiated th·e appropriate 
'\• . . "' 
eomparison.s. There were ob developmen~al . d!fferences in the . implicit coflditions . • ! 
~ 
SiXth _graders did not · discov~r more of the implicit problems than did · third 
graders. / 
In ·her third· study, Markm~n hypothesized that ; children may be more 
• I : 
,' 
\. 
capable of · detecting inconsistencies in lisJening to text ·if they . are i,nfor91ed ~ . 
. . that there may be a problem. S~ch , an instructional set, · suggests Markman, 
shou.id promote more eareful evaluation on the part of the listener. In this 
' 
study; the control ·, group received the standard instructions to guestion and 
to evaluate as "consultants",' just like iii the .. first sttJdy, whereas the experimental 
group received se~ instiuctions ~o find a p(oblem in each essay. As predicted, 
Markman found that children receiving ~he ~e~ in~t,ctions , p~erformed·. bette~ 
than children in the standard instructional se'tting. This indicates that- infon:ning 
children ~f the presence·. of a pro~lem in the t~xt impr~ves their ability t~ 
\ 
detect and identify it. Providing such information· sets the listener's purpose 
.. ,. '\ ~ 
~-... 
\. 
' • I 
~.. I 
. ' . 
. ' 
• 
i 
. I 
,· 
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.J 
as listening to dete~t a problem rather than Jistenin$ to...pet the mcan&ng of~ 
the text as would be the purpose in a natural listening-to-reading situation. 
Results of this study suggest that children have the ability to evaluate ·their~ 
comprehension, but . prdbably not the natural disposition to do so. They 
. . ' . 
evaluate their comprehension only when directed extemaily. ~ In this third 
' 
study by Markman, no developmental differences were found within the 
~· 
standard ·instructional group which lends support for the findings of the first 
study. J?evelopmental differences were found only in the group receiving ' set 
,,. J • 
instructions whic~ seems to suggest that children's modified expectations 
.. · ·. ... 
pl_ay ··an important. rol~ in· problem-~etection. The find~ng of developmental 
. . 
_, I 0: I 0 • 
•. :. dif~erences In performance on 'one skill but no~ on the other was· interpreted 
· - to · ~ugge~t that comprehension . monitoring is · a m.ultidimensionaJ proc~Ss. 
Markman. concluded that ~onitoring of c~mpr~hension is not a single unified 
act, but' is 'composed of a variety of sub-processes which may be learned and 
... , I 
utilized separately, according to in~ividual or C:levelopmental expertise. 
As a follow-up to the third_ listening study by Markman, Markman and 
. . 
' -Gorin (1981) investigated. the effectiven~ss of children being instructed ·as to 
~ ~the kind of problem they might find. In this study, a eritcrion for the 
evaluation of comprehensf~was est~blished. Children, were directed to 
evaluate their comprehensio:'! pas~ages in terms of their noticing one of 
/ 
• I -
the fpllowing inConsistencies: . . 
(1). internal cons~tencies, referring tO inconsistencies aCCOS§ sentences 
which raised questiorts of logic, and 
) 
"' .. 
: .. . 
(2) external ~onsistencies, referring to inconsistencies between text .~ I 
-
information. artd rea~e~ background ~owledgei which raised questions ., 
of truth . 
· .......-
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Eight and ten ·year-olds were instructed to find problems ' with· either logic or 
- . 
truth, and were read a s~ries of short essays containing 'the specified 
problem. The ·.ten year-olds detected more problems than the eight year-olds 
whef\.~ they were presented with the criteria 'tor evaluating comprehensio{ 
-. . \ 
Developmental trends were ·observed ani:l e,viden.ce· 1was found for a positive 
. ~ 
. . . 
: effect of established criteria on comprehension monitoring. 
~··· 
1liC oral communication a_nd listening studies · reviewed indicate that 
· young school children generally are . poor at analyzing oral m~sagesr- for 
clarity, completeness and consistency (~arkman, 1981~. }t must not b"~ con~luded f 
• .. ~t' . . ~. ·.t' 
that young children fail to monitor their comprehension. \\?Jat can be ..• concluded 
from 'this resear~h .. i\. that comprehension ~o~itorin~ f.'!. I\:: ,list~ning i~ ' ~. •) r 
I • l• ,,t • •. 
developmental process! With ag~ ~d matu~ity, children tend· 'to. j~~rove thei;
1 
,·. 
. . .. ; 
ability to evaluate and to regulate ongoing proces~".. ~s . they listen to ·oral ,< 
•.: 
messages or ·text. Other factors found to influence readers' performance in 
t 
co~prehension monitoring while listening were verbal ability and m~ory 
c:tpacity (Baker and Br~wn, 1984a): ;. and th~!!,~bJis.f!!ru:nt of --explicit criteria 
(Markman and Gorin~Sl). . 
Although the comprehension' proc~sses"· used . in . listening to text are 
·, similar to t·hose used · in reading text, the, · two processes are not 
identical. Research ' in listening camprehensto.n can _give valuable insights imo 
.. 
•' 
.reading comp.r~hension -but cannot be generalized completely to re.ading 
· . 
· ~omprehension. D_~spite the lack of empirical evidence, Baker and Brown 
(1984b) suggest that the listening and reading situations may. differ in the 
followmg way: • . 
"it may well be; . that the eJ!aluation component of 
. comprehension monitoring is silnllar in the two situations, 
that is, both listeners· ,and readerS may use· the same 
standards or criteria . to evaluate· their state of 
·'·· I • •• . • . .• . , 
,, ' .. 
·: 
' 
-. 
· .. 
. . .: .. :~~ .. ~~ J. 
I 
f 
.... ... 
. ·, 
,. 
\1 
• 
.. 
!' ~ I 
.., 
un~erstanding. What may differ is the regulation [italics 
· ad~edl compcffient, that is, once a problem has been 
identified, listeners and readers may deal with it in 
different · ways ... for example, li~teners. can request 
clarification from the speaker; readers can r~read or 
look ahead in the text. (Baker and Brown, 1984b, 
p. 378) / 
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' 
Research . on comprehension monitoring · ih oral.1 ~o~munication· and 
listening is certainly . reTe~ant and valuable to (I;O!DPrehension monitoring 
. 
. ·'• .. 
,• 
r~search . in' reading. Since there are some difficulties· with general izing 
' I f/. I - . ~ I . 
' . ... betwee.~ the two situations\ it . ~} neces~ary .at this· point . to examine the 
· re$earcn that has been f;:Onducted -on comprehension monit~ring in reading. 
,.., l \ ;. • 
r ;· t r-
J' ,, -~ · 
Readin~ Studies '· 
~· When .~omprcthension mo~itoring was · defined for this study, the two 
.z 
comp.onFnts ~ of evaluation and regulation were identified. The foregoi9g · 
, 
review.: 'of oral. commurtication and listening studies focused on the evaluation 
. 
component of comprehension monitoring. :'{t addressed the ·issue of whether 
. . . 
'· 
readers recognize when they do or do not comprehend and it explored possible 
influencing factors. This issue will _flgain be addressed in some of the reading , , 
- Y - tr • • 
~' studies in this sectiort. In addition, the reading studies will focus· upon the. 
1 I 
. ~egulation component of comprehension monitoring, ; exploring how readers 
,. '} - -
facilitate ' comprehension and/or remediate problems in comJjrt;hension. Attention . 
~ , 
' 
wilt;. also be given to the actual strategies that readers possibly use . in the 
f fl' 
processes of facilitating and remediating . 
. . ..... . ,. 
Compreh~nsiorl monitoring . iQ reading has been examined m a ·number of 
\} . ,• ' 
way~ . using a. variety of representative reading tasks. For the pprpose of ·this 
study the reading studies are, presented under two categories,. ~ problem dete~tion 
· in .textt · and strategy use in comprehending text. The fornter deals with the ' 
• 
.. ,, 
'., 
-· ' 
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.. ; ; -~ 
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' 
evaluation component of comprehension ,monitoring whereas· the latter deals 
mainly with the regulation component. ... 
Problem _petectiOif -i~ ·rex~. Results of problem detection studie£ m 
., ---- . 
listening indicate~ t~at comprehension monitoring ability, although highly 
··· dependent upon knowledge and expertise .<Baker, 197Ya), tends to develop 
. ' ' 
with· age, or maturity. Can it. then be assumed that mature- readers will 
. . . / 
usually demonstrate good · comprel\ension. monitoring durlng reading1 Baker 
(1979b) attempted to an~er this question in .·a study that she conducted with 
a group:: of eoll~ge s~udents. It was found that even though college students 
monitor their comprehension, they do f so ' imperfectly and they often fail to 
,. 
defect . ~nconsisten~ies . .'F~ere ~ppears ~n to be other factors besides 
developmenta.l le~el which influenc~ one's ability to detect problems in 
. . 
cpmprehension. 
~ . 
In many reading studies, reading pr~fic~ency level has been identified as 
a related "fact of . ip comprehensio": monito~ing ability. Several studies 'have 
been conducted · in which c~ildren of ViJrious reading proficiency l_~vels . are 
pres~nte4 with text con~ai.ning inconsistencies, with the prediction . that · 
proficient readerS will noti~ the inconsistencies whereas , poorer readers will . 
' . ~ 
not .. In a study by Canney -~nd Winograd (1979),' good and poor readers in 
grades two, four, six, · and eight were presente~ wit~ reading passages which 
were either intact or drastically altered. Children were asked to judge the 
passages as either readable or not, and to explain·· their answers. Results 
indiiated that most good readers detected problerrts whereas poorer readers 
did not. 
-
. . 
Gamer {1980)-;simil~rly conducted a study in which she directea 'junior · 
high school students to process two expository passages as editors. Each 
.. ... 
t·. 
' . 
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: ' ~ I ~ • f .. 
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·passage had ,been divided into four segments and in two of the four segments_ 
of one pa~age, materiAl ~ad., been altered to introduce inconsistency with the. 
overall message. The students rated each passage for comprehensibility. 
Proficient read'ers seemed '•to .notice the disruptive effect of the altered 
material and less proficient .readers did not. This was inter-preted to indicate --:. ·; 
that proficient readers monitor bette'r than less proficient readers. 
Other research studies have_ found - supporting evidence of rellding . 
. . 
proficiency differences in comp.rehension monitoring (Owings, P-etersen, 
,~~, 
BransfQrd, Morris, and Stein, 1980i Winograd·itnd Johnston, 1982). One ~~mple 
explanat_ion for this ~nding might be that less proficient readers~ as a . result 
' . ' 
6f decoding p'r~blems, canno~ read flue~tly enottgh to understand ·_the passage. How 
' 
about readers who are less proficient in· the sense that they ar_e poor }--
comprehende'rs but g~~d decoders? . Garner (1981} offers . what she calls a 
"piecemeal· processing· eXplanation"· (p. 159). She. suggests ~hat good decoders 
, ·I ' 
who are poor comprehenders can be. characterized as readers who manage 
written language as bits ~nd pieces, not as textual wholes. As a · . result_ of 
I 
their "piecemeal processing", poor comtrehenderS> experience difficulty in 
detecting informational inconsistenci~~ across · sen~~nces in a passage. In an 
.. 
experimental study of poor comprehenders froni ~rades five and six, G,arnc.r 
found that poor _comprehenders focusea on long word~ . within senten~e~, . 
rather than on inconsistent information across sentences, lending support for · 
the hypothesis th.at poor comprehenders pro~~ss print in a piecemeal fashion·. • ,-
In a sub~eqlient study, Garner . and Kraus (1981-82) ,.investigated t'hc · 
· ., atiifity of good and poor· comprehende/ in seventh grade to detect errors in - _'jif' 
narrative . passages. Poor comprehenders wert~ found . to be unsuccessful at 
- . 
. ' 
, . 
demonstr4liilg error detection. Good compre~ende'rs were somewhat successful 
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with between-sentence error detection and ·very successful with within-sentence 
, 
detecti0ns. · Again, results indicated reading proficiency differences in 
. ---comprehensior{~onitoring as well as support fof Gamer's _"piecemeal explanation." ., 
-
Gamer . and Taylor (1982) directed good and poor comprehenders from 
' ' 
grades four1 six a·nd eight t~ process as edito!S, narrative passages containing 
.. 
intra-s~nte~tial inconsistencies. Two sets of prqbing questions and s·pecific 
'assistance designed to aid ·subjects in noting inconsistencies were presented. Few 
. . . 
I • . \ . . ~. , 
... : · .. ~e~der~, .. either good pr · poor, demo~st,rated that they were spontaneously 
. aware of . the inconsistencies in the text., 'llte. good . readers and ·. the.: Qldest 
· po·or .comprehen~ers, · how~ver, ·were !.a~l; to d~teci ~consisten~ies on~· ~h~y 
: ,.' • ' (I • • - ' 
.. ' l 
were directed to watch for them. ~e·cted dev~lopmental .and t:eading .profici~ncy 
I ' ' t' f • • • , , . • 
, 4_ifferences were thus. ·.obtained~ Again, . the influence of estab~shed Eriteria · 
for evaluation on comprehension mQnitoring· was made evident. 
' . Wago~er . (19~3) suggested that . it is -P.~ssibl~:· MI&JF dftbn ·the )ist~.ni~ 
and r.e~dlng detection studies, to' hypothesize . a deve!?pmen.tal s,equenc~ which 
occurs in this 'aspect · of comprehension · monitoring, in reading . .Jniti.ally: at' ·a 
. . - . . 
. . . . . . . 
very early ·age, pr~l!lerits seem . eit,tler not noticed, or ~s RQbinson and Rob~nson . 
' . ~ · . ~ 
( 19776) . noted, are ' .. ~ougl:lt'·: to 'be . the' . h~Me~'s : (Or: . read~r~s?) ~wn: fault: . One~ 
I , 
'the comprehender ... grasps tnat the pr9blem . can . be .. ih . th~:_ ·~tert .rath~r 'than 
. . . . ' . . l ' .· ,J • ·. . . • • · ..• • , ...•• - •• ' j . • . , 
within . the pers.on compreh¢.nding, ·a · next stage 'in.-. monitoriljg is·. t~. ·test. the··. · . 
• ' , · " • • • J. • • ~ 
text content a·gafnst _reality . . tinally, the. reader is able to ~onitot · (~r .c~n$ist~~cy 
,<II"' 
0 
0 
, 1 • 
0 
• ' ,/ I ' o', 
within the text· ,itself, . - ' . .· . . · · · · . 
f ' • I ' , 1 
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In revieWing studies on pro~lem . detectip;~f.'in . r~adirig,.,-'l~~~e~ ·~lld. Brow~ . 
. . ' ,· ·.• . . . ·. ', . . · . ... .. · . . ,· . ... · . . . .- . · = . _· ., . ;. 
(1984b) wani . that researchers. mtlst : be .careful .in · .intet.preting · resul.tS. ·In : such 
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a~d irrelevant text can be found. Detection of different types. of t 
according to Baker and Brown, requires ·that the reader use di erent standards 
or cr.iteria · for evaluating .understanding. This means a reader may fail to 
notice one particular . type' of problem but succeed in noticing another. It, 
also means a reader may- notice a particulal" problem which has been_ imposed 
upon the text but, may still not be aware of miscomp{ehension, in a natural 
. . 
reading situation. Conclusions must not be drawn ·about comprehension moRitoring 
in g~nerai · based upon reader's detection of a particular type of problem. 
Comprehension monitoring is ~;tot a un~tary construct. it is rather a- very 
. ' ' ' 
:'"• . 
complex construct which involves various skills .and processes (Baker an_d 
... . . . ... ~ 
~ ,{ . 
Brown, 1984b). The text disrupJion methodology is limited in that it usually · 
examines comprehension monitoring in terms of a single skill or process. 
- -- . As: indicated previou~ly, problem d~tection stm.t'ies ~eal with the evaluation 
component of comprehension monitoring only. The evaluation of comprehension 
necessarily precedes the regulation of it. If one i~ to ensure that comprehension· . .. 
.J ' 
" . . 
occurs one must regula~e it, remediating probiems as they oc~ur. One must . 
first, however, be able to detect the failure to comprehend. According t'o 
Markman (1981), there are at least four signals whi~h readers. can usc io 
' detect failure. to comprehend. Sternberg and Powell (1983) interpret Markman's · · 
signa_ls in the following manner: ~ • 
. . 
"' ~· · 
; . 
One signal . ·.is perceived absence of . structure. If ~me 
finds it . difficult or impossible to impose · a structure on 
verbal materials, then this failure sHould· . serve as a · 
signal that· the information . is not well understood. A · 
·second · si~nal is multiple perceived structures. ·In the 
sentences· - 'John and · Bill we.nt to the store. He bought 
some bread," ~t least t;wo ~ssible structures can be imposed, .-· 
signalling the difficulty one has .in understanding· 'th.e· 
jhessage the :writer intended to communicate. A ttii'rd 
signal is tile · discovery of inconsistencies, which has 
been ·the topic of Markman's recent research (e.g. Markman, 
1977, 1979). Inconsistencies may indicate rots-structuring 
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. of infonna~ion comprehended earlier, so· that the imposed 
structure does not work for information that is comprehended ' 
later. A fourth siptal is inabil!.ty to use structur~ to 
formulate· expectatiOns. Except m the case of haghly 
novel matenals, if : one cannot formulate . plausable 
qpectations aoout what is · to . com~ .next on .t~e basis of 
wnat ~~ . come already, ~his failure may . indi~te a lack . 
of coinpreh~ns~oil of the text: (Sternberg ~pd Powell, 
. 1983, p. 88~)· . 
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Effec~ive readers, accOrding to Markman (19~1.), are generally aware of and 
.responsive JO _the signals · of co~p.re,hension _ f~i_lure . ou~l~ned ~b~ve. W~~t 
ftrate'gies . readers use in resporise to · th~se signals, that , is, . tp regulate . 
comprehension, ·~ an area of rese~rCh that will be addressed ne~. . . 
, . .. . . 
St~ate&,Y·:Use in Comprehendin& Iext. Problem detection,: :or tJte recognition 
o r ' • • • • ' ' ~ • 
.. 
of ·.ra'u~~e to comprehend, ;·is' pr~~equisite .- to using. strategies to ovetcome a 
. ~ . . . . . -. 
·, - ~ _. . • n ( 
compr~h~ns~on block (San~core, · 1~84). Although many studies· have specifically 
' ., . . 
investigated. problem detection, few studies in comparison have attempted ·to 
eiam\n_e , ~trategy use. According to G~er ~d, Kra.us (1981~19.82), . we have 
' . . . 
. little !e.vidence. about reader's facility . at ·developing corrective strategi~s or 
. ' . 
about. readers using strategies . routinely in reading situations. Of the strategy 
.. 
. . 
. . . - . . 
studies conducted, ~ fe~ . ha~e . · attempted to identify d.ifferences in strategy~-
.. 
use bel:Ween g9od and. pO<~r r~aders in high school (Olshavsky,. : 1976-!977> ' 
1978; Hare, 1981). 
Olshavsky (1976-1977), us·ing a protocol analysis-paradigm, attempted to 
• t> • • 
identify the . types of strategies re;tders employ to comprehend on author's 
message. Tenth-grade good. and . poor · readers wete asked to read . passages 
sile~tly, st~pping . to ·think .al~ud .at frequent predet~rmined and . c~ed points 
~ .. . 
as . they tried to . compreheod the passages. An . analysis of the prptocols revealed 
two typ~ . of strategies U$Cd .by reade~ . problem identifi~tio.n strategieS and 
• • • til • 
problem ·solving strategie~.' The strategies Identified by · Olshavsky are ·broadly . ~ 
.. ', : ; \ . . . 
defined and are · not. conside.red str.ategies with respect to· the definition of '_ 
.. 
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comprehension ·monitoring strategies .used in · the present study . .. Most of her 
~o-called "~trategies" were. not stated· as ·Strategies, a'nd · ·others only vaguely 
'· 1 • c 
so. Neverttleless, the Olshavsky study is a seminal piece . of research because 
,.· . . 
It was one of the firs\ to attempt to identify ~omprehension monitoring 
. ". .. 
strategies. In the Olshavsky. study two problem .id~ntifieation ·strategies were 
noted: 
,., 
(1) stated failure to un.~erstand a word, ,and 
(Z) stated failure to understand a clause. · 
Eight problem solving strategies were also noted: 
0 ' . -
_ , ... ~1) use of con~eXt, 
:~ (2), synonynl substitution, 
(3) re-reading, 
. 
'(4) inference~ 
(5) addition of it:tformation, 
(6) personal identification, 
·! (7) hypothesis, and 
.. 
. (8) use of inf~rmation about the story . 
. t 
· . 
.. ·· ' 
. -
. . .. 
' .. 
'· 
c 
It was found that although all ""'Subjects used the same ten stratc;gies, readers 
~ 
with high iriterest, readers with ·abstract style material, and profi~ient readers 
·used certain strategies significantly m6re often than less proficient readers. 
0 • • 
~ . 
Results showed that all readers do indeed use strategies. The ·types of strategies 
. . 
·identified, ·such as hypothesizing, for example, were interpreted as support 
' . ' . 
. for a 'theoretical position -that reading is a l?roblem solving process_. : , ' 
·. 
· In a secon~. study, Olshavsky (1978) used_ t,he same procedure but varied 
:the difficulty of the pass3~es. Cohtrary. to h,er predicti'ons, strategy usc 
d~creased rather than increased with · passage difficulty · for both good ~nd 
·'· 
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paot .;e~~ers. Olshavsky. attributed h~r . u~crxPected f.; ;~st.if~ :to ;the . (ac~ that ·. · · 
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J • II I • ' 0 
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_ students simply gave up trying . ~o ~nd,erstahd! .the· difficult ,<{)1\ssages. Str~l'-gy-_. · 
- . ' . ·. "' . ' 
• .' ' ~ I ;, ' : "· • cl, ...r' ( 
differen·ces between good and ,p~;~r .re,ade~ •. aJt~dpgh mJnim.al, were. again ~~vnd. ~ 
P •• · : . J ..• , I ; . . _r . • •. .·• . :' 
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;-: ,' gcn':rate inferences, ~hillips (1985);~sed ~,~apt~~~p~ ot,.5)~s,lr~~s'Yl~ metho~9.l_Q~;· ;- · · 
. ~ group .of () very . pr~flcien~ r ~t;th grad~rs .anl a'' gr~up . of 'iess proficient ~ixth ; 
. . . ' t . 0/J-. , . . . .. . :~ . / ' :. 
- .. ' graders were asked to~ read sections ... of a passage, stopping at particular·· ,~,_~ 
j - . ~p~i~tS :to rep~~ . ' heir thou'ghts 1 ~{oudt . .-Phil;;~. ~~eii~i~ed ~~ ten. (~~ate~ies that r ~ 
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·<&)· Shifting \ot-~~~ 
(b) Analyzi.~g Alternatives ·. <)' . . ,. 
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(c) .. Confimiing an. Im~c:diate Prior Interpret~ion 
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2. Productive Strategies 
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----- , .. Questioning ·,~ a Default · ltllerpretation an~/or a Direct or (b) .. 
Indirect Conflict 
(c) . Confirming a Non-Immediate Prior ·Interpretation. 
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3. C'?u~terproductivt St~ategies _' · 
. ' 
· (a). ~igning an Alternative Case ' ' 
i. ; . . ; 
· (b). ,. Assuming a Default Interpretation ·and Transforming Information 
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(cY' N~glecting to Resp.ond ~r Reiterating '[~formation ~Phl.llips, 
,! J 
• • • ... !t. • .: •• 
I J : 198~ p. 12-27) 
.. . ' _"Th;· classifiq,~j9n _!: of strategies used by . Phill~ps suggests that some strategies 
. - . ~ ."l '··i.tf' \. \ • · . .. . . . . 
· ":IJ · . ( . ~ ~-' . · _ n'l,ay be ,Jeffective., or ~efY productivC~ ~in leading· to more adequate .underst~ding 
• • ' r • { .·.J. ~ ' ~ •,' • ~ t' u ' $.' ~ o • • 't , \ • 
·: ' • r ~ ~ .- ~ ·, whije. ot~c;rs,. mar irid~ed· be ineffective, or counJ~rproductive. : 
• • 1 .. . :J "l .. ,~ : (! ........ ,.. 'jJ. ... ¥ . ' ...... .. . . -
' --. . ·trhe ~tudie~~~ by .,,Olshavsky and, Hare exam~ed·· problem ·identification as . 
I""' ~ • I ~·~ :'>' • 
.. ' \yell laS. . problem ·,. solving stnttegies .. The stud)b by Phillips. ·examined strategies 
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, ... that,. te.~ers use- to rna~~ inferences, .. which .. are not ·necessarily problem- · 
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.· -
~olv.i~g Xs!ralegie~ .. ·- -~.ever~l studies· have been. conduct~d which fo.cus primarily 
i· • ' . t ' . 
. f ,/ • !J • .. " 
•' · on reader;s use- of compensatory cqmprehensiort -'Strategies with t~e - assumption 
_,~ that the us~ .. of such. strat~gies ·is nece~s_:u.-uy ·prec~~ed by the rea'der~s realization I 
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thaf a pro)>lem exists, in -such ' studies the researcher has usually identified 
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. the problen( for whic~ · strat~gies will be examined. 
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DiVesta: :\Hayward, :and · Orlando (19J9)-~Jsed a cloze task ·with good and 
,poor teadeiS af.~he ~~ior high-' a.lu. . "~'~ior ~;gh school .. ievc;~: Two sets of 
.parag~~phs were ti\d, ' on~. omitt~n~ v fiv~ .. _key_ -words . near t~e , begi~nin~ ~of 
ea~h ·paragraph ~nd a~~the~ omi~ting five. key words ."near the. en~ of each 
• ~ .. ' • 4 • ' • - • - . • 1 ' \ • 
paragraph. Re~ding the · .entire · paragraphs was ·necessary for .full comprehen_sion. 
'\ ' -:-. ' ~ ; . . . . 
•Strategies elicit~ · wer~ ·dc~ned ~~ the· use 'c:>r running text anfj the _use or-
. . ... ·_ . - .. . I , 
!iubseql,lent text~ with . the use· . of. subsequent ·teXt Ndg~d as a more m.;\ture 
'; . . . . ·. ' . • • .. ,_ • ' I • 1 \ '\' 
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strategy. · · All readers .• used, running text ~omewhat more ~(fectively than 
·subsequent text but better . and older readers used subsequent text nearly as 
. . . 
well as running text. The ability to use subsequent text as well as .running 
..., text thus seemed to. be influenced by maturity level as well as reader proficiency 
~-
' 
Jevel. 
Gamer and Reis (1981) developed a . se~~nte~ story task in which the 
reader would be un~ble' to a~swer certain questions withou~ looking back at 
' . 
eaC1i·er segments .of ·the story. Non-verbp_l monitoring behavibur such as 
hesitations and facial c_bntortions were observed. Findings indicated t~at 
• · · . .. • • <c. •• • • 
good cpmpreh~nders lin sixth, seventh and ei8hth grades an· demonstrated 
. . . 
monitoring · b~l)aviour but that only the oldest groyp--U$~d the look back 
. . . • I 
strategy successfully even though ail . students had;' been instruCted to 'rook 
-,. 
batk as ·needed. Poor comprehenders neither dem<?_!Uitrated monitoring behaviour, 
nor 'used · look-backs. The ability to _us'e look-backs effectively. also seemed ·to· .. 
be influenced by maturity level and reader proficiency level. 
. ·with the exception.~ of · the studies by Olshavsky, Hare, and Phillips, 
.. 
much research whi¢h has been reviewed on strategy use has involved 
compensatort_ strategies, or strategies· that readers use to solve problems 
·which ·have been detected, usually problems imposed by the text ~(DiVes.ta et .. 
al, 1979; Gamer anc;f Reis, 1981). It i~ suggested by Mangano, Palmer, ~ .. 
Goetz (1982) that readers mus.t have a repertoire· of strategies for· ~ealing 
' ~ ~ # ·~ • •• 
with comprehension, failures once they ·'are deteCted. They ·r~ to t~e work . 
. of ·Collins .and Smith in suggesting the following strategies-. fo' remediating 
comprehension failures. 
(1) . R~aders can ignore a word or passage if it is .... not 
I · .· 
..  
' . 
. ' 
• . 
. ·' 
'. 
• • 
. 
_, 
' \ 
• 
necessary for the understanding of the text and continue reading. 
(2) Readers ca_n suspend judgment a~out a ~ord or passage 
if they. think that these unknown segme~ts of the text 
will be clarified later in the selectioru. 
·(3) ~eaders can guess .what the word is or means through 
use of context and read on to determine if they hyp~thesized 
correctly. - ' 
(4) . Readers can re-read the current 4entence or sentences 
while searching for a revised interpretation of ttie 
material. 
, 
(5) . Readers can · re·r~ad previou~ se_ntences while searching 
. for a revised interpretation of the materia). 
.., . 
(6) .Readers can go to ~n e~ert source such as the tea~her 
- or reference book for further .\c.Jarification. (Mangano, 
· Paliner, ~nd Goetz, 1982, p. 368} 
' . 
J.t ' 
The strategies outlin~d by Mangano, Palmer and Goetz are strictly 
compensatory strategies, that ~' they are used only after a problem has been 
l -
detected in the text. In addition to these compensatory strategies, the 
·present study ex~mined. strategies· . readers used when . problems were not 
; . 
incurred. As was explained previously, cbmprehension . monitoring is believed 
\ . . 
to occur in smooth, non'·problematic reading as well as in· . r~ading where 
problems occtrr. Research in comprehension monitoring · at this point gcncra~ly 
. .. 
overlooks the notion that such strategies exi~t. 
The purpose of the. · present . study was to examine strategies which · · 
. ~ 
readers use to make sense of read~ble · unaltered text as well as ·strategies 
( 
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they use to solve individual problems that a(~ experienced in .. their efforts to 
make sense. Although the study took into account · stra gies which ·are used 
/ ' 
· when problems are _detected. it focused heavily strategies 
which occurred in smo~th non·proble~tic reading. 
Summary . 
,_ 
- For the purpose of the pre_sent . study~ comprehension monitoring in 
reading · refers to , readers' processes ·. of evaluating and regtil_ating their o~ 
\: 
reading c6mptehepsion~ T~, evaluate is to know when ·-one · do~s or . does · m;>t .--
• , • I 
compre~end. To regulate !s ~o do what one must in order to facilitate l 
comprehension~ · inchi~ing r_emediating pro~lems -~h occur. Brith aspects ·o f l 
comprehension · monitoring have been- · recogni~ed in the literature as vital 
. ~ .. 
processes in reading. co~prehension.' 
·- . ' 
' Re~earch findi~gs. generally indicate that both the evaluation and the 
• • ~gulation co~ponents of comprehension monitoring are influenced by the 
. . 
reader's developmental level ·:-and reading - proficiency level.~.- among other 
things. Older. and mpre ptoficie~t. _readers generally tend to - monitor their 
comprehension more efficiently' and effectively than younger and less proficient 
readers. 
'· Relevant · reseaich studies were reviewed in the areas of oral communication, 
listening and· reading. In · each area, there was a noticeable concentration _of 
· studies directed towards the evaluation· component of compre
1
hension monitoring. 
Investigating listeners' and readers' ability to detect proble~s in compre·heksion, 
· · · using some version. of the error detec~i9n paradigm; was a popular subject of 
• I 
inquiry. A smaller proportion of research has been conducted investigating 
actual .strategies that r~aders use to recognize lack of unders1anding, to 
. 
I ' 
'· . . : 
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o' 
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., , . .. , 
facilitate understanding and to remediate -problems ·in understanding. Need for 
such research has_ been rocognized and such research has been highly . encouraged: 
The pre~ent stu'dy is considered one response to this expression of needed 
research. 
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Chapter. III 
" 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND METI-IODOLOGY 
Introduction 
The purpose of the present study was to examine the process~ of . 
c'omptehension monitoring in ~eading and to I identify the specific strategies ' 
used ·by a select group of ptoficient . readers. The. theoretical" f~amework' for 
the . study has been partially provided iit the preceding chapter, wh~ie the 
.. - / I ·.. . ~ ··... . . .. 
construQt of comprehertsion monitoring was def"med, and its .role in reading 
. 
comprehension. was discussed. In this chapter, the theore~ical framework for 
1 • • 
- ~ 
the s'tudy is integrated. Methodologies commonly used in. coinprehe~sion . 
monitoring. up to this point in time, ~re reviewed and evaluated. A radonale 
for cHoosing the · methodology for the {present study is presented; Finally the 
\ . 
chosen methodology is · described in detail, and the sample, materials and 
procedur-es are outlined. 
- r-
\ !... .. 
Levels of Monitoring , -
~ - { 
· Comprehension monitoring _b_as_ been de,fi~ed )as a multi-dime:t:tsi~nal 
- . _, 
process. It . is co~posed .of a ·varlet}' of subprocesses which ~ay be learned 
' ~ 
and util@d sep~rately or concurrently, according to' individual and developmental ... .. 
. . . . . . 
expertise (Markman,'':-1979). 'Comprehension . monitoring may.· refer to a very . 
. . , . . 
· simple skill. such as using previous . context to identify an unkqown word in 
,·,( ' 
...... 
.. . 
text. It may, on . the other hand, refer to if complex skill such as recognizing 
• · 
that a parti~lar:. sentence is cOntradictory in some respeet to art' idea which 
·' ·-~ -
' . 
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' . was expr_essed in earlier text. According to Baker there are -at least three 
. .. 
different levels at which comprehension can be monitored in reading: 
The simplest level involves making sure that the individual 
words ~re understood. 'Most readers are fikely to know 
when a word comprehension failure occurs, and they 
know how to remedy this problem: consult a dictionary, 
ask someone the meaning of the ·word, or try to figure 
out the meaning from the context of the passage in 
which the word occurs. A more comple~ level of monitoring 
involves ch~cking that the ideas . expressed • in the text 
make sense ana are consistent with one· another. This 
process requires that readers consider the meanings not 
only of individual sentences . but · also the ··.relationships 
. among sentences V(ithin the text. An even more comple'f; 
level of monitoring involves a consideration of how the 
. ideas expressed in ·the text relate to what- the reader 
already 'knows. All · three levels of - .comprehension 
monitoring &re critical . components of comprehension, 
and the proficient reader .should be able to monitor 
effeCtively at all levels. (Baker, 1979a, p. 3-4) ' ;-
~· 
- .... -
·y 
, . The present study took into aC'count all three levels of comprehension 
. . 
monitoring as outlined by Bake,r. Since the subjects for the study were 
.... 
proficient readers it was eKpected that there would be evidence of monitoring 
t .. 
at the word· level~ across sentences or ideas, and in · relating text to background 
knowledge. It was anticipated that there would be spec,ific monitoring 
strategies utilized by -readers at "each of the-. three levels of monitoring and, 
. . 
in some instances, the strategies would <JVerlap within levels. B~ker's three. 
. I 
levels 'of monitoring . served as a ·framework for ihe identificiltion_ of monitoring 
strategies undertaken in the study. "-
... 
C:omprehension Monitori.ng Methodology 
r • 
Comprehension monitoring in reading, (>eing the covert pro~ess that it 
. - . 
is, i~ ·extremely difficult to assess overtly., According t? Phifir . and Glover 
{1982) a variety of methods of studying me~acognitioq 'have , jeen attempted, ., 
.•. '"" ... 
•' 
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--'each with its own limitations· and problems. They suggest· that the most 
common methods of studying the metacoeyitive proc~ses that a reader uses 
inci~~E the following: 
( 1) asking readers how they would perform a hypothetical 
reading tas~; 
(2) • asking readers to report what they are doing during an-
• 
actual reading·· task; t:md 
- .. 
t . 
0) . using a performance measure suc!t as aOral reading 
· miscues, or_ · eyf! moveme~ts to infer. reader's tech~ique.s 
,. and strategies~ (p. 195) · - · 
From the f'mt two methods· mentioned above, one might discover readers' 
aw~:eness of. what they are doing or should be -doing ·during ttte ·reading 
, j ... ~ . 
process. Informati6n:· gathered_ • through ·such verbal _ reporting is liniited by 
read~rst ver~al ability~ and their ability . t~. r~~r. In young children this · 
problem is even .. more ·salient,· and very · often theii verbal reports. do not 
·· coincide with their actual -9rocessing (Phifer and · Glover, 1982). The third 
. ..-
I 
'· 
~ -
method mentioned above is Hrnited . in that s?q~e type of . verifiCation system 
L. • • . I 
must be implemented in order to discover the techniques and strategies that 
--actually . are employed and th~ degree· ·of succes~ of this application. It is 
~bus suggested that using some performance measure such as self-correcting 
of miscues to measure "COmprehension · monitoring activity is insufficient. The 
performance measure · must. be accompanied by · an assc;ssment of . actual 
• : l 
comprehension in order to evaluate. !he eff~.ctiveness of'strategies used. 
_):~aker and Brown (1984a) reviewed a ~number of ~echniq~es or methods 
·' 
by which researchers have attempted to investigate comprehension 
.. 
.... 
.,. 
; 
. •' 
. \ .· 
' . 
..· 
. J • .-.~ 
.~ 
. 
.\ 
.. 
. 
j 
monitoring. These included the ones outlined by Phifer and Glover. with four 
additional ones: 
(1) Elicitim~ verbal Reports. Readers are questioned on their knowledge 
40 
about various aspects of reading in· .an interview techniqut (Myers and Paris;· 
.. . . - . . 
1978; Canney ahd Wjnograd, 1979). they may also be asked . to comment ~n 
their thoughts and behaviours whiJe they are reading. Such self-reports are 
.• 
sometimes collected as .runping .commentaries.7 or think-aloud protocols, 
; ' ·' . . . . ~ . ' 
(Ol.shavsky, 1~76-77) or they may be retrospective reports -provided after a 
· re~d~r has finished· r~ading (Collins, Brown, and Larkin, i980). 
I • 
(2) . Usini On-Une Processina Measures. Readers are observed as t~ey . are 
' -!. • . • 
proc~ssing text .~nd the num~er of times they . use external study aids may be 
recorded. Such ·behaviours may be vid~otaped. Measures such as eye movements, 
. . .,. ( 
... .. ; 
. . ' 
; eye-voice span (EVS), ·~nd reading times may be • u~ed as on-_line processing 
' measures (Baker and Brown, 19~b). ·. An analysis of oral readi~g errors can ·-r. 
. ' - ·. 
. ~ . 
'• 
also .be considered a source ·of evidence; for ongoing comprehension monitoring . 
(Beebe, 1980)~ 
• ' - r .. 
(3) Askini Com'preh_ensjon Ouestio't1s .• R~ad~rs are questioned ·on., the }J1fOrmation 
• ' ' I " • , ;-' l •' 
of the text ·after the reading. "has· bee·n . corhpleted. Rest:archers then make 
. -. ~: ;. - . . ' .. 
inference~ about ·comprehension · ·monitoring·. based or:~ stud~nt .responses (Baker, 
• • • .. ~ . .. • 0 
1979a). Memory pla~es major limitations on this technique. 
(4):. Measurin~ ~l(."' .Undc;·rstandioi· Jteaders are -asked .to note" .. their certainty 
! - • .. \ : • ' .' • 1 
that th.ey have an~ered ~ t~mptehen~_ion . q~~.stion correctly ' or in~orrc,ctly. 
ReaderS 'are (:onside~.~ good :~Qmp!eh~nsio~ ~t'onit~rs if they indicate that' • 
• ' \ ' ' · .. ' I \ \ / ' ;o ; •• 
they are sure that their . answers. ~re ¢orr~ct when in fact they are, or if 
10 
~ 
0 
• 1 I • ' ~ , ·~ ' 1 l - • 
. . ' ' '\\ ' -
they indicate t~aLtlteir ~. arl~w~rs ·are .wrong~ ~hen·1 ··: they, are·.: i~t:~rre~t (Fo_rrest 
and Waller, 1979). 11te criticispt. ·of· this. tec~ri~que is , t~~t it. ,tests one's 
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ability to judge the oonectness of an answer given after rea,4ing rather than 
assessing one's feelings of understanding, or misunderstanoing during reading. · 
,. 
\ 
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(5) , Usin& Cloze Technique& . . Readers are pre~ented with passages containing ·' 
'• 
. word deletions an~ are asked to 'supply the . missing words~ '!'his technique 
- • .1 ' ' 
........ 
_. . 
., 
assess.es a reader's ability to make effective use . ~f context . (D~Vesta, Hayward, 
. and Orlando, 1979). Such a procedure is . criticized b·ecause . it is so removed 
from ·a .n,tural read~ng situation that strategies used .. may not be ge~eralil!'ble 
to natural reading. : . \ . .· 
·-
. . ' ' -
.. L ( 6) ;Us in~ Text Dj~rupi~on Technj~ues. Readers are tested on their ability . to 
~ 7ect and/or identify inconsistencies, or problems i in text. This technique · is 
~ based on .variations of the errQr detection paradigm referred to previously.. 
In one variation o{ this njethod, ;ders ~~ presen'ted with a passage. contain'ihg 
inconsistent 'information and are not told in advance that a problem · is 
. ,, 
present. After they 'have finishe~ reading the passage they are asked 
'·\ iodijte whether the passage made sense and was · comprehen~ible. The abili 
. to ·report ttle intende'4 problem is 'taken· as evidence of comprehension monitor· 
. ... , - ~ :--:. - . ·. . ' . 
(Baker, 1979b; Gam~r, 1980). ., 
. . . 
A.< major l~it~tion of . the text disruption t~~hnique is ·that failu;~ to 
· .report in~ssage inade~uacies may b~ 
1 
due to .(~ct~rs other tpan poor comprehension · · 
r-
. , monitoriilg ·.(~aker; · 1979a; Winograd and . Johnston, 1987)· These factors are 
"- . .. . ' . 
. • ... 
explained by BaJc~r·· an,d ~rown. (1984b): t 
' ., . '.. \ " 
Perhaps the· children believed .they. understood · the 
message · (i.e. they e'l&luate~ their ·understanding and 
found if adequpte),; but their interpretation di(l -not 
m,tcltt· the author's inte~retation. It fs al!io possible 
·that the children made· inferences to resolve the potential 
~· •,. .,.· .. I .' , ,,'· 
sQurces · . . of .confusion and were unable for reasons of 
verbal. abiJity or· memory, to convey this ·when questioned. 
The chiJdien may also have been unwilling to point out 
. .... ,·. 
problems in .the· mCS§ages or to say they llidn't understand, 
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. despite efforts to make them feel comfortable doing .-
so. (p. 361) 
One other criiicism of the text disruption technique is th~t it lacks "ecological. 
validity". Readers do not . typically encounter confusi~g elements in their 
reading material. 
Although each methodology presented above has its strengths .and 
limitations, ~o~~ of ' the . methodOlo~ies have. received oveJWhel!lling criticism. 
Use of the error detection paradigm, as w~l as. u~e ~f the · cloze t~hnlque, 
. . 
for examp~es, have recently ... bee~ de~igraied. by many [ -inadequate me_ari~ of 
investigating comprehension monitoring because ~f the non-naturalistic 
. . 
. , . 
settings -used. Wagoner, after reviewing comprehensio~ monitoring research 
up until 1983, emphallted the _imponance of· a n~tural setting when she 
wnlfe. that "the researcl{ task nef,!dS tO be undertaken in as naturalistic a 
setting as possible" . 
Much research in reading comprehension, and especially in comprehension 
I t • 
.monitoring,, is also criti.cized for iis reliance on product measures. Process 
. . .. 
.. measures, such as eye movements and other on-going behaviours during 
• • 
-reading are extremely difficult to . obtain and must always be supplemented by 
. . . -
some product sneasure . which confirms that · CO":Jp~ehension occurred. Phifer· 
.and Glover (1982) suggest that researche~ can combine the process approach · 
with a prodUGt tnat ·.can ·be analy:zed, thus obtaining a more adequate measure 
. ., . . 
of comprehension monitoring; For purposes of this study, a combination 
. .. . 
approach using product and process measures was deemed appropriate. 
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I 
Research studies utilizing each methodology, or c9mbi*ation bf methodologies' 
from . t~e selection previ~usly #outlined were thoroughly exami~ed. Limitations 
-
and stren~~ of the various methodologies were ass ssed· in an effort to 
~ -
. . 
~-. : . 
., . 
fonnulilte some guidelines _ for · selecting the methodolo to be used iii this . ... - .. ,
I ' 
study. Three specific c'fiteria guided _this ·selection. Firs , a process · measure 
' -· 
. . ,- .. '-
should be used in conjunetion with . a product . me sure in . identifying . · , --~ 
comprehension monitoring strategi~. Second, readin,~ c , mprehensio_n should 
' . · : be assesSed , in order_ to ver!ff the effectiveness · of such strategies. Third, • as 
natural 'a readi~g situation as possible should be utilized in st~.tdying the 
process of comprehensionr.monitorin~. 
w 
In ofder to .,.meet the · three criteria for selection, a . combination -of 
te4hniques was required. The process,.. measure of oral reading pedormance 
~ I 
ant the product ~easures of thin~ aloud. rep~rts and free recalls were used 
iTthe identification of monitoring strategies.. Free recalls were l)Sed also to 
-· 
provide - an assessment of the process of oompr~h~~~~on. I Comprehension. 
questions were used in conjuntt~on ~ith free recalls in compreheqsio~ assessmen~. 
• ... , A 
' The passage used was unaltered in any way and the rettding task was 
,. 
~ ... . 
representative of a natural reading situation. 
'- ·Ea~Ji -.~easure of comprehen'sion monitoring, oral readipg performance, 
. . 
. think·al~ud reports,.. and free ·reealls are exa~ined separately. I ~ ! 
"':' ,· 
Oral Readioa ·Pcdo~ance \ . 
... '- ....,. .... ~ ,~ I • 
. As' ~ pass~ge is read orally there ~e many accompanying overt JJehaviours 
\ J . 
which ·,may indicate a readers · attempt to monitor comprehension. Readers 
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44 
may look puzzled or confused, they · may hesitate ·before saying par,ticular 
--- ~ •,:, 
. ~' 
L , , 
"'~· ·' ... 
words, or they may repeat particular words or phrases. Sometiples readers 
respond in, a mann r which differs from the · expected resp~:mse to the_ written 
text~ In the literat re such responses are usually r~ferred · to as misc-~es. 
. , 
Frequ~ntly, r~~~ers corr t miscues that are made as they read. Sometimes 
0 • 
corrections thar readers attempt are ~ iq fa~t correct; at· other,, .times they may 
. .::·--· ... 
~ · be close to correct or- acceptable ·in termso pf syntax and semantics. In both 
",1.~ ~ I o .,. ,. 
. . . 
. , . i-nstances of cor-recting, r;Cild~rs experience successful comprehension monitoring, · 
:- ·.'• -/ . . . 
,~ .. :· , _ ~iric:e·· ·~QmprehensiOn ·is~ecy likely to be facilitated. When atte~pted corrections 
,. ·. ' -~ · .. - . 
- !,.~: ..... , 
:,_ . 
-·. 
:- ~~e . still incorrect or u,nacceptable, comprehen~ion is not facilitated and · ·-
. ~ ... . 
. : . 
re~ders'. atte,npts to monitor comprehension may be considered unsu'ccessful· 
. ' 
in terins of facilitating comprehension. Analysis of miscue~. esp'!t:ially the 
a~tysis of corrections, can provide some indication of comprehension monitoring. 
Correcting miscues_ with synt~tically and sem~ically a~-eptab1e responses 
may be considered an overt sign of effective comprehension monitoring . 
. 
Although cortections appear to be the most freque~tly observed indicator 
-of spontaneous comprehension monitoring, there may be.~ others. In · a . study 
· investigating the overt monitoring behavi.ours of low reading. -achievers ' in 
- grades two and four, Fagan (1985) ·hypothesized that the indicators -of overt 
monitoring included (a) corrected misciies, (b) repetitions of phrase, worcf" 
~ -
and word part, and (c) hesitations at beginning · and within sentence positions. 
Such behaviours may be c&n~idered indicatOrs of spontanFous c9mpre~sion 
. .-
' . 
monitoring, and may occur at.. the word, phrase, or' sentence level. . By closely 
examining such . beh~viours it i~ possible to obtain infor'?'ation about · the 
.. 
monitoring strategies utilized by readers . 
.. 
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Think-Aloud Reports 
·The mewiu~e of oral re~.ding performance identifies strategies only from 
.. patterns of . readers' ~~~m obse~~d behatliours. Read~rs may 
. .identjfy problems or apply strategies that are not reflected .. in oral performance 
·' 
' . 
which may be reflected via verbalizations about their behaviour (Olshavsky, 
. 
1976-77). For example, whe_l) . . ieaders pause tttey may• be rereading a section 
of the text, they may be reflecting· on previous text information, or they 
.. 
ma~ be h~othcs,ng -~b~~t .su~se~~~-nt . te~ i~ati_~~· . I~ these instances~ 
notmg the pa~e . o~ .~ .. hesttatton gtves !•ttle; if any, mdicatton of what the 
. . - . . . 
. . 
reader is actuaily doing and . any· co'riclusion_s drawn . are highly . infere~l on 
. . . 
~ the· pa~ ~f the researcher •. · Readers' verbalization, of what they were actually 
thinking a~ 'they were r~ading; however, is. a ·fairly strong indication of what 
• •• •. ~ • • . • J 4' .. . ., 
strategies may have· · ~een used in th.e proce&s.\Such • v~rbalizations · or reportS~-
·. \ . . . .· .. ~ ' 
are recorded as think-aloud protocols. 
The validity of using verbal reports as data has been questioned in the 
""- . . . . . . '•' 
·literature. According ·to Nisbett and Wilson!' (1977), much evidence. exists 
sugg~sting·'--~at people are unltble to_ ?bse~e directly their ow~ 'cognitive 
processes,' thereby making it. likely th~c.-they cannot report acc~rately about 
. • .· . ' J.. J • .... 
·them. Furthermore, . Er~cS8on ·and Sim~m (1980) ·explain that · ~nder .a variety·· 
Q of ·Circumstances - subj.ects may omit I info~~ion· in their verbal reports or . 
' . . ~ .t . ... 
they may provide information which is inconsistent__with their a~tuid performance. 
' • • I ' • . ; 
{\n example .. of such an _incomlstency inight be whe,e a reader ~eports using_· 
. . . 
text information to answer a question when it is evident from ~ the response . 
. . . 
. 
that the reader relied mainly up·on· .. pa&ground . knowlC;dge. Wh~n verbal 
·reports are- collected with ..other reeords of ·behaviour, however, Ericsson and 
. . . .. 
Simon s~gge~t that it becomes · possible . to act~lly _c.heck for .consistency, 
' . 
. ' 
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thus pro~iding more valid · data. ' They contend that "verbal reports,- elicited 
. . ' 
.. ' . . . . . 
with care and interpreted with full understanding of the circumstances under 
which they were obta~ed, are a- valuable and thoroughly reli~ble ·sourc~ of ' 
information . about ·c:ogqitive protesses" · (p. 2~7). Afflerbach. and Jo~ns~on 
(1984) similarly recognize -the advantage of verbal rep9rts as ~n a~cess to 
the reasoning pro<;esses underlying higher level cognitive ability . . 
Think-aloud repor.ts have been found useful ·in a variety of contexts 
investigating various aspects of . qpgnition . and metacogniti.on. Norris ( 1985) ' 
found that studies pf · thidking pr!Jcesse~ using ·thinl_c·aloud .r~p.orts (in conju~ction 
. . . 
with probes) were ~seful in the construct validation of ability tests. Think-aloud 
. . . . : . . . . . I . 
· protocol~ · enablea . Olshavsl.<:y (1976~ 1977) to identity;· some of . the strategies .-
.. . ~: 
• that readers use in comprehendi.ng · text, afrd Phillips (1985) ·. used them in 
' v . · . 
identifying strategies .that young .readers use ~to gener.ate inferences as they . 
attemet. to comprehend. ,According }O 
4 
Phillips, "it is only through using 
. ,.... ·~ 
verQ,al ·reports that it becomes po&Sible. for researchers to come close to the 
child's reality" . 
. ~ analysjs of think-aloud pr9tocols reflects reader~' ·developed thoughts 
during. rea.ding. It reveals to some e~ent how the text was processed. In the 
· prese~t study the protocol analysis o~ the think-aloud reports was use~ t9 
• - • • ' • • ~ • t 
·identify ~he specific strategi~s that read~~ ~sed in menitoring , across sentences 
. . o~ id~as. Attempts ~o monitor _the text in relat~o backgr~und kitowle~~c 
wer~ also , revealed. So~u~ti~es, re~ders responded in ·a mar:_1ner which differed 
from the eXpected response to .the written. text. In the literature such respon~es 
are usually .referred to as miscues. . 
Since the identificati6rf •of. strategies. in' the think-aloud protocols was 
. . . 
highly ··subjective . on the . pa~ of ·the ·researcher, ~t was necessary to introduce 
. · 
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a measure of reliability. The supervisor for this st~dy, who is an expert in· 
··' 
the area :Of reading rese~ch, was . given a random sample of 25% of the total 
prot~cols. She was given the list of strategies identified, which she assigned 
to idea units. Interrater reliability for . the· assignment of strategies to idea \ 
units. was found to be acceptable at 88% agreement. 
' . f 
Free Recalls 
According to Wagoner (1983),. a ,great qeal . of monitoring research has 
' ' 
been cqnducted without . emphasis . on actual ·comprehension. I~ is . ~uggested 
that . more research is needed which will assess converttmnal comprehension ' 
in 'conj.unction_ with monitoring. If reader~ demonstrate through oral r~ading. 
performance and through think-aloud yerbalizatio~s that they are utilizing 
·. . . . Ia 
go~~ monitori~g strategies, it is often assumed _that lhe ·passage was adequat~ly 
.. i ; ,, . 
·. understoo.d. · ~is assumption~: however, must not be ma<le without assessing 
comprehension,_Jjnce · it.il i@eed possible, for readers to use good monitoring 
strategies and still not adequately . understand t~c;. . passage. A free re911 
. 
served to. assess COIJtPrehension in the present study. In addition to assessing 
.. 
.J 
comprehension, free recalls were used to .·give some indication of the 
_..- coa:nprehensiori monitoring strategies that readoers used as they proce~sed the 
'· 
. ' 
' . 
· passage. Often, the· free 'recalls served to provide support for strategies 
identified via the think·aioud reports and/or · tlie oral reading performance 
. · .. --
. 
measures. 
A considerable bo~y of ~;esearch indicates that insights into children's 
.. processing operations durins..ireading can be ·explored thro~gh--analyzing their 
I ' 
free' recalls. Tierney, Bridge and ~Cera (1979) ·claim that by· analyzing a passage 
' • ' I , 
. . 
arid by comparing a · r~ader's verbal recall of the text to the structure. ;of the 
' . . / 
passage. its.~lf, the nature of .the reader~ processing procedures can· be 
. ·' 
II . 
. 
' . 
... 
·~- --·& 
. ' 
. , '·• 
• •• • . . (i 
·' ' 
----· 
_...-- . . 
,., ... 
.. ql ~ • • 
. , ' , ' 
assessed. Verbal recalls, they- suggest, should be · analyzed according to the · 
following criteria: 
(1) the extent or amount of inform~on recalled,_ and 
(2) the type of information -recalle~. 
The type of · information recalled can. be categorized as either explicit 
inferred info,ation. Essentially, an_ analysis of verbaJ r~calls according~ 
-"Tierney, Bridge a~d ·cera, involves examining the extent and nature of\ bo 
explicit and inferred information. 
.. 
Beebe and Malicky (1982) support the position of Tierney, Bridge, and 
...,. ' I • 
Cera (1979) regarding verbal reca~ls. _.'fhey further hypoth~size that if readers' 
., . 
recalls of passages are .analyzed 10 try to determine what kind of information • 
' 
they selected from · the text to rear~ange and -organize into a summary, . as 
well as hpw they rearranged and organized this information, it · might. give an 
indication of what reader.s actually. do as they process· text for immediate 
understanding. The free recalls in the present study were therefore analyzed 
for two purposes: 
f 
(1) to assess the readers' comprehension: and 
(2) . to indicate the types of comprehension monitoring 
· strategies used by readers. 
... l 
Fagan (1981) ha.s suggested a method of assessing the reader's cqmprch~nsion 
., • • I o 
aJ;).d, at the same time, of obtaining .... an indication of how the reader has 
,, 
processed the text. He has developed a system which provides a~. structure ~ to 
assess the degree ; of comprehension as indicated by a• recall protocol. Such 
' 
an assessment is achieved in · ·four stages, the second of w~ich has been 
modified to suit the . needs ·of the present study. The four stages 
assessment of comprehension, as outlined by Fagan are,d~~cribed below. 
. - _-. 
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. ~ 
Staie 1: · Elimjnatin& Irrelevant Data 
The fust step is to isolate that information which will be J!nalyzed. In 
. 
order to . do this it is necessary to eliminate two categories of data, which . ·-
• 
are (1) mazes, or pauses, and (2) recall conventions, for example, "It says 
-., . 
that ... ". Such data plays a si~ificint role in the natural speech . flow but 
_I . 
contains no significant informatioh relating to actual text prbeessing. 
" I . -~1' 
Slaie 2; ChodsitJ& a Unit for . ADalysiS ~ 
' ' ( ' 
The J?.~Otocol JJ)USt be divided ' into idea- units. Fagan suggests that the 
idea unit be a t·unit, · defined as a single main clause together with any 
. 
subordimite clauSes that may be grammat~cally related to it. Since the present 
study focused upon meaning Within ·and across sentences, it \YaS decided to 
modi~ Fagan's t-unit, which is syntactically-based, to a clausal uni4 which 
is mo~e meaning-based. A clausal1 unit is defmed as a clause which, within 
itself, carries a meaningful idea. 
~ta&e 3; Comprehension Cate&ories 
'Each clausal unit will be categorized according to the following: 
A. Text Exact. This category includes information recalled 
• 
from-the text \ri its e_xact·form or with minimal variations. 
-~ . . 
B. Iext Specific. In this category is . placed information 
recalled that has specific references in the text. 
C. Iext Entailed. The information retrieved is (a) a paraphrase 
of, or synonYroou~ with the information input, bu~_·; the. 
unit of recall includes iriformation from , more than I one • 
• 
unit of input, or (b) a superordinate statement subsuming 
information from' more than one text unit. 
I 
I 
:' " 
I . 
'·' 
" !. 
. .-
·"' 
• 
: .. 
. 
.. 
( 
·J· 
D. Text Experiential . . This information i$ added by the 
E. 
reader to fill in gaps in the text data. The reader 
.... 
constructs infonnation based on prior knowledge. 
·Text Erroneous. This category- involves ~he use of text 
-· information which the reader has processed incorrectly 
either. at the time of comprehending, or during the time 
of producing the recall. (Fagan, 1981, p. 6·11) 
·) 
Staae 4. Weiahtina · · · 
.. , 
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.- . . ( ,., 
A weight '(in points) will be assigned to each Clausal unit. The kind ~nd ~' 
... 
· -
. number of categories evident in the reader's recall must be noted. This will 
· inaicate whether~~e reader was very depe.ndent ,., on the text, · was very 
'' . 
dependent on bilckground of experience, or · was using both fairly even~ · / 
Recalls containi~g ~h levels of ·c and b ~tegories are deem~~ indicators "-../ 
~ of\ adequate comprehension because , they suggest a balanced interaction 
. .,. 
between the te~ and. the reader's experiential background. 
Although Fagan's comprehension categories (1981) were developed prknarily .~ .. 
. . . 
to assess ~omprehension, it was possible from the recall protocol analysis to 
identify particular strategies . that readers may have used during· the actual 
- . ' 
·reading. Support for strat(!gies evidenced iri the \hink·aloud protocols and 
the oral reading protocols was also found in the recall analysis. 
The .ort~nce of assessing comprehen.sion in comprehension monitoring 
research has pte~iously been addressed. In 'the ·present study, the measure of 
free recall.; acco~fuodated this ' concern tO the degree that. the reader's. memory 
. . .' ' 
and verbal ·skills aliowed. When a reader's memory and ~~rbal abil~ty inhibited 
a reader's recall it was necessary to provide structured questions which . 
revealed what the reader had comprehended but had been unable to recall 
( 
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from memory. Comprehension qu~stions were used in the present study when 
\ 
, free recalls were de~me~ · to be inadequate, that is, when recalls did not 
reiate the general gist '·of the passage and,lor · did not provide most of the 
, 
supporting details. • 
Since comprehension questions were used in conjUnction with the fr~e 
... 
recall . P.~otocols and· for the same pu~~ses, 'th~y(were similarly, analyz~~ 
using Fagan's comprehension categories (1981). The nat4re of the informati~n 
recaJie~, rath~r than ~he eJtent of it, was ~f. pr~ary conce~·. 
.· 
Summary of Met_bodoloey /' 
~ 
Based upon · an ~ssessment of the· _existing methodologies used i'n 
... 
comprebension research, the following criteria for . selection of a methodology 
... ~ • 1 
. for the · presen~ study~ ·were established.' The methodology should provide the 
I 
following: 
( l) a process measure and a pro(luct measure; 
. 
. 
(2) an assessment of reading comprehension; and . 
. . 
(3) a natural read~ng situation. 
.. -: 
In order t() meet the criteria; a methodology consisting df : three s~parate · bu·t 
: .~ ·. 
related . measures ·of comprehension monitoring was used~ :Co~ prehension ' 
.. 
monitori.ng strategiC?$ were examine~ ' using data ' collected from ·oral reading 
. . 
· ·performances, thfiVc·aloud reports, and .. free recalls. 
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I " 
Sample 
_The sample for ~he ~tudy, consisted of twenty proficient readers at the 
grade three level. The readers were determined to A be proficient on the 
basis of overall performance as judged by t~eir resp_ective classroom teachers, 
. 
supported by their general progress for ·the. school .year. The sample was 
... 
. . 
selected from three elementary schools within a ~uburban school district 
outside St. . John's. The scf\VJols had enrollmen~ ~f between 200 'a~ 450 
students; with either one or .two classes ·at each grade level. lri general, 
facilities were satisfaetory· and t1achers· "'were · well ·qualified._ For the total • 
sample of twenty teaders, six were selected from one · school and ·seven from 
two others. T~5_hers-we~e ~sted to select the six (or seven) most proficient 
readers in their classes. The sample corisisted of five boys and fifteen girls. ~ 
Materials 
The· reading passage ~or the study was adapted from one of several that 
were used by August, Flavell· ,and Clift (1984) in their study of ·comprehension 
~ ~ . 
monitoring in skU ted and tess .• skijled readers. The original . passage was 
.• 
.  
approximately 1.30 words 
. ' 
in . ·length . and : was 'Written a':t the second-grade 
. ' ; . 
readability . level according to the Burmeister scale used by August, Flavell 
. L 
·and Clift. ,1\Vo versions of the passage were used, one with · ~ male character 
. . 
and the other with a .female charAct~r. The· reason fOr using the two versions 
was to provide a fe~ale character to Whom the female readers could rthttc 
and a male chaJlcter to whom the male reade~s could rela~e. Each version of 
• I 
the originar passage is contained in Appendix ·A Although August, Flavell, ,. . 
{ ~nd Clift _(1?84) .d~d not use ~ ~~tle for~ t~e ~assage, the title Ouick ~inkim: 
.-was . chosen for the purpose . of this study to p~iovide motivation and purpose 
: {"' 
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.for the students involved. · The passage was divided into seven sections or 
e·pisodes, namely setting, initiating event, internal response, attempt, obstacle, · 
· solution, and reaction (See Appendix A). 
A pilot study was ~nducted with five proficient readers from another 
, ,, .' . . ;, . . : 
school in the same school district. The purpose of the pilot study ~as to 
determine the suitability of the passage· in terms of reading level, vocabulary, 
; 
' . 
and interest. The most suitable. format for presentation of the passage was 
• ... .. .i• • ~ .... 
als~ dete~ned. In order to deter,mine the most . suitable format for presenting 
• the passage, three f9nnats were. ~xperimented with. ~e passage was presented 
. ' . ·.. . . 
as a whole- with. a small' spaci between" each section. 1\vo 'sections" of the " 
~~ . . 
passage were presented at a time· with a larger space between each section, 
. and each section of the passage was presented individually in a .booklet form. 
~suits of · the pilot study indi~tcd that the narrative passage selected, 
" 
with its aumulative plot was appropriate in terms of encouraging the utiliZation· 
of monitoring strategies by readers. 'Iqe format which proved to ~e most 
f 
effective in getting readers to vocalize their thoughts as they read was the . 
,. 
individual' presentation of sections in booklet form. It was found that when 
\ 
two or .. more sections of the passage were presented · ·at 'a time, readc;_rs 
tended to be . ~nxious to read on, not allowing sufficient time to vocalize 
their· thoughts thorougHly. ~e passage was_ found to be suitable in terms of ' 
. ' ~ ... 
,. ' 
interest to the readers, but unsuitable in t~rms of. reading level and vocabulary. 
. " ·. ' 'i :. . . 
The reading level was found -to be .t.po l'ow and . the vocabulary not challenging. 
• ',~ '/ ._.. • · ~ • I t 
;~~ The passage was ~herefore revised, using ~ore -a(iyan~ed vocabulary and 
. . . ;- .. .. 
incr~asing the reading level-· to a , high second grade level, . according · to · the 
- ' ' . ' ' • .~ • • • •... ' • r ' 
· .. fiy. Readability Fom_lula (Fry, 1977). The revise~ versions of the pass~ge 
which were used in the present $tudy are found in Appe·ndix B .. 
..\. 
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Procedure 
.. 
After the pilC't study had been conducted, the passage had' been revised. -
.. 
and other pract~cal conc~rns had·, been addresse~; the main st\fdy was undertaken. 
Each group of readers within ~ . school . ( eit~l(!r six or seven 'stu~ents) met 
with th,e researche~ in the . assigned . room: ·Introductions took · place and 3n 
effoft was m~de ~0 establ_ish "a conuortable,· relaxing setting. The ;. purpose ot: 
.. ~~ ' . .-; . 
- the study. .was expl_a~n~d to the s~~dents. The~ _~ were -told · that t"._ey were not~ · 
. ~ 
being tested a,nd that 'their answers and respons~s. -' would not be rated as 
, ' I-~ •._ 
~ right · or wrong. They were told\ ~~t· all of their responses would · ~be of · 
>; ~ . . 
benefit to the resear~h .''study. _A sample passagC4 .• l!rioth~r ftom the ·ones used· 
. .. 
by August et al. (!984), was ·used to dem<!nstrate t~e procedure to be follow.ed. 
Each section of '.the text . was read aloud by indiyiduaf students who voca(it\!d 
. ':, 
their thoughts immediately aft~rwards. The studen~s -were f~formed that they 
would be audiotaped and that -tney were .welcome to ask que~tions or make 
~.... • , I 
comments at any time as · long as they were _releva'nt • to the study. Before the-
.~ .. ~ .. ."" . ~ . . . 
individual sessions started_, the students were ask~d if they· wanted to. particip3tc 
., 
in the 'study. Nonct of the ~tuCJents refused to. participate. ,.· 
. ' 
The, ·twenty readers involved in the study each met inpividuany·' With the 
, . " . . .. . , 
'· ~. 
·· '-- researcher for approximately twenty minutes. During· the· session.s, the ·readers 
I ,• 
~iscussed the passage titl_e with the researcher,. read th.e passage sect'ions, 
. \ ·-· . 
., 
reported their thoughts after each section, retold. the pasS'hge, and an~wercd 
:, ' 
. '• 
any que~tion~ pose~. 
I ·~ . . ... 
• I ' 
The individual ~~ssions were eonducted in the. follpwing mann~r . 
I 0 ., \ I 
(l)i . Readers ~ere reminde~ that their thoughtS as they r~ad ·. 
. 
were-·. pf -gr~~t imp6rta~ce. . They ~ere encour~_ged to . t~H" 
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whatever they could , about them. They were informed 
that they were . required to retell the. story in i~ entirety 
when the oral reading was· completed . 
. 
- . (2) J"h~ title, Quick ·Thinkinio ·was discussed , until · it was 
. i 
·"' evident . t.hat the teade_rs. had some . idea. of what it 
' 
meant 
,., . . '; . 
.: 
I ; 
.(3) Each section was read ~nd thoughts· w~re vocalized 
,;.~. • J • ' '. ' 
\ 
.. 
immediately. Questions, were • -asked >at I -.the : researcher-'s 
~ t '\ ' ... . I ..., ~. 
discret!o~. The q~estion~ i~ Aependix c guided ~e 
·-. • . -." • • ·: • .J • • • • ' .... • \-'· 
. researcher's questionin~: , ... ,. . .  . _. 
·. 
~· ( 4) The passage · was . :ret~l~;~ by ~readers. Questions . were 
. . 
.• ' .. . 
posed if readers faile'd to reblte the general gist __ of the 
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,. 
, ·~ 
·. 
I • ', ~ -
passage, and/or ·rail_ed to _provide suppo'rting ' details: 
..l , · 
I 
.. \ 
' 
.. 
I 
Guideline questions 'are found in. Appendix> D. 
{5) Readers were asked whe.ther· or not ·· there were any 
-4 questions, or concerns abo~t · the story. Such concerns 
we(e clarified before the student left the room. ..-- .. 
• • ~~lysis of Data 
-~ 
. ·• 
Each ·of· the ·stUdent sessions was · transcribed from the audiotapes ' to 
I , w ' 
' . 
provide the ,..data _fo~ the study. 'J1te data for . each · of ·the three measures of 
. . ' 
comprehension monitoring namc;_ly, oral reading performa~c~s, think·aloud 
. .. . -- - . ' 
-. ' .. 
... 
.. 
'· 
l, 
.. ~ ~ : 
.-r . ' · • I • • 
'~'} :- . . . ~ . . . 
.,.,, . ... ' ... r . . 
r.epQrts,~ and free recalls~ were analyzed . consecutively.· Afterwards, the , entire 
data collection -·-was .aruityzed -~ a whole. A thorough discussio~ _ of the data 
... . . . -
anal~.~~ i~ presented in the following chapter. · _. 
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Cha"'pter IV ·-· 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
Introduction 
. 
. ,::...-
. .  
, . 
.· 
The·· present study was designed to examine the compr~~ension monitoring • 
• • ,. 0 • .. fl' ' ,, 
strategies u~~d ·.PY prq~ci~~t .. ~de .~ree, readerS when reWJjng· ·for immedi~tc · 
. understanding . . In th~ chagt_er .. an attempt will be made to ·answer . the questions ' 
-. . . 
. which guided this study . 
' 'I: ~ . ~hat sp·ecifi~ 'comprehension monitoring strategic's ... do 
... 
2. 
proficient readers- · use when they · read for immediate 
· un~erstanding?· 
Are there similarities and/or·· differences ·in strategy use 
amorig profic-ient readers? 
; . 
The ~ transcriptions of the · student sessions provided the total data for 
.... 
.the- stlftty.. Each transcription con~isted of : thre~ separate but related sets of 
data. There ~~as a set of _data for· each of the three measutcs of comprehension 
• • ~ ' .I • ,. ,. 
monitoring, namely, oral reading protocols, think-aloua protocols and . free 
I ~ 
recall protocols: Each set ·of data was analyzed separatelyr. Then the data · · 
' / ' . 
from all three · measures was analyzed . as a whole, sign)f.icant trends were 
noted, . and an o~erall view of th'e process of comprQ.hensjon monitor~~g 
.., 
.... . 
. ·. 
. ..... 
' .~ 
-
.· 
r 
. ( 
.. 
.. : 
emerged: Case examples are used· throughout this report in an efrort to ( ' ··.· 
illustrate particular findings of the study. , . 
.... ~ . 
(\ ' 
• 
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.. 
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·; 
.. ·
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J 
Findings from Protocols 
,., · The fmdings from the oral reading protocols, the thin~-aloud p'rotocols 
.,. .. ,.. ' 
and the ... iree ~ecail protocols ~re presen~d separate!y ... 'Fhe · protocoi:s ~ere 
• • • f'• ' ' ' · • • . 
· ~ 
• • ' ' \ ' • : I ' • I ·*"" • • 
analyzed, with ·respect. ~Q tqe. two questions posed at the.•outs'et of the present 
- -, - . . . - ' . . 
. . . . 
-.. .. 
, .. : . stu~y. '!he analysis" of t~e . oral - re~difig·.· ~ro~~cols. and the think-aloud proto~ls · 
,. ..... , .. /."' :··addressed ):o~h·.·.9u.estions. lite 'anaiysis- of the fre~ recalls added support for :· 
b'"~ r . ' .. ' findin~ 'fron1. ifle ·oral .readi~g. ~nd .. thqik!aloud"·p;~t~~o~~: . 
·· · ~· , ·-~ -: .. ~.·!_,· ~· .:·-"·-· . . -
i-..,;J 
...... 
. . 
I ' 
" ·.· . 
• • ~ ,"· • - • • • ' ._.J • 
Orar Readina··ProtocoJs' · : ·· 
· ... . , . . . "'.' ' . ·/' // 
, The· o~~ rea~_~g .P!Otocols· .were stu~ied close'ty and all miscues, that is, . 
- ' . . ;./ ·' . ' . . .. . /· . . . . ' .. 
responses. ~her tha'br· :rth~ exP,ected,' exact ·words of the ·text, were not~d. 
:. . ' 
Repetitions, hesitations, . correct~Oil$, and ~·ttempts . to co_rrect w~re abstracted · 
.. . 
for analysis. Such behayiours were considered -evidence.. of comprehension 
o • "'I • • • • ... ·- • • • 
monitoring. .Th~se behaviours were indicative of a reader's awareness·· that 
... . . 
.· 
comprehen§io~ was b~ing in~errtipted and that somet~ing ·must be · -done to 
. remedy the problem.. . 
· · · Miscues- f~r ·~hich no atte~pts wer~ made t~ correct,._. and_' ~hich · we~e ·· 
a ) \ • ~ 
' ,. , •" ,I ,. • 
. unacceptable iri terms of syntax and/or se~ahties, were excl'uded : frqm . t,he ~ 
,. I • •• • ' • ' 
·; .'· . · - analysis • . For example, .. a miscue such. as .the foUo~ing . was not. :~nalyied 
. , 
·~ .. . ( 
' . ' 
:.., • I ~ ...... • -
l..o.: • 
' ~· \ 
"'·. ~--~~~·, 
' r ·~ 
. -I;. 
i : ~ ; ... <(, • - !1 ., • • • ~ • • • • • • ~ . 
_.because . the .. reade!, ·appeared .. ·to be !>b_livious to th~ .lack . o.f understanding'. and .. . .. 
. - . 
•,·. 
~ . -. 
~ ' ' . . . ' . . . ~ . . . .. ' : 
to th,e .incorrect response: 
)- . ~ . . . 
~- . . .· . · · · · T~xt: f':l_rtunately, . the.' e~gineer. s~w ~e Ug~t. · 
•. : I ' •• ,.. II • • .-· ' • • , t· • ' ' I 
···, - ~ .. -· ' ' -' ·.. . ' ~rOt9c~l: · (~au~e) Frontedly, the engi~eer s-aw'· the light. · 
J.. ., • f\ . " ' "I 'o • 0 ' , , t I • ' , ' 
J·. · .. In t~is ..,example, the · ·reader <lid n~t acknowledge the .error · arid ppssibly was · ·. 
· .. ' .,, . . I . ' . . . • . . 
. . 
' I , • , ( 
. . '.'• · 
l , . •• • ... ; •.• 
. . . '\ 
' ' , 
.. ' 
~·· .. ( 
. . ' 
.· ~ , •. 
.: .. ..,· ... . ·. 
·:·:·:·;· ·.,' .. · ... ,· · · ·: · .: ·. ~n.aware -~f' mls~omprehensiop.': the -.!~_adei read ori as if · n6 error wa~· . made.'···· ·. 
~-,~ ~·: : ~ •• .': '.:.' . · · .~~ ' , .' ' ' .S .' ' \•' , ·, ' .. I I • I • , " ' • • • ''. :• ~•!~,~ 
::·;::<·-; ... :·: . · :· · .. · ... ·. ~ .. · :-- .· .. . . . ~ . . . . / :' ,/ ' . : ... .. : :. ;· .·' 
:~~~ .· · : . .' ',.;,' :~' ' ' >:: .. :. !,; •,•' , ' : . ,: • " • •', :; 1 1 ' >. • ·,.· • ,•. .' • 1 :.:.·:::·,/:i/:~ 
'1~;5;, ~ ·~.2:::,:-.<::~:_;.:r:: ,: ~_::. ·.,:: r0 t: ; •:_: ::·· : ; .. ~( :. ' . '' .•. ~> : ; ' : :' ; .: :: ,; .· ; ::;L. ,,;:;;: E~i :. \ :; .~; ::: -~ :~ ;~[~% 
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Such miscues comprised ~ 9% of the total miscues noted in the study and 
were excluded. from the analys~ because they ~ere not considered . e~idence 
,.. ,, . ' .. 
:of ~.o.mprehensi~n monitoring. The other 91% of total miscues were analyzed 
. . 
. . 
· and ·the . following strategies ·were identifi~d. For purpo~~s of. clarification, 
. th~ . code . OR. (Ofj Reid\ng), is used with the number· . of each strategy to 
. . ... . ' \ - . ' • . 
· . indicate tti~t i~ _is .'~ . st~3:~~gy, ld~ntified from an oral reading analysi~. 
: 
l. · · ~ Str.~tegy OR-1 Focu~in2 · on a · problem word. The re~der " · "" 
,., 
... 
·~ 
I• 
. .. 
·" hesitates at · an unknown· word and uses a word idi,mtification 
... 
:-, .. "" • '· ' 
. strategy foJ· successfu1ly identify it. Word 4dentifica~ion 
!- .. v-w , . .. 
.. · 
. ,. 
.. str~teg!es used may be any of phonics, structural analysis, 
.. .. \ ... . 
sight, or. context, used indi~idaally, ~r iq combinatio~:~ 
·-' - . \..~ 
1 . • 
.. 
• 0 • -~ · .... .. 
. Also; --on~e ·a problem word has al~eady .  been identi~&ed, · 
the ·. r~a<Jer. may " . r~pe'a~ .. it..· in -a~ .. ~uempl' .. to. 'ie~t ~;h~th.e~ 
·.~ 
· or nQt' it is actually a wor~. . · 
. . . 
- . ' . 
Exam pte·:~ .. · · 
. . 
• . Text: Kate'~. father .'w~.s employed b~. thCf railr9ad c·~~p~ny. 
Protocol: "Kate's father was· (hesitates) 'e~-pt~·~d~, ··~.m-
. ' 1 
plo,' employed by th~ · ia_ilrQa.d company.". · 
. ... ·.. ·-
In this. ~xample~ . the . reader . was . suc~ssf~lly monitoring . at . th¢ . word · level. · 
1 ' v 1, ' ' ' • , , , ' l ' I • 
Upon . he~itatmg, the· re~der ·realized her hiability to .'identify the. w~rd. 'en:tployed~. 
' . 
· Wor~ .'jd~ntific~tion str~t~gies we~e .utilized, ·immediately :un.tir' .. succes~tul 
· ,ident~fi~~iim ~ccur;e·d~ 
. · · 2: . . Straif!~r~ OR-i. FocuSinK on ·a phrase ot semeqct -coot3ipiDi 
... __ . 
: . 
. . 
. . 
; ' 
. a· . -.pro~leiD .,.;ord. ·Th~. reader h~sit;te~ ~t . a. prqbJem . . · . . . .. . .. ,._ 
• ' • • ' • • ~ ' l ~ • ' • ' ' • • .• • ,, f · • • • 
. ~ord, the~ rereads the - previa~~ text, OI . omits· the. W9~d . 
• • • • • • ~ • ., '4 .. ' • • I , ,-
. ..... .. . 
and reads su~sequent te?Ct' in .· o·rder to· succ.~·ssf~lly_ 
.., • • ~ - • I I ' l , . . ~ .. • . . . 
·· .
-
,· 
• • . «. 
.. . . . . . ~ . 
'; 
I • ' J ••• • • • 
• • . . ' . r . 
.·. ... 
--
). 
. 
J ' ; ... , · 
·:-:· 
/ 'f 
\ . 
• I ; 
' . identifY the · unknown word. Also, once a problem w~r,~ 
' . 
. --lias ''been correctly identified, the reader may repeat the 
phrase or s~htence , ip which it was found in order to 
verify that it is the ~rrect respense. · . 
Example: ._. 
- -
. . 
r 
T~f: Kate's father was ~mpl~yed by ,the railroad company. 
Protocol: "Kate's fathet was (hesitates, then rereads) 
Kate's father ·~as .. (h~sitates, says 'blank', reads_ on) by ~ 
the ~ail;oad a;mpany (pa~e) .employed by the railroad 
. company." ' ' . 
;J 
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. ~ .i } ~ . ! .. t . . ;' ,., 
.. J -'~ ; ..... 
In this example, t,he ·reader· wa.s successfully· monitoring at· the _ semenc.e . 
. . . ' . 
,
1 
_ y , • ""' · · , . • ~ ..- \U 
level. Upon hesitating before· the word 'employe~t' the ·reader recognized the : 
. . . , . .,.:. ~ ... 
inabili-ty to· ident!fY the . word so rere.ad th~ beginning· ~f th~. ~entence in an 
• • ' • ' I • -.( • '" ' • , , ' ' I ' • -
effort. to get· the word from the context of the sentence. 
. ,.. 
. . 
3: .. . Sthztegy . OR-3· 'FoCu$in&· on .a problem. word . and/or a , 1 . - ---- -~· .. 
; 
.. 
.. 
<:> ' 
' . 
I ' ; _·- ~ 
... 
, 
• 
· .. ;· 
.,.-/ 
./ 
• 0 • · ..... • • .. =-. 0 o I - o .. .... ~:.:, 0 o , o o 
sentCmce (or phrase) :..COntainin& the problem word. The·' -
, I : 
reader hesitates 'at a problem· . word but · gives ·no verbal 
' . ,.. . " 
evidence_of attemptmg to use word· identification strategies, 
. . 
of re'reading, or of reading . ahead .• The reader may . be 
. - ~ ' . . 
utilizing · one or aoy number of the strategies. The · 
: _· . ... •· ! • . ' ,• 
reader, however, indicates an aw~eness of a oonwrehension 
'. 
problem which · m!J'st be cleared, if poss.ible,. before 
continuing on . 
•, 
.... 
"'  . 
Exampl~:. 
' ··· 
, ; 
. . 
. . 
:~ ., . 
' • 
t _ · . 
. . 
.... 
.. . 
-· 
. . 
r ~ • . =·.: ·.•; . .' .' . .... · ~ ... _, .·. ' J ~ . . 
Text: Kate's father wa~ employ~d by the railr~ad· company . 
' , 
... 
. ' 
• , 
) . 
. . ·' . ~ 
f· • , n 
,. 
. 
·., 
.• 
·. 
\ 
.,. 
.  
•'.: 
I 
~ .. _ ._ .. ~' 
. .. 
; . 
·, 
. ' , 
'.· . ., . 
~ ·~ 'i ·; ~ • 0 •• • • 
-:>'' · 
,• 
., 
Protocol: "Kate's father was (hesitates fo~ about 10 
seconds) employed by the railroad company/' 
In this example, .. the reader wa~ either uncertain of the word 'employed' or 
/ 
was unable._ ~o . immediately identify it. Sorpe strategy was utilized in order to 
. ' ~ . ' 
correctly identify it, but the reader gives no evidence .as to what the strategy 
. 
rn.a~ have _been. Tile. reader may have bren ·monitoring at the ·word le~el or 
at the sentence (phrase) level, or bOth.: · 
60 ' 
The analysis of the oral reading ,protocols suggests tha~ . the read~rs in . 
. . 
the study-_ were monitoring their comprehension process ~ost of . the · tim_e, 
that is, lg~% of the time. ·It ~as .evident. that readers were· -using thre~ particular 
comprehension monit~ring strategies ·at tiiJ!e.s. wh'en the~ · exp_eri~n~ed. preble~~. 
with 'word identification. The actual frequency a'nd percenthge of··. use . for 
.. . 
I r , ~ 
. each strategy identified in the. or~l reading protocols are indicated in . Table 
~. , . .. 
.. 
. 1. ~ 
Table 1 
' .. 
Fr~quency of _Use 
. · S~ategy. OR-J. 
St~ategy OR-2 
· Strategy 0~-3, 
.·· . . TOT.AL 
.. 
N = 2o ~Numbe~··Qf'R~aders) ~ 
•• • (J • • 0 • ' • ' 
4 
'55 
.35"': 
.. • 
44 
134 ' 
. . 
, · . 
•• 
•, ' 
.· 
,_ . 
. 41% 
. , 
.. 
. · . 26% .. 
,~, 
33% 
& .100%. . 
· ; ~ . . ; 
.. ~
' I , 
. ' 
. . 
• I ' \ •#' 
, . . 
' • . 
·. ' ... 
: ' ·l! ' :. .. • If ~ 
... . . . ·. ~ .; ·., . . . 
'I ' ~ ' ' ... • ' ,' t • o ' ', .~ '• ' • I • ' · . t't. · . 
_,..,...- .. -
.. . 
• . • . " ,':' . .. I • . \ . " -
· : .' ' • • ' 1~ ~.' ' • • , : • 
1 
:, ' : • • ~. ·.:,• .: f: •1 • I ' • 1 .. ,.· , .(, .· ... ' . • • ·,~' ' . ~I ' ; . . . . : · ~· :\ . . . ~ · ;..; .. · ... . :.: ~ . •, .·  
' ! ' • I , , • ~, • , ... • • 
.· . 
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' ·. 
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)~· ·. 
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Strat.egy OR·3, focusing on a problem word and/or 
.. 
containing the sentence 
problem word, was the second most frequently used strategy. Because the • 
utilization of Strategy OR-3 indicates the utilization Qf either Strategy OR~ 1 · 
. . 
or Strategy OR-2, or the utilization of both, it is impossible t6 deterinine 
from . the data which strategy ~as' ~tually utilized most frequently. "There 
. ' 
are no significantly outstanding frequencies so it may be reasonable to 
conclude only that-the...lhree str~~egies ·were ~ed with nearly equal frequency. _ 
AI~hough readers were· _generally s~ccessful in identifying problem words 
. . . 
• • I 
· by· utilizing the three s~rategies outlined, they wer~ not always successful. In 
. ·. . . 
. : the examples used to .delnonstrate ~ach of the o_ral . reading strategie~, readers 
' .. 
· • we~e· successful in i~e~tifying ~ problem words. ·or 'the total 134 instances ~f 
. ·-· . 
strategy . use, .25% resulted ·in readers. ~eing. unsuccessful .in identifying problem 
wor~s. In ~ucli · insi,;;~ •• ~readCIS . . indic&t~d .\hat they Wete' ;,oiti;oring,. and 
were . ·~til~ing . particular .stra~egies, but \were'. unable to .. ~dentify the prpblem 
. . 
words. -For the' put:pose ~f this · stu.dy, · evidence of · utilizing a particul~r 
strategy~ regardless 'of the u'ltimate effectiveness was -eo~sidered to be 
- . . . 
evidence of ct>mpreheJtsion monitoring. ·lJl~- followin~~e dC4llonstrates 
. how readers ca~ ~s~~etimes utilize ·a ~torin~ strate~ but be unsuccessful 
. . ' 
in identffying the ,probl~m word or words. . t) ··' \ ~ ' .\ 
Text: She was approximately four hundred . meters Away 
' . 
• J 
f:xample: ... 
I 
from the railroad tracks. · .' 
' j --,....- . 
Prott~col: "She was'ap.:~~ox-i·mat-m~d-a~e-ly' four 
hundrtd meters away from the railroad trac ." 
, . 
In thi_~ example, the reader was aware of a probleM I so utilized the strategy 
of focusing on the probiem word (Strategy OR·l) i~ . an effort to identify it. 
t 
'• 
.) 
.. 
• ' • fl 
., 
.. 
,. 
., 
. . 
, 
I 
•,, 
r 
! 
' 
The utilization of the strategy was ineffective in facilitating the identification 
of the problem word. The reader's skill with phonics and structural ·analysis ~ 
was not developed to the: point where such a long word could be analyzed 
an! synthesized ~uccessfully. The reader possibly ~~alized that the word -was 
not absolutely essential for .overall comprehensio~, so i~~ored the miscue and 
read on.-
In instances similar to the example ~bove, when. using Strategy OR-1 
f 
was ineffective~ s~me readers utilized Strategy OR-2 immediately, and met 
with success. The following example is such an instance. 
, .. · Tex.t: Kevin's father .was employed by the railroa(i 
company. 
Prqtoco'l: "Kevin's father was empty·Joade~ (pause) 
I . 
empty-loaded . by. tJie ratlroad company,_ employed by the · 
railroad ~mpany." \ 
.. ,. . 
·-
' In this ·example, the _reader's utilization of Strategy OR·l was ineffective · in 
. .. . . 
. identifying the problem word 'employed'. Once the sentence was completed, 
the ' reader- immediately iden~ifieCl the - word. The reader monitored at the 
word 'ievel ·.at rJ.l'Sibut was u~su~cesstut When he monitored -~t the sentence 
level, utilizing Strategy OR-~ . he met , ·with success. 1be reader . thus used a 
J 
combi~ation of Strategy OR-1 and Strategy OR-2. -,_ 
.' F~~- approxi~atety 18% of the total ·oral reading -miscues, a combination 
. ' ! .• - ' 
of. strategies was utilized. ·TWo . .combinations were , noted, Strategy 0~-1 with 
Strategy OR-2, a~d Strategy OR-3 ·witlf Str~tegy OR~2. _.Strategy OR·2 appeared 
to be a strategy sometimes used when the other two had been· ineffective. 
. . . 
-, 
In analyzing the effectivene~ of the utilization of strategies in facilitating 
""-
.word identiflcation, it was noted that some strategies appeared , to b~ effective 
# 
.. 
\ -
·, . 
-
,. 
-- \ 
; , 
I 
/i.. ' 
..,t . -~ · • 
more frequently than otfiers. Table 2 indiait~s t~e percentage '.of ~;ffective 
, r 
~nd · ineffective use ·for each of the ~hree strategi~s when used independently 
as. wen as when used in comb.inatioh. In the table,' Strategy 
... 
OR·2 refers to the combined use of either Strategy OR-1,' or· Strategy OR-
3. with Strategy OR-2. 
' 
Strategy 
\ 
Strategy OR-1. 
Strategy OR-2 
·strategy OR-3 
Table 2 
Summary or effective a~d Ineffective ~trategy use 
Percentage pf 
Effective Use 
·. 69%' 
86% 
73% 
Percentage Qf 
Ineffective Use 
- ·- --. ~--..31%---- ·-- - .....__. _, 
14% 
27% 
J • St~ategy OR-1/0R-3 -> OR-2 80% 20% 
er of Readers) .. " -
In gen'era, 'the uti · ation - of strategies was e~,ctive ui facilitating 
. 
word identificatio{l. This. -:was especially evident for Strategy OR-2, focusing 
I 
Q}.l, ~ phrase 01 sentence containing a"'problem word, and for · Strategy Or-
- .. .· . 
• ·· ~/OR-3. ·> OR~2, using_ Strategy OR-~or Strategy OR-3 in combination with 
. . 
Strategy OR-2. This was interpreted to suggest that the utilization· of Strategy 
63 
I, 
' . .-
OR-2, either independently or in combination with other strategies, was more 
likely to be effective for readers in successfully identifying problem words. . . 
... 
·Because 20% of .the readers had very few problems with the or~\ reading, · 
. . . 
· they had less than . ·three miscues. Consequen-tly, they bad few, if any, 
- "· 
. opportunities to utilize ~tratcgies. It is "Unknown what s~rategies they would 
. . 
. :
.. 
.. . ~ 
' . 
~ J ' • 
·_,,. 
I 
· ( 
likely use if f!tOre problems had occurred. The oral reading prbtocols, althoug~ . 
helpful in indicating strategies that readers use when problems, are e~perienccd, 
were of no use in indicating strategies that readers used when no problc~s 
.were experienced. Such strategies were more evident in' the think-aloud 
'. 
protocols. v 
Think-Aloud Protocol& 
,. 
• > 
/ 
Before any analysis of data · was undertaken, the think-aloud protocol~ were. 
-. first closely examined to determine what infomiation would be. used as evidence 
. ' .\' • . ·, 'I 
of comprehension monitoring strategies. All think-al~ud reports volanteered by · 
. . .•<"' 
• ' ' \. -.. ,' I '; ' . ' ~ 
the readers were included in the data~ A great deal of researcher-quest.ioning . .::-
. . ' 
ar,d reader-answering was incorporated into 'the think-aloud re.porting, but · not 
. - . . . , \ . " . 
all of it w.as included "'fts 'data to bl anal)'Zed.· Questioning war:used in the · · 
think ... aloud reporting for two .purposes. One --purpose was to encourage and to · . 
probe readers: who diil not read:ly vocalize . their tho~ghtS by, jing . questi~ns 
from those provided in Appendix C.- Since the p\lrpose of such 9uestio~ing was 
~ 
to aid readers in expressing their thoughts, . answers were included as data · to ·be 
. . : 
analyzed. Another purpose for questioning througliout the reportiog. ~·.as to giye · · 
readers opportunities to clarify their thoughts and to elaborate on them so that 
it was clear \to the researcher why they had respoqded. in a particular manner.-
. Responses to such ques~ioning we~e o(ten expl~mitory in nature. Because these. 
. ~ 
responses were tised to assist the researcher in understanding' readers' . tho~ght . 
. . , 
processes, they were not used as data to be analyzed. These .) ~esponses were ilot 
; . . 
deemed to be indicative of readers' immediate thoughts while ~eading. · ... · . 
. . 
Once the data to be an81yzed was .. abstnicted the pr~tocols were divided· 'into 
idea units. Th~ · procedures followed were those . developed by Kiritsch and van 
I' 
. . 
'· ~. 
·• 
-6S 
Dijk ( 1978) · and utilized ·by Phillips (1985). An idea· unit was defined as. a ' · · 
~ J • I, , ( 
.· 
proposition containing at least one ·relational concept.y~ --11t l.ea.st on~. argument. 
. . 
-nre- idea unit is the simplest ind~pendent unit which may ~e used to convey 
.. . 
meaning. For example, . "It was a big flood" and "Kevin must be worried" are 
' . 
.. idea units. Often sentences consist of two or m,ore idea u~i_ts. ·For example, the 
sentence ''There was an unCXJ1ectc;d _ stonn . and it .knocked down the railroad 
. . . 
. ' t 
. .bridge by Kate's house" consists of three idea units: \There was ao u·nexpected· J~:orm,\ . lit kno.cked down th~ railroad bridge\ and \a:~ railroad bridge [Was] 
~Kate's house.\ .. · 
Ea.ch idea : unit in the protocols . was compared with the text information 
which initiated· it a~d a·. subjective .opinion· of how 'the .... reader . was pi'ocessf~g 
t t • I • ' f • • 0 
· . was recorded.' 'The ten· inference strategies identified . by· . P.hillips (19~5) were . 
• • • t • • 
. . . : . .. ~ . ·' . . . 
used as a ~ide h1 defming·· the strategies that were· bei~g noted. After ·25% .of 
• • • - ----- • ~- • 0 • : • ' • ' • • 
t~e protocols · . were .. tomplete~ !fle following five strategic~ were_ identified. as 
regularly· ~cc~rring . sti~tegies: There . was evfd~nce of the sa~e strate'gies 
' . . 
throughout the re~aining · 75% of the prototols.- In the presentation of the 
''. ' 
st,tafegies_ identified from th~ think-aloud proto~ls the code TA (Think-Aloud) 
( ; 
is used witq the numbers of the strategies ·to distinguish them from the 
• 
-- -
strategies identified in the-oral reading p~otocol • 
.. 
1. 
I /...---......... ___ , -.. 
/ . f 
Strategy . TA-l Yisualizine a scene : .. ·or event . preaomi-~antly . on 
the- basjs of text .. infOnnatjoo. During· the process of readin·g. . 
the reader ·activates ~ppropriate' schemata · and readi.ly : (orms a '-
..... - --
' . ' 
me_l)tal image of the scene; or event bemg portrayed · in the · 
text. This visualization, w~ile ..based on "ihe text information, 
.~efiects the reader's j>e~ception _of~~ information. 
' Exampler" · .:·; · 
\ , . 
.. 
. ';'. 
L . . \ ... . ....  
. . 
~· •• _. .J ' . . .... 
.. t t .. ,A ... • • • t 
' ··' 
' ' 
' 
. . . . . 
• 
.t 
.,. ,: 
· ,::}J 
• 
6 · ~.· 
'• 
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. 
. Text: Kate lived with her pa.rents in. a house located ·by the 
railroad tracks. 
-Protocol: "1 see .Kate~s house right now · ah · right by the 
railroad tracks." 
In this . example., the· reader perceived the phrase '\l~catod by the railroad 
tracks" as ~eaning "right by 'the railroad tracks." The' reader was · possibly 
thinking in termS of a few meters from the tracks when . it . could indeed. ·have 
) I . . 
· meant severai meters away from the ~racks. ·The reader~s. thoughts closely 1 
-
resembled the ideas of ttie text: 
2. ~t~at~gy TA-2 VjsualizinK a scene or event predominantly on 
. ~ 
the basjs of text information. wjtb. elaborations which reflect 
jnf~rr~d jilfo_qnation. During · ~e proc~ss of. reading, the reader 
. 
activates appr~priate schemata and . readily forms a mental 
image of the scene or event., adding information based on 
background koowle.dge or experience. 
Example: 
Text: One day an unexpected storm caused a flood. The flood 
washed away the Wooden train bridge near Kate's house. 
Protocol: ")'he flood was very rough.. And if the tracks went 
down the trains wouldn't be able to come and they always 
stopped their engine there." 
In this exampl~, the reader clearly was visualizing the flood scene with the 
washed-out bridge as· portrayed . in the text, but added information about what 
the flood was like (very rough) and abQut the trains not_ being able to come. 
Both·additions were inferred from the text and were plausible· assumptions. ..~ 
.. 
.. 
.. . ' · 
' . 
' (;, 
......... 
i ,• 
. · '· l 
:: .- . ,, 
ft:: ... :~ - 1 • 
. ' 
. ' 
· .. 
\ 
~::. . 
'· 
.. 
... .. ' 
I 
• 
, r 
-· 
•) 
« 
3. ·StralefY TA·3 Yisualfzim~ a scene or event predominan_tly on 
• 
the basjs of backaround knowledae and/or experience. During 
. 
the process of reading, the reader. activates . schemata which are 
.... 
related to the· text information but which are more related to 
I 
... 
.... . 
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l 
the reader's e~erientlal ba~kground. The reader thus creates a 
mental image of a scene or event which may not necessarily . 
reflect exactly what the text had intended to convey, but ~ is a. 
'. ~ 
.  
reasonable possibility . 
~ . 
Example: ,,.. . 
.. ~ 
Text: Kevin lived with his parents .in a house located by the · 
· \ailroa<f.tracks . 
0 l 
. . 1 
· f ·Protocol: ."Early in the_,.mommg a train comes by and wakes :· ·-
..., ,. . • 0 
hi.m up every mom~ng and he don't like it and the.n he's there, 
...!ah;-is· the train go~e yet?' and he falls back tQ sleep again." 
,. . . 
In this example, the rea~er had created a mental image of the boy sleeping and 
being awakened by the train early in the morning. Although this image:~ was 
triggered by the text infonnation, it was not necessarily implied ... bY 'it. The 
re~der un~erstood the section ·:,.and embellished the information by placing 
himself in Kevin's place, and 6y reflecting on t how it might feel to live close . to 
. ... -
\ railroad tracks. 
4. 
.. 
Strategy T .A·4' Ouesti<;>nin~ subsequent events and/or 
information. based oq ; : p:(eyjous text informatjdo aodior 
backaround knowledKc.'' I During the. process of reading, the 
reader thinks ahead in an effort to predict subs~quent events 
~nd/or infonnation. So~_!imes the reader may merely question, 
' 
· , 
I 
. ''· 
. . \ 
. 
t 
... 
.... ~~-~~/ .l:.,· .. ~ .: .. . : :_ f • • . ' .. , , • .. . . I 
f 
N ·· - · 
' . 
.. , 
.•. 
·, 
.. 
l . 
... 
.. . 
I' . 
.. 
,. 
' •, 
. ' 
~-··: , 
. , 
yet at other times the 'reader may hypothes~e about subsequent 
events and/or information, developing one or ~ore hypotheses. 
.. . , 
Example A: 
. . .. •.. 
Text: She w~ appro?Cimately four hundred meters away )from 
the railroad tracks. Then she fell down . hard. She injured . ·her 
left leg. 
I • 
Protocol: "I'm wondering now if the--k-ain will see- her -or not." 
., ... 
..__ 
Jl 
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.. 
In Example A, the reader was questioning ~bout ·subsequent events, based on the 
information that · had already1 .. been provided in the text. It was .- a logical 
., . . 
question,' and there was a ' ·-good possibil.ity that an answer ~ould emerge in 
.~· ~ ... 
subsequent text. It is likely that the reader Was looking for the answer as· ~he 
read on. 
1 .. 
Example B: 
' 
'I~ 
.•. 
Text: She was approximately.. four hundlied meters away from 
~ 
the railroad tracks. Then she fell · down hard. She injured her 
. ~ . 
·"'' 
left leg. 
,. 6 
Protocol: "Well she probably won't be able to · run to g~·t }.the 
• train now - her leg is hurt." 
In Example 8, the reader .was hypoth~sizing about subsequent events, based on 
. . - ~ ' 
the · information thai had alre~dy . been ·p{ovided as well as on background 
knowledge. Since she has .. hurt her ' leg, Kate will · pr~bably not be able to catch 
the train. This hypothesis was logical, and could possibly be confirmed :by .. 
subsequent text information. 
5. Strategy TA·5 KeepiDK foreKqinK information (and hypot~ese~-\, 
made by the reader) in short·term · memocy. During the process 
. ~ 
of reading, the · re~der stores significant pieces of information 
t• t•, . -
:· ... 
" . .. 
'. 1 • 
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v• 
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• 
in short-term memory and relates it to subsc;;quent text as 
reading continues. As a result, the reader may integrate 
f~rcgoing inform~tion ~ith subsequent ·text inform~n. _The , 
reader may also confirm or disconfirm previaus hypotheses once 
additional information has been gathered. ·· .. 
Example A: 
~ ;. . 
' 
·- Text: Kevin- grabbed a flashlight. He hurried towards the 
..__ 
.. tracks. ( 
Protocol: "He's running fast to get to the tracks so that he 
·'won't be too late for to signal the train lo stop." , . 
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.,. 
In ~am~e A, . the · read~r . rei~-~ present- information, K~~n hurrying towards 
. . 
the tracks; to . foregoing information, . regarding . the need for some~ne . to signal 
. . ( ., . ' ,., 
the train to stop· before it got to the bridge. The foregoing. inform~tion had 
been immediately recalled from short-term memory and int.egrated with 
subsequent information in order to make sense to the reader . 
. /'...J 
Example B: / · . . 
Text:· Kevin was very glad that h~~d helped. The· railroad 
-company gave him a medal for preventing a serious train 
accident 
Protocol: (Reader smiled.) "I said that back there, that he was 
glad that he stopped the train." 
'" ' 
ln Ex&:mpJe B, the reader recalled a previous hypothesis and confirm.ed it using 
''\ 
evidence from subsequent text. 
EX'hmple' e: 
T~~: Kevin knew that smpeone would have to signal,.. the train 
. ' . 
. •, 
;,; . 
.. 
. 1 - · 
. fl 
• i ,_, . . 
\.)"~~~~·:·?~:; ::. . .. ·~ . ,, ; . . . . . . '1 , . .. : • . 
•· 
.. ,
,.. ., 
, .,. . 
.r-- ' .· Y. '· 
,. f 
• 
~ 
_, 
1,.,.. ,•~· 
to stop before i~ got to the bridge. He decided to run to the 
tracks to .warn the engine,er. 
~P-:ptocol: (Reader had p~usly predicted that Kevin's house 
.. .. .,. 
gets destroyed "In ther flood.) "I .think that his house ·~ be 
~ . 
· wrecked but now I don't think it is, because he had to be In ' 
hfs house to run out of it, and he wouldn't run ou-t if th .. ere 
.... 
was a flood." 
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In ~ample C, the reader recalled a previo~s hypot~esis and disconfirmed it· .en 
.. -. 
the basis of information which was gathered in subsequ~nt text. The reader 
. . ._ , 
su~ariz«!M the information up to this ·point and inferred that, ·.since' Kevin ··was 
-
leaving·· his house to warn the ·engineer about the bridg~, his .·house must have.,. 
J . .· ~-
been intact. OtheiWise, he thinks something in the text would have indicate-d 
that Kevin's house was wrecked, · -~ 
The five Strategies i'd~ntified ~ 'above aCCOUJ1ted for all Strategic~ Which Were 
dire~tly -observable in the think~aloud protocols. Som.etim~s strategies w-cr~ 
.· . 
utilized simultaneously such that a particula~ ·idea unit was assigned two or . . 
more strategies. For ex~pJe, a· reader may hypothesize, utilizing Strategy T A·4, 
, , . 
and simultaneously visualize a .sckne, utilizing one of St.rategies TA-l, TA-2, or 
: .. ~ ... 0 
TA.:3. In · such· cases, all strategies .we~e reoorded in the a~alysis. The actual 
-
freque.ncy and perce~tage of ~e for ·' each strategy identified ~s indicated .irr 
' . .. r._ . • \ 
Table 3. Unlike the strategies identified in tht: oral re.ading protocols, these five \ 
. ' . . 
strategies wS?e -not necessarily utilize.d · when a proble~ surfaced. These 
strategies· were utilized when comprehension . was p~ogressing smoothly ,a1s w~ll 
' . 
as when problems were experienced. 
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Strategy 
- Strategy. T A-1 
Strate~ Tl\·2 
·strategy 1 A·3 
' Stra~egy ~ :r A·4. 
Strategy TA·S 
--
., 
. \ 
'· 
Table 3 
•. I • ' 
' ' 
. . ' 
Summary. of strategies ldentlDed in· think-~lo~d protocols 
Frecj~cy of use ~-a Percen~ge of Use 
128 . 20% 
.,. 
\ 
.. 123 19.5% 
-.: 
179 28% 
~ ·-- 158 I . 25% ···: 
47 7.5% 
635 100% . 
71 
•'! 
TOT~· . :. . 
- ~ . 
, . ' l. 
. .. 
N = 20. ·(Number of. ~ade~) 
' • . ~ . . : ~ . " .... . . 
. . ' 
.. . . . 
,. . .. · - -. ·· . . 
J ' .' 
. . 
The mos( frequently use~ strategies were Str~tegi.es TA-l, T~-2, TP...-3, · a~d TA· 
· 4,·. all :of which · ~~re used with similar _frequency .. Strategy ·TA-5, keeping foregoing 
. . . 
infoitnation · in short-terin p1emory,- was evidenced only about one third as often · 
"' . . ' . . .... 
as the · -~thers. Since. Strategy · ~A·.~_- _in~olv_ea keeping previous -information in 
~ miJi~, and could be used simultaneously • with • the • other ~trategies', it is possible I 
. ">..._ • . 
that it was' use~: at time~· wh~n read~'rs . did~~t ~ reaily. indicate via vocalizations. 
' . .. .. . ~ 
It · is . p~Ssible that this _strategy was ~ctually utilize~ just' as · o~te~ . as th~ others 
.. 
but re~ders 'did· not give evidence of it in think-aloud rePQrting. · . 
- ._ • I • 
All . ~f ~ stra~egies id~ntifle~ ~ may be re~erred .,to ··a's) ·productive str~tegies . 
because· . 'rcade~s' utilization of them usually resuJted in facil,it~ting ovetaJI ' 
~mp;eilenslon~ :tit the pass~ge. At times ~hen · . the· utilization of such •strategies 
•• '. • • • ' ,-- • • ' • IJ ' 
did not actually facili~te ~mprehension, .. it' 4id. not mterfere .with . i~ . elth~r. :For . 
• ' • . , • .. ' • ,. ..l' ', . 
example, . ~y utilizing $trate~. TA-4,' ques~·ioning subse9uent even1y' and/or 
r 
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.. 
... !' 
information, ~eaders ~ar have questioned ideas which were ~ddr~s~~d· i~ subsequent 
was. likeiy facilitated. Orr the . oi~~t · h~nd.~ re~d~rs . -text. He~ce, ,comprehe~sion 
may have --qu'e~tioned . fdeas which were irrelevant to ove~ai_l· . te~·.'· ~nd~~t'andingr 
• 
, and Vfl'licll. w~re not . ad*e~sed in· subsequent . te~. frt _su~h in$t~n~c~, ~eaders had 
been wise .. to have _· questioned, but such questioning turned o~t ~~ ~~ ~ot. a.s 
. . ' . . .. . ~ . 
iinportan~ in· this . ·.srory as it might have been in others . . At · t~e ~same -time •. 
. . howe~~r. ~tUdt:nts' questioning ·had not inte'rfered with thelr overall CQrPprc~cnsiO.~ · . 
· ~r t~e p~ssag~. · · . . . . . · ·· . · · ·· · : . · . .- I·:;···;; ._. _:·. : . ~- ·: .· . _· ~- ... ' . : 
. . '... . . . . . ' . •. : I' ":~ ·:: .~ ... . ·. . ;- . 
O~e .strategy ·Which. 'differed;· in ... a- way,' . from- the pther~ was. -_ :$ttategy_·_TA·3~·- .· :', .. . ' ·· 
• • • . . • . • - . ·" . ~ . • _,! • ,.\. ,.. .... ;.· .:·: ........ : .. . ... _ .·. · • • :···~ 
"<·.< ~ ::- visualiZing a . scene ~r e~e.nt:. ptedom~l)a~tly . on· thci :~a~is of backgi0tu;ti/ .~9~~e~gc~ ~-; -·;- <--,. > .· 
,r;.~·;:-.- ·:· > ... · . ~ -· a~d/o~ · ~~(i¢l'l<!e: ·. S~ategy ~. TA·3, · _-~ri~ilt~-: :the ~~her strategies, had the:· ~~en~~~;· . I ' •• 
."'!. 
' .. 
., 
"' . . . . . . . , .. . .... ,, . .. , 
' ·'" , . • . . . . i. 
. . 
to be. counte_rpr~ducti~e if overu~ed. ·!he utilization of this strategy in moderation· 
" • 
usually facilitated overall comprehensiOn. If, however, it was utilized quite often 
,.. 
throughout . ~ . passage by a reader, it intedered greatly with comprehension 
• -.1 
and usually led· to misinterpretati9n of the passage. Use" ~f ~trategy T A-3 thus 
cou.ld enl\ance comprehension or i~terfere ~with comprehension, depending on the 
~ ..... . .. . 
degree to which it:' was-used. .. .. . 
• The case examp~e. to follow. will demonstrate h<fw one reader in the present 
stu~y· \!Sea Str~tegy TA•3 excessively, and parti~lly misinterpreted the passage. 
c ' • • ... 
While workin~ through the· exampl~.. AppendiX · 8 should· be referred to for the 
.· 
text' of the entire passage. Questions posed throughout the think-aloud reports 
' -are· in parentl)eses. 
.. ~se J:;xample: Rea_5ler 3 was a fairly fluent re~dcr. She made · 
ten miscues in t~e -:. oral reading which was more than the 
' - . ) 
.average number of miscues in the study ·(X = 7 miscues). All 
<• 
except two mis<!ues were cor~ected successfully. In· terms of 
. . . . ' . 
* ·-
. I 
' ···.: I I : """"' I ' •• 
·. 
• 
• 
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.... 
accuracy_ . in oral reading, then, R-eader 3 performed in the 
. , 
average range . . 
While ' reading the first three sections of the passage, Reader J. utilized 
. various ~trategies ef(ectively. She was visualizing 'the scenes of men working at 
·the railro~d lrac~,· of ~e. ~'}~~· ·washing• ~way. the · railroad bridge,, ~nd . of Kate 
· running to the track to warn ·the e~gineer to stop. She ; appeared . to be monitoring 
. I J • • • • I . . 
.. · h~r c~~pr~hens'i~n! utilizing~ .St.rate_g~~s; TA·l~ , TA-2, Tt·3, ·an~ TA-~, with about 
. .. the sam~ frequency. Compreliension was being facilitated · along · the way. In text 
•.t. : • , G ' ' ' • • • \• • t • • • 
; . 
· ~ ·. · -.' Section ~owever, the reader · started to overuse Strategy TA-3, and continued· 
1·' ·, 
,, . 
~. ' . 
Z-• · ,. 
:';~·.: 
'~ . 
' 
. ' 
' -... 
.. •.
'.\ .. · 
~,.! 
1· · ., ·P 
· · to · do so through~ut the remainder of , the sections, letting her background 
. • 'b 
. \ . 
experien~ override th.e text, thus leading .to a·blaseC:I interpretat.~o~f the pasSage;. 
. . . . . . . 
. ·. 
Text Section 4: Kate grabbed ·a flashlight~ She hurried towards 
the tracks. 
. Reader 3: "Sp she must have . told them in the nigltt if she had 
her flashlight. Probably a train was· broke down and like they . 
. - ~.~9Uidn't see where they were , to . arid· sh.e went over \ t~ the · 
~~ · ..... · ~- , 
;.. . . ··: ·- · 
.. ·
tracks ... . l(D~ you ~h.ink the. flashlight ~~1 ·_help?) . A little pit, . 
. ., 
' . ~ -
.. 
' , 
.... .•· 
.. 
,· ; . 
o ; I 
:: • .. ,: J ' 
,. 
. . 
I ' • ~ 
! · . . •• 
::: : . 
- . 
. " help the people get off, . eause when we were going dqwn . to 
Carb~~ear we .went. ·C?~ ~he .!ain ·~down in ' Carboneat and, like, , 
' . .# . • ,/' . 
... ~ it. was in 'the; evening a~d , w~ didn't .get : ba~k _ u~til in the" night 
~ . 
· and· this train w~ broke 'down and bu~dy brang· them over a 
. " . . ,a~ . 
-flashlight and a~l lfl~ pe9plc- got off ~pd ' went- on- another 
••• train:" 
'Text. ~Sectj~q , 5! She was approxill)ately four- hundred meters 
. . 
. . . ' 
', . :away from file railroad · tracks.. Then she fell dowrt hard. · She 
. . 
l • • • 
. injured her left I.eg. • l· .. 
. · .. 
,. . , 
. 
'. · 
i :. . ·' 
. . . o I 
'~ 
I 
,· ' :!· .. . ' . ' . I ~ 1 I ' ' ._ ' • ' • ' • .. '\ , . , . .. 
• 1 : 
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. . " 
' 
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·. 
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~· 
)) 
. . ' 
a 
·' 
· ~eader 3: "So if she injured her left leg aJld was almost there 
probably _sh~'d have to try and · get up :-herself and w~uldn~t be 
' . - . , 
· . able . to . . ~d sh~, could ~ave sc~ea.med and someone might have 
.·helped ... h~~~ (What ~b~t . tti'~~ j~airi? . ··Why .is·· ~he_ runn,ing . dQ~ 
· t~erc~?) ~e~~se prob~J>ly t~ey . ·wei~~ · ~~9ke down that time when 
:. . . ' .· ' 
. . she was:. run~~~g.~ _Sh~· ~~s .. ru~i~g~ . c;lo~ to .. get' the man out of 
it. · Probably there: w..as ·a~other · train · coming and going to bang 
. ·. . . · ...... ,• 
into it and she Vias . tryi~g to get the man th~t was • driving · off 
the .. trai~. Probablr he was trying t~ get the train going, 
probably she ran down to help him and then couldn't 'get there 
'cause she fell doWI1.'' ~ 
Text Section 6: Kat~ reached for the flashlight and began to 
-blink ~anger. Fo~nately the engi'neer saw the light. The . train 
stopped safely before the bridge. 
Reader 3: "Probably the · train was coming and ·probably stopped 
before it got to the bridge be.cause ht; probably saw the other 
train there: Kate put the flashlight over lo t_he train that was 
. . , ' 
. . . 
coming behin(l ~af!d turned it ,_on and off to . show th~m that 
there was danger there . . (Do you think that,1~w~s a good ide~?) 
. ..r' .0 
Yes. ·Cause it could help him to stop so it--wouldn't bang into 
-
the other train.". () 
·Text Section -z: Kate was . very glad that she had help~d. :rhe 
· . . (\ . rai~r0ad ·. comp~Y. gave her a medal . for prevent.ing ·.~ }erious. 
( ) . "-:-\rAirl a~adent. . . , . . ~,....- ~-~ • • 4 
' ; 
,' I 
·. i 
i 
' 
· .. · Re~~~r . . 3: )o~~bly the " train,, she slipped out of gear, · the , . 
· train that was behind, arid banged . into . it and had .an accident. 
-... 
~. 
'1 
"' , ,. 
' · ~ j '\ ' •' 
· I '. ' 
·' 
.. · 
' 
·' 
. I 
•' · 
l 
.  
· .. · .. 
. , 
. ,·,." 
::.~ 1 
~:. 
, I 
.... 
;.. 
.... ' 
' · ' 
', I ~ , 
" , 
I'm wondering if any · of thrJ people that were on the ~other 
train were dead or anything, got killed, cause they did 'have· an 
' accident." 
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~ile reading Text Section ·4 of the passage, -th.e reader hypothesized that 
the train may· have been broken down, just which 
\ tr ' . 
broke. down on i~ way to Carbon ear. She hypothesized that the 
used to I help people ~ee ·hqw to . get off the train, just as it ha been used . in 
~. . . . 
her train experi~~ce. Up to this po~t Reader 3 was ·effectively utilizing strategies,· . 
. ' ' 
including .. _ Stra~egy TA-3, which ha~ the potential of ·facilitating comprehension. 
It is only later, when she utilized Strategy TA-3 to the point where it contraqicted 
information in t~~ text, that she ran into problems with comprehension. In Text 
--.- . 
Section ~. · Reader\ 3. changed her ·mind about why Kate was ru.nning to catch the 
train. Earlier, ·in Text Section 3, she _had. talk~d about ~he importance of someone 
. . 
wa~ning _the .train driver about the bro~en bridge, l'hich was text-l>ased information. 
' ' . 
Later, i~ Text Section S, she talked about Wtfrning the train driver about another 
~ 1/ ~ ... .. • J 
train that may be ~riling behind the flrst train, and . which might · collide with 
t:he first. train, pushing iL.int~~tbe __ hole· In the bri. · The reader ~as again 
• • 
- focusing . on memories of her Carbon~ar trip. Even th~ugh the i.t.rrnation s~e 
,. 
1: \. 
" ·.:. 
' ' ' 
was reCalling di(i not ' jive with .: th~ text, . she continued to believe that it did. ' 
· ... . · ·. . L 
I ' ~ ' ............... 
· · · This resulted·-~ a misin~erpretation of the text. 
' . . ~ .,, 
In. Text Section ~. the reader cOntinued to fit the · teX( informatio·n into her 
~ ' j • 
\ . " , . • I • ' 
. interpretation, rather than . to change her interpretation so that it 
.· . . ,. . 
. . 
parall~l with the text. 
was more 
Thus, th~ train ~eferr~d' · td in this section was interp~eted :\ 
' I \ ~Y the _ reader tO be a second train, whi!il~·was being signalled. to stop so it 
1 . wouldn't collide into the first train.' The reader ··continued building upon her . ' 
\ • ' t ' · • . • 
', 1, 'interpreta~ion · ~ Text Section 7, 1,md was so convinced of her own interpretation 
' . . . 
, .. ( 
. \ \ \ 
' 
-: . 
... 
-1: . . ·. 
l. ' ' ~ 
. · 
. - . 
_ ... . 
. ' ' . 
.. . ... ;J .. ~: ..... f .:·· ;<J ~-~ . I· • . • ' < ' ' • .. t ' 1 ' ' 
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by this time, that she ignored the details in the text. The reader had read the 
text accurately, with the exception of.~ne miscue ('serious' w:_as pronounced 
'service'). Even though she had read that Kate had been awarded a medal for 
. -~ 
preventing a train a~cident, the r~ader thQught that there had been a collision 
a~d one train .h~~ coll~~~.d with the other, ~using an acci~e,. This seemed to 
b~ . what she had ..-been thinking would ~appe~ an along, scf she confirmed her 
. . . . ' . .. 
hypothesis r~gardless of the information. which was 'provided by the text. 
· The ~e example '"'of Reader 3 Which ~as discussed above is an exceptional • 
ease in the study. Overriding all the evidence •of._ stra'tegy use by Reader 3 is 
--... . . 
the possibility that Reader 3 had interpreted the task of thinking-aloud to melt!' 
saying everything that's in one's imagination. It would be interesting to find 
out how Reader 3 would have interpreted the . passage -in the absence of the 
think-aloud repo~ing. This points · to an inevitable drawback in research such as 
""{, 
this. 
In analyzing the responses ot Reader 3 it w~s noted that she varied greatly 
' fro~ most readers in the typ~ -of S1rat~gie~ ·_"'she frequently used, and in th'e. 
. . . 
nature of the interpretation she developed. Although there were no· other such 
' . ' . 
exceptional cases as the one presented, a close look at all of the other protocols 
revealed (real i~dividual ~ifferences ill ·~he use of comprehension monitoring 
stfategies. "itb tbe exception{of St~~t~gy TA·S, a!l readW used ear strategy 
'to a certain extent. Strat/.:es were used simultaneously, or consecutively. 
Readers, however, varied· in the extent to which they used particular strategies 
· . .: 
and when they used strategies for particular sections of the passage. Table. 4 
.. 
indicates the frequency. of _us~ ~~~ individual st~at~egies . as well as total use for 
each reader. It is thus suggfste that the ~c . of comprehension mohitoriilg 
·.strategies varies· among indiv~d~al 
1 
p~oficient grad three readers.· To adequately 
~ · 
c 
\ 
J • 
\ 
~ ~ ~ 
~ 1 ·. 
r 
' .· I
. . 
comprehend, proficient. re~ders use varied cop1binations of the {ive . strategies 
identified. 
• 
Table 4 
.• 
•Strategy use ror Individual readers 
' Nu'mb~r of Strategies. Evidenced 
" 
TJ\·1 TA-2 TA-3 TA-4 TA-5 .Total 
Reader # 1- 8 3 ' 3 ..... 13 1 28 
• 
.... ~.·-~- 2 7 . . 7 . 2 13 6 35 
3 .. 6 10 29 12 !.._o 57 . . _. . 
.._~ "' 
-
'· 
' 
, . 
. 
l · / ' . ' ;'0• ,_ 
i\• 
) 
., 
... 
' 
'; 
'· 
-; 
~ ~ -
.: 
,. 
,,l 
f:; 
. 
.. 
.:-. 
- ~·-. 
" 
f: . • · • · ' 
4 9 6 . 6 1 3 - - 25 
5 7 3 4 5 0 19 } 5 -2 . 11 11 2 ' 31 2 6 10 10 3 31 
8 8 2 1 2 1 14 
9 1 5 7 10 2 25 
10 6 3 2 2_ 3 ' 16 
11 12 ·'2 0 1 ,3 18 
12 1 7 14i 18 7 47 
13 8 9 7 22 5 51 ·.t; 
14 8 6 5 6 3 28 
15 
- 4 11 17 6 0 38 
16 10 3 4 2 0 19 
17 6 13 n· 
" 
4 1 ·35 
18 .. 6 8 16 . 5 1 36 
19 '2 7 12 5 2 28 
,.:20 . 12 10 18 
. 
10 4 54 • 
--
Outstanding_ use of Strategy TA-3, over an~ above the use of the other 
strategies, appears . to . Interfere with co"'prehension. · Table 4 . indicates .~:Jhe 
total . number of strategies used is no.t · a · feature of adequate comprehension.· The 
' 
relative use of types of strategies is a more sound indication of adequate 
. r 
comprehension. ~ 
... 
Free Becan Protocols 
· The free recall protocols were an~lyzc~ (ot two purpose!&. to assess comprehension 
and to fd~ntifY comprche~~ion mon.itoring strategic~ which may Of may no~ have 
. ' 
' . 
,..- ... 
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been evidenced in the two previous analyses. Th~ protocols were analyzed 
according to the following criteria: 
1. the ~xtent or amount of information recalled, and 
2. the type of information recalled, either .e~l!cit o"r infe~red. 
The fQur· stagbs involve·d in using the categ~ry system outlined ~y Fagan 
. . .. , 
(1981} were followed. For each free recall protocol, irrelevant ·data was eliminated •. .. 
• p 
chiusal units ·were deline~ted, comprehension categories were identified, and 
points were assigned· to the categories. ch protocol was analyzed in terms .of 
I 
. 
the number of clausal units recalled in each category, the total· number of 
. \~ 
clausal units ·recalled, and tHe · adequacy . the·., recalls. · A summary of this 
' ~ 
·-- . information for each reader. is provided in Table . 
. -
The number of clausal units per category· fo reader was recorded. The . 
amount of recall refers to the total number of units recalled in all ca~e.gorics. 
The adequacy of recall refers· to .a subjective rating . of the· adequacy . of 
comp!ehensiO!!t__ which is catego~ized as either · adequate or inadequate,. Recalls 
. . . 
w~ich related the general gist of the passage and provided. most of the supporting 
• details were rat.cd as adequate. Those whic}.l did not relate the general gist of 
. r - • 
. the passage and/or did not provide tl;te supporting details were rated as inadequ~te~ · 
" . 
There ace two s~parate ratings given fo.r each ·reaBer in ~he table. The fir~t 
rating is based sol~i1. on ~e-Jre~ recall, as· ~olunteered information. provided by 
i)he reader. For readers demonstrating inadequat.e comprehension in this rating, 
.\ 
a second _rati~g was made using the answer to the structure questions from 
Appendix D,' .in addition to the voluntary free .recall~ This second. rating was 
-
completed in order to control .. for limitations . which read~rs may have .experienced 
. in .the ar~a~ of memory ~nd ·r~~l abilitY.' . .. ~:~. . . ·'. 
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Table 5 
' . 
. ·. 
• 
.. t' Summary .of the ~ amount and 
.adequacy or recalls for individual readers 
' 
. · Reader < - , 
· ~umber 
l Type· Qr' Recall 
A B '. C D E .. 
1 1 4 4 6 1 . 
2 1 ' ,2 4 4 3 
3 0 
4 2 
0 1 . 1 4 
6 1 • 2 0 
5 2 . l 5 1 2 
6 1 1 2 3 1 
7 4 1 3 6 0 
.g_ 0 4 4 1 3 
9 0 2 4 4 0 
·' 10 2 2 2 3 1 
11 3 1 6 6 0 
12' 0 0 t 10 11 1 
13 0 2 8 2 0 
14 0 2 4 .' 0 1 
15 0 0 8 6 6 
16- 0 2 ~ 7 2 1 
17 0 0 4 11 o· 
. 18 1 .6 5 1 1 
19 0 1 7 5 0 
20 0 1 11 3 .o 
Total 17 18 106 · J8 25 
~verage .8 2 ·5 · 4 1 
,· 
N = 20 readers 
Amount of 
Recall (Total 
No. of Units) 
Adequacy of. Adequacy of 
Recall (Free Recall (Free 
Recall Only) Recall and 
· Questioning) 
16 Adequate Adequ~te · 
14 Adequate , ~d~quate 
6 -lnQdequate Inadequate 
17 Adequ~te Adequate 
11 Adequate Adequate 
8 Inadequate Adequate 
14 Adequate Adequate 
12 'Adequate Adequate 
10 Adequate Adequate 
'to Adequate Adequate 
' 17 Adequate · Adequate 
22 Adequate Adequate 
14 Adequate Adequate 
8 · Inadequate Adequate 
20 Inadequate Inadequate · 
13 Adequate · Adequate 
15 Adequate . ·Adequate 
14 Adequate Adequate 
13 Adequate Adequate 
15 Adequ~te · Adequate 
269 
13.5 . Adequate Adequate 
' I 
Key to J.be mnemonics: A ·= · Text EXact ~ 
. . 
'~~ .. 
•' . 
•• 
B · = 
c = D . . -
' -E = 
,.. 
[ 
.... 
Text ~ecific 
Text ntailed 
Text Experiential 
Text Erroneous • 
; . 
' ' 
• ' . 
~- ..., . :·,:' ~~:.. I ' • .~ •.,_' , ' I •":_ : ~ .. ~ . ·. ' . . . . . 
-_, t' -: • V ,' I 1 . ' 0 
. . 
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Although no . additional comprehension monitoring strategies-:--were identified 
. 
through the fre. recall analysis, some ·support. was found . for findings in the 
think-aloud analysis. In Table 5, there wa.s a significant concentration of , units 
,I 
classified under. the C and D categories, for the re~ders in general. The total 
scores of 106 .and 78 f?r categori~s C ·and D resp~ctively, were at least double· 
.· the scores -un-der the other · three categories . . This trend was interpreted -to· 
suggest . that readers tended' to recall more inferred information than explicit 
information. It ~upports the findil)gs reported in Table 3, which: indicates a 
noticeably higher frequency of use for Strategy TA-3, which is a strategy . based . 
highly on experientia~ background resulting in interpr~tations of text which · are 
largely inferred, and are reflective of readers' background experiences.· . 
_d The average amount 'of information .recalled by the read_ers _ was 13.5 clausal 
• 
. ~ :-. z 
.. 
• 
units~ Considering that the' actual passage consisted of 18 clausal-'' units, - readers 
I . . \ 
in . general ·_gave quite eXtensive recalls. ·In terms of· adequacy of comprehension 
.. as measured via · the free recalls, 90% of the read~_rs . indicated adequate 
. com,prehension whereas 10%. of the readers indicated ina.dequate comprehension . 
. 
~e majority of readers demonstrated that they ~ad adequately understood the 
passage. This .!JPding regarding eXtent of information recalled is -further supporte'd . 
~y the previous finding of high concentration . of recalled unfs categorized, 
' ' 
.. 
• 
under C (Text Entailed) and . D · (Text Experiential). Fagan has suggested that 
such coqcentration indicates adeq~ate comprehension resulting from readers' 
balanced interaction between text and exp,eriential backgrouqd. 
Although ·the majority of readers demonstrated adequate understandin~ of the 
pass~ge, there were two· readers who, even when · iheir answers to the structure 
' . . 
. . 
questions. were·· :analyzed, demonstrated inadequate compr~hension. -'t:lley were 
Re1lders 3 and Reader 15. These two readers varied ·gi'Catly in the amount of· 
•• 
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information ~hey recalled. The recall provided ...b~ Reader 3 was very scanty 
·; · · · whereas that · provide~ by Reader 15. was relatively . -extensiver-·A close look at 
r 
. 
. . ·~ 
I 
'.·_· ~ 
.. 
•: . . 
' .. 
,. 
.· ... 
. :. 
~: ·\ . 
·, , 
.. . 
... 
. ., 
& ' . . . • . . • . . . . 
the profiles ·of ~e· 'two readers· reveals simil.~ities in the type of information 
.... that they. recall~d. Neitber re~der recalled a,ny specific text information nor 
have points in . Category A (Text ·: Exact) and Category B (Text Specific);. :Both 
• ' I • ' 
. . 
readers have an outstanding · prop~rtion of total points in categorf E., (Tex·t 
• ~ 1 
. r L' 
. erroneous), indicating that: much . of the information recalled was either questionable 
or false. It is th.us suggeste~ · that' the two readers focused so heavily on their 
own experitjntial · backgrounds while reading that they misinterpreted the actual 
text information. Evidence for this suggestion was foun~ in Table 4, . wh.ich 
indicates .that Readers 3 and · 15 utilized Strategy TA-3 on ~- outstanding· ~umber • 
of occasions, ~~ compared with other readers. The previ9us case example of the 
think-aloud r~porting pr~vided by Reader ~ further illustrates -the processing 
that occurred which led to a p~ly misconstrued recall. Such a recall was 
indicative of how experiential background tended to override text ~nformation, · 
resulting in inadequate comprehensi~n of the paSsage. 
One explanation · for the behaviours of the two readers who misinterpreted 
\ ' ~e p~ssage may be the nature of the task that · the readers were asked to 
perform. In their efforts to express their thoughts alo~d as. they read, these 
rea~ers in~y have tried to impress by having lots to ·say. They possibly tried . to 
' . 
thinit of things which were related in any ··Way to the te;{t, but in so doing,. _ 
·'-· stra~m · tlle ·actual stqry . . line.' . Thi~ ~.~ay . syggest a pos~ible limitation in 
.,--.. o •7 r 
using . the think·.aloud reporting · rilethdd with young children.:, Some · c~ildr~n 
. . . ' 
appear to intetpret .Ute : t~sk · inapptr~prialely whtch . ni~y in;erfere .with .. the . ... 
' t •• II I • o o 1' ' ' 
t ~ • • ... t• ' 
quality of their performance. .·· . . ! 
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In g~neral, the readers in the study had similar recalls, both in type (generally 
inferred informatio~) and in amf?unt (generally extensive information). Most 
readers related the · general gist of the p~ssage in their free reeall, and also. 
provided most of the suppQrting details either . independently or via questionit1g. 
In general, the ~eaders demonstrated adequate comprehension of the passage. 
' . . 
Summary ·of Findings 
• 
The analysis of the data provided ·by the oral (eading protocols, the think· 
. 
aloud protocols, and the ftee recall protocols indicated that the proficient 
J 
"' readers in the study used comprehension monitoring strategies as they read for 
immediate understanding. Eight sp~cific comprehension monitorinf. strategies 
were identified, three from the oral reading protocols and five from .the t)]_iilk· . 
aloud protocols. Although the strategies were identified sepa~ately, i~ ·was 
demonstrated ' throughout the discussiC!_n that they were related strategies . which 
, I ' 
worked togethef\~o facilitate comprehension. Often strategies op.er~ted simultaneously. 
It was indicated that all readers' tended to use th.e same strategies, but readers 
varied in the· extent to ·which they used particular strategies, and in the ~ituations 
in which· thflll' used ·particular strategies. In tbe latter sense, then, strategy usc 
varie.d among individual . teaders. Total frequency of strategy use was ~hown to 
be less significant than the relative frequency of use of types of strategies in 
facilit~ting cop1prehension. lt was a matte~ . of what strategies were being used, 
relatively hOW•\ -~ften, ~~ther than how many\ strategies were being ll;Se~ all 
together, .which indi~ted the adequacy of reading,J~prehens~on~ / · 
· .. Despite~- the in~i~i~u~~ differences · in th; ~se of comprehension monitoring 
. . 
strategies, the analysis of the free recalls indicated a similarity in readers' end 
.. :_:,. c .;roduct of ccl'niprchenslon. The free recalls .,tended to be similar in the extrt 
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readers generally demonstrated adequate. 
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Chapter V. 
~UMMARY, ,CONCLUSIONS AND RgCOMMENDATIONS_·. 
,.,. . . .; ' 
In this ~hapter, a summacy of the research study will tle present~d. · It will 
.;, . 
be ... followed by conclusions dra~ from the study, implications... for instruction, 
.. 
r 
and recommendations for future res~arch: ' · 
• "1 ....... 
,.< 
S~mmary"' 
.. 
Comprehension monitoring was defined ~s a· metacognfti~e ·process which. ~ ._ · 
plays a vital role in the process of reading comprehen~ion. Within this context, 
-
comprehension monitoring 1and its related strategies have been examined in a 
number of different settillgs . ~ith subjects . varying in age from . preschoo~ to 
. . 
adult. Research methodologies have also varied, but most research has been 
designed around the e!ror detection paradigm. The researc!¥ review for this 
studf indicated a need for more empirical research in the area of comprehension 
monitoring using me,hodologies which_ would overcome some of the limitations 
. associated with the error detection paradigm. 
The purpose of the· present study was to identify the ·comprehension 
monitori~g 'strategies used by a select ·group of proficient grade three readers 
and to determine any similarities and/or differences i~. _strategy u;e . among these 
readers. The twenty readers in the study were asked 'to read sectiqns of an 
unaltered· p9ssage, stopping at designated points I to vocalize ·their thoughts .. 
After. completion, the readers were asked to retell in their owd · words the 
storyline of the passage. The data for the study consisted of the protocols of'' 
· - ' . I 
' the · reading sessions which were , . transcriptions from audiotapes. Three sets of 
. . .. ' -
.. 
. : . data, namely the oral reading . pr6toco~s~ the ~~i~k-aloud protocols and the free 
'· 
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·recall protocOls provided thiee distinct, yet' relat~d, 'meas\n'~ of comprehension 
. · . monitori~g. ... ' 
' 
.: ·~ ·From ·the data analysis, .eight·. co~preitcrision monitoring strategies w~re 
ide.ntified. Three straregie~· were identifled ·. f~oin tbe o~al ~ea~ing p~otocots. 
: . . . The$e ~~re· ~~ategies. ge~erahy' used ~he~· a ·. re~der ~xj>~rienced proble~ -~ith ·' 
· · identifying words, which .· in : ess~nce · meant p~oblerns ' with comprehension. Five 
I ' ' • ' 
.. 
strategies were 
J 
generally used 
identifl~d · fr~~ .. tl}e· th~·aloud protocols. · These were strat~gi~~ 
as readi~g · progressed~ Such strategies reflected what readers 
I 
were doing as they attempted to make sense of the on-going te~. ..-Although no 
additional strategies were identi:ltd (rom the free recall protocols, support was 
found for some of the others _ already- identified-in-~- oral . . reading and think-
~ -
aloud protocol analyses. In addition to. providing support for particular 
" 
strate.gies, the (ree recalls provide& ·a measure of overall c.o~prehension 
assessment . 
It was found that readers generally utilized all eight strategies identified. 
Thus, the readers were similar in the types of strategies they used. However, 
17 
readers differed in the ext~nt to which they used thes·e strategies and in the 
} ' 
·. ,_,;. ' 
.·, 
., -. 
circumstances in which they used particular strategies. Results indi~ted that "' I 
\• 
I. .. . ' 
'• 
.. 
·;·r .. , ·, 
: .~ . . ' . ~ 
• ·: ' • ~ ' , .' !I ' 
'despite individual differences in the utilizatiQn of strategies, readers,. free 
t' • 
recalls were generally ·similar i~ type and extent of information. Readers tended 
: I 
to recall extensive information wi\ich was mostly inferred and was indicative 9f 
adequate comprehension. 
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Co~clusions ~ 
· ~· 
Because pf the abstra~t nature~{ ,the proce·ss of compkflensi~ ma"n'it~ring, 
cautio~ must be exercised in . ~nterpreting . ~h~· findings /of this ~study~ Several' 
- .. 
p 
,.. . 
. ·•· 
. , . . ~ . "' 
con~lusions were . draWn ·on- the basis of the findi~gs and must be interpreted in • 
) 
• , I I 
the c~ntext of the .. present'study. The con~lusions of the study are asfo~lows. \ 
1. · .There are at least eight strat~gie~ which proficient grade th:ree 
~ 
reader,s utilize in reading for immediate understaopirig. 
2. 
r , 
Proficient r~a.ders ·utilize strategies when problem's are. experienced 
in reading as wen· as in 'smooth non-problematic reading~·· \ . . 
. 
I • 3, • 
·Proficirnt read~rs us_u~i!y._ bu! not_ always, utilize "!clnltoring · · 
strate~s whic_h are effective Jn--!acilit~~ing. comprehension. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
.. -Proficient\. rea~ers di~ in the extent and nature of their 
. ' .. 
utilization of ~omprehen~ion monitoring strategies . . ·Processing 
J 
styles of various reader~ tend to be highly individualized. 
There appears to be no one particular processing style or style 
of strategy use ·which res~lts in adequate. comprehension of a 
reading passage. 
Comprehension monitoring and the utiliza_tion of ~omprehension 
monitoring ~rategies is positively related to readin~ comprehension. 
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' Impli.cations for Instruction 
-
- , , 
The findi~gs and conclusions . .of this ·study have some" general implications for '-
· ~ ' p ... , • '~ - ·. 
reading instruction. _· ·The impl_ications which follow correspon:d: . dtrectly · tq "t~ 
'·' 
conclusions liL ih~ previous section. 
• ., • li& 
1.- The. reading proce~S .. i~v.iies: ·atnong .. 10th~r thrngs, the" . Utilization Of SJ>.cd:QC_ 
identifiabl~ . st.rategies w ... hich.'~··facittra;es unde.rst~ndi~g. . a-~~ding . tea.chcrs -
• 'f ' • .. , " ~...:.. • • . , 
sqoul(! be aware . of .such strategies, and should integrate such knowledge ·:into . 
thclr. theoret~cal -~ases for . te~chiqg. · ~·aders~ 'at an· 'proflcien~ .levels :shou.ld 
'• . . . 
' • t . • 
be -encouraged; for·- -example, to visualize and t<i ... ·hyPothesize· as ~hey rea_d. , 
and to monitor · at tlie · word,_ 'senterice, . . an~. pasta e levels if they are to : · 
become thinkers rather than mere word-callers. 1 i 
- - . . . . ;· ' - J 
2. Readers should learn· strategies which• facilit~te comprehension . when probterris 
r . -- • • 
are experienced a~ well as when ~Q) proble.ms are incurred. Reading· teachers . 
~ -r 
• . ' 
~hould 'ther~fore .... not function on· the as~umption that strategies arc utilized 
mainly wh~n problems are incurred, but rat~r on th_e assump~i;_n_ ·t~!t_ :~t~at~gics. 
-ar.e also utilize~ively_ when m{ probl~s are incurred. ... . 
. .. . . . 
··· . ~ . ' ' ,~ • , 3. Proficient readers . are usually, but . not . always, characterized as cffectivt 
-- "' '-~-~ -· . . comprehension monitors. Reading· teache": ~ould never assume that highly 
. - -~ proficien_t readers will effectively monitor . thelf 'comprehension while reading 
' . ~ . 
. 
' 
\ • ' . 
.. · 
. . 
-· ": . · for · immediaJe un.derstanding. 
. . . 
Although it· 'is most like'ly. that ' they rill 
monitor effectively, it is possible that they will not. 
-
4. The processing ~tyles' of -readers ~ppear ,to be highly individualized. This 
,implies that atte_mpting to specify' characteristics of the" successful CO~rch~nsio~ 
. .....- . . .. 
monitor is not the a·pp'roac~ that shquld ·be taken. Tl,lere 'is no single most 
: ... . 
'· 
1 ., 
I\ \ , . 
. ' 
. ' 
' 
1 ' 
,' 
-
--
-~ 
... 
.. 
I 
I 
; 
) 
.a ', 
, .. 
. ' . ---- -~ 
' 
~· 
.-
. effective monitoring style. 
9 ' I 
- J 
effective ~onitoring styles. 
. . 
..-"' 
v 
/ 
Rather, there 
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.. 
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. 
appears to be many different 
....) ""'- i· .Comprehension ~on ito ring bstrategie~ which are. eff~ct.!_ye , for some readers 
.'j , : . ' ·J!l~Y not ilecessar~y-ile)ite-:f~ for others. :)Readers. may 1ze taught vario~S '~-. · 
' ~ : 
.r 
\ . ' 
. -~·"'"J, . 
, ... -
.. 
.. .•. 
' 
. mo~itoring strategi~s but, whe~er tl,~y utiliie ' them, and where · and. ;.,hen . ·. ·. \ 
.· -~~ they do so, will _vary with individual readers. 
. ' \ ~ . 
~ ... . ' • ' . • l • 
6: Readers whO- think, monitor:· and. utilize their individually 
' . ...~ ' ·- . 
chosen strategtes . : 
,-. 
.... _ 
t• • < 
as thef"read are likely .to adequately und.erstand-what they read. 
-- --·--; ·, . / -
~., / 
. \ ... ' . 
Recommendations for Furth~r. Research 
-
' 
e-
Sased upon the findings and limit(!tions of this study, recommendations are. 
'r · .. ~ 
proposed for further rc;search. ·- Th'e present · study ~amined the· comprehension 
~onitorinl strat~gies ' utilized by a sample of twe;t'y ' proficient grad~ three 
. ~"' 
readers. · . Similar studie~ ' using proficient readers at' th:s:e >--grade . t~ree level- and . 
using other texts would mafce the findings: more generaliza . Stud-ie~ examining •· 
- · readers at different grade t levels arid. proficiency ievels would ' ffe~ .more insight 
int.o the comprehensi_ori D)Oriitoring process. 
". 
The present study ~xamin~d co~prehension monitoring by employ.ing a .methodology 
which involved the _task of thinking aloud ~uring the · re~ding· of a piece of 
narrative· text .. 
.. 
· Experiment~tion with . other·· types of reading material such as 
~--
expository or -descriptive text might reveal addjtional ··strategies. ; While the 
' 
. ' 
. same or additional strategies might be found, they may be used more or less 
" 
with differe'nt types _of s:eading materials. Such information would be use~ul to 
know. 
·The · pr~rsent study attempted to utilize as natufal a setting' as possible in 
. . 
ex.amining comprehension monitoring. The ~pa~age itself was natural in the sense 
.. •• 
I \ 
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.. 
that it was not altered in any way as was often the case in comprehension · 
monitoring studies, especially :those ·basel\ upon · the error detection paradigm. 
. ~ 
The fact that readers- were withdrawn individually to a designated room and 
were · asked to read to and talk with an adult whom th~y had just met, how~vcr, 
: . « . ~ 
. ( indicates that the setting ~ w~s still far ~om natural. More research should be . 
, ' , , I ' i ' 
condl;lcted . in . natural environmef!ts for young · chil_dren . in order to come even 
_  ~cr{s~~: to the ~IAssro~m re~lity in which children read.· 
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Appendix A. 
' ,. Original Passage #1· 
O.uick Thinkini 
Text Section .1: 
,. 
Kevin lived with~ parents in 
a hou&e . by the railroad· tracks. 
Kevin's father: ·worked for the . 
• . .,·. ~~ilroad; · ,. 
... 
' 
Setti\lg_ 
• 
. , 
-- 1,; ~ 
:TeXt Section 2: ·'f; _;:One d~}/•.- : terrible·· ~torm' ·ca-used. · initiating Ev~nt 
a flood. The flood washed away ·· _ 
• 
I 
1 
··~ · · 
.  the wooden train bridge near ·· 
Kevin's house. j · 
Text Secti_on '3: , Kevin kn~w . that ·so~eo~e· ~~~1~ · 
·- - .have to ~p · the Jtam before ~t · 
Text Secti0\1 4: 
· got · to the bridge. 1He decided to 
run . to the trac~ to warn the 
. engineer. 1 
I 
Kevin · grabbed/ a flashlight. He 
ran toward the/tracks. 
' . ' . / ' \ . 
·Text Sectjon 5: He. was 'bout four hundred 
. meters a~ay ·from . the railroad 
Text Section 6: 
tracks. Then he fell· down hard. 
He hurt /is left le~. 
l(evin~grabbed the flashlight and 
ne b gan to blirik danger. The 
ensj eer saw the light. 'The 
· •. tra)n '·stopped ·safely befqr~ the 
bridge. . .. 
.Te.xt Section 7; · I -
; kevin was very glad that he had 
1 helped.· The railroad gave him a 
I 
I 
I 
/ 
/- - --1 - --
I 
I 
. I , medal ~m saving 'the train: 
I . 
/ 
, 
; ' ~ c 
'. I 
. " : 
I • 
... ' . ' 
Inte~al_ Response 
Att~mpt 
Obstacle , .. 
'• .t:, 
t •.• ' 
.I: -
solution 
·-
Reaction 
' 
. ' 
(} 
· :·1~!l 
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Oujck 'Thinkina 
Text Section f: 
.I 
... 
. ;, . 
Kate lived with her parentS in a , Setting 
house by the railr6ad tracks. . · 
Kate's father worked for the 
railroad. --~--- · 
. . 
Texl ~ection 2: One· day a terrible storm caused 
a flood. The flood washed away 
the wooden traiii bridge ·. near 
Kate's house. 
'--- . 
Initiating Eve.nt . 
Text Section 3: · Kate knew that --someone wo.uld 
have to stop the train before : it 
got to the bridge. ~qe decided 
to run to · the trac~ to warn 
the engineer. . . 
Text Section 4: Kate grabbed a flashlight. She 
ran toward the tracks.· 
Text Section 5:- -=--· Sh~ was about four hundred' 
meters 'away from the railroad 
tracks. Th~n .she fell down hard; . 
She hurt h~r left leg. 
-Text Section 6: 
\)\\ 
1 r J 
Text Section·?: 
" Kate grabbed • the· .flashlight and . 
sh~ began to blink danger. The 
e-ngineer s~w the light. The 
t(am stopped safely before the. 
bridge. , . · : 
Kate was very Jdad that she had 
helped. The r:aiiroad gave her a 
. meCial for saving. the train. 
1. • 
--
.,.-
.. 
-I 
.. 
Internal Response 
Attempt ·l 
Obstacle . 
Solution . 
... 
Reaction 
.. 
' 
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~ Revised ~assage #1 " 
. , . ,., 
Oujck 'Qlinkin& . 
Text'Se~~ion 1: ' . 
· . . ·Kev·i·n. iived with~· his parents rb a h~~se · 
.. · · •· . . _)octitell.by thci _.uroad.;tracks. _:kevin's . 
· · · .. :· · .fathe~ .. was . emjjloyed by t~e railroad · . . · . 
.> 
. . . · • c(jmpany. . . , . · .. 
. ''\ ' .- ... ,. " \ .· . . . 
.. . ·: · : · · . .- .' .. Texi· Se~tion ,2; . -J . · ; . . ... 
'. ·\ 
, ; ... ' ' o ' , ~ ~ ' ' • • •~ ' ' ' • o ,:;. ' 'If • ' I \. • \ 
. . .. . . ,: ..... o~'e d~y· an uilexpect~d ~torm ~used ~. fl<:>od~ . 
·; :"'. - The flood-washe~ ~way the ~ooden tram 
~ · · · ·' bridg~ near· Ke'{in's hous.~. · 
'· . . 
. . ""' .· ~ 
. ' 
-- . 
.. ·· 
• 
: · Ten Section· 3: · . · 
. . . ' . 
Kevin kn~Yl that someone wouiahave to 
sigQal ·tl)e train to stop before it ·got ·. 
to the bridge . . He decided to run to .the · 
tracks to -warn the engin~er. 
Text. Section 4: · 
•, .. 
· · , Kevin grabbed ·a flashlight: ~e im~i·~~d • 
.. · tow~rds .tile .tracks. ·. · . · 
. " ·.. . 
· Text Section~ 5: ·. I ',. , -;:: 
. .i •,"' ,. 
· . . . He was ·approximately ·tour ltund,fed meters . 
.I away from "the ~ailroad tracks . . Then he 
-'·. {ell dowrt, har.d. He inj\Jred his _left leg. 
.. . ' . ' . 
Text Section 6: . · 
• ' • I Kevi~ reached· for ·the flashl:ight . and ~egan . 
to bhnk danger. Fortunately~ the engmeer '· 
: · . ·saw the light._"The· train stopped safely 
b~f<?re the bndge. . · . . 
, . 
: !f.cxi Seetioft.'7: 
.. . (' . . . 
. 'Fhe·railroad cOmpany gave him 8°medal 'for . 
' l . Kevin was very, glad .that he had beipe.d. ·. · .r~v~ilting-a s'erious ·trai~ accident. . 1 • ...... . ' . ' Q • . , · ' \ • •• . . . . ' ' . ' ~ . "' 
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Appendix B 
•• 
Revised Pass~ge #2 · 
Quick Thinkin~: 
Text ·Section 1: . ,. 
1Kate lived with his parents in a house 
located by,. the rail.road tracks.. Kate.'s 
father was employed by the railroad 
company. 
- , . 
Text Section 2~· ·· , ~ { 
. . ·- ~ 
· · One ,lhiy .an une'SP.ected. storm caused a flP,od. · .. 
·-.-· · , Ttt~ flood, was~ea~aw~Y: the woo4en train ~. • .. 
. bridge ·near Kate's ;house. · 
~ ~ ·· .... ~ ' ' ~ ·. ' . 
, - .: · · TeXt Section 3:· · ~ 
, - . 
. "'~ , ... 
-
Kate knew t~at ·sQqteoit~ would have . to . . 
.' .. signal the train· to stop before-it. got . 
to the bridge. She decided to run to the 
tracks to warn the eng~e~r. 
' · 
• • 
' . 
.,... ., ,···· 
·:r Text Section. 4: . . :;.~ 
.... -.~ 
.;_ .r 
·:"I-
·' 
t 
- 'I • ./1 
r ~ •' 
• 0 
Kate .grabbed a flashlight. She hurried 
~ towards the ·tracks. . · . . 
' 
·· TeXt Section 5: 
Sfle was approximately four hundred me~ers 
away from the railroad tracks. Then she · 
fell down ha~d. She inj~red her ~eft leg. ": 
Text Se_ctioy 6: 
Kate ;eache~ ·f~r the flashlight and began 
.. to blink danger. Fortunately, the engineer 
· . saw toe light. The train stopped safelY' 
· . b~fore th~ · bridge·. · 
" Text Section 7: 1 • 
..-1 · · Kate w.as very glad tti~t stte )lad he,ped. 
The J~Ulroad company gave her a medal for 
· : · preventing a ~erious train accident. 
• 0 ~ • 
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Appendix C 
, I 
Questions Used With Think-Aloud Reports 
" ; 
1. Do you haJe any questio~s? 
' » f 
2, Did. you read anything over again? 
\ 
,3. Did you concentrate on any par(icular part of tile story? 
. 
-~ Did you imagine (picture) the story in .. your min,d?. 
.............. . . 
~....,._ 
.s. Is tHere ~nything that is not· Clear to you? 
6. Is 'there anything you had to think about a lot? 
/ 
.... ' 
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Appendix D 
Q~estions Fotiowing Free~ecalls 
I 
1 
2 
Why was it so important to stop the train? What might have happened? 
What exactly did th~· engineer do Wbe~ he .saw the blinki~t? . 
. . 
,, 
- \ 
• 0 3r 
) c 
4!. 
How did the railroad company firia out 11b?~t what 'Kate · (~evin)~·did? 
I ' 
~ . 
Why-was the story called "Quick Thinking"? 
' 
\ . • ,I 
Did everything in )h~ ~tory make sense? 
:' 
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